ANES 2008 Time Series Study
================================
POST-ELECTION CODEBOOK
================================
Variable documentation file

NON-SURVEY VARIABLES
Page Variable group
.... ..............
1 V084001a - V082030 POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
9 V084251 - V084258 POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION
11 V084401 - V084420 POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
36 V084500 - V084514 POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

SURVEY VARIABLES
Page Variable group
.... ..............
43 V085001a - V085310 POST-ELECTION SURVEY
282 V085311 - V085360b POST-ELECTION SURVEY AMP MODULE
338 V085401a - V085409h POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

The following variables are documented in a separate file, the ANES 2008 Time Series Study PRE-ELECTION CODEBOOK (variable documentation file):
V080001 - V081001 STUDY DESCRIPTIVE
V081101 - V081120 HOUSEHOLD LISTING (SCREENER)
V081201a - V081215 SAMPLE GEOCODES
V082001a - V082030 PRE-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
V082251 - V082258 PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION
V082401 - V082434 PRE-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
V083215 - V083281 PRE-ELECTION SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS MODULE
V083301a - V083313m PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

============================================================================
V084001a PostAdmin.1a. Beginning Date of Post-election IW: month
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Beginning Date of Post-election IW: month
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:  
-----------
11. November  
12. December

MISSING CODES: 
--------------
-4. NA (missing)  
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES: 
-----
For interviews conducted in multiple sessions, this represents the date of the first session.

TYPE: 
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084001b  PostAdmin.1b. Beginning Date of Post-election IW: day  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

---------------------------------------------------------------  
Beginning Date of Post-election IW: day  
---------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:  
-----------
Range: 1-31

MISSING CODES: 
--------------
-4. NA (missing)  
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES: 
-----
For interviews conducted in multiple sessions, this represents the date of the first session.

TYPE: 
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084001c  PostAdmin.1c. Beginning Date of Post-election IW: date MMDD  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

---------------------------------------------------------------  
Beginning Date of Post-election IW: date  
---------------------------------------------------------------

Page 2
NOTES:
-----
For interviews conducted in multiple sessions, this represents the date (MMDD) of the first session.

TYPE:
----
Character

-------------------------------
V084002a  PostAdmin.2a. Ending Date of Post-election IW: month
-------------------------------

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

----------------------------------
Ending Date of Post-election IW: month
----------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
11. November
12. December

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
For interviews conducted in multiple sessions, this represents the date of the last session.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-------------------------------
V084002b  PostAdmin.2b. Ending Date of Post-election IW: day
-------------------------------

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

----------------------------------
Ending Date of Post-election IW: day
----------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
Range: 1-31

MISSING CODES:
NOTES:
-----
For interviews conducted in multiple sessions, this represents the date of the last session.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084002c  PostAdmin.2c. Ending Date of Post-election IW: date MMDD

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Ending Date of Post-election IW: date

NOTES:
-----
For interviews conducted in multiple sessions, this represents the date (MMDD) of the last session.

TYPE:
----
Character

V084003a  PostAdmin.3a. No.days since electn: Post-electn IW beg date

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Number of days since election: Post-election IW beginning date

VALID CODES:
------------
Range: 1-56

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
The 2008 national elections were held on November 4, 2008.
V084003b    PostAdmin.3b. No. days since electn: Post-electn IW end date

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Number of days since election: Post-election IW ending date

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-56

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

The 2008 national elections were held on November 4, 2008.

V084004    PostAdmin.4. Total no. IW sessions: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Total number of interview sessions: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. One IW session
2. Two IW sessions
3. Three IW sessions
4. Four IW sessions
5. Five IW sessions

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
A session is defined as an opening or re-opening of the survey instrument followed by administration of at least 1 survey question. A new session may initiate as the result of Respondent breakoff or technical problems.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

V084005  PostAdmin.5. Total no. interviewers: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Total number of interviewers: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. One total Pre-election IWRs
2. Two total Pre-election IWRs
3. Three total Pre-election IWRs
4. Four total Pre-election IWRs

NOTES:
---

This is the total number of interviewers for the case, not the total number for administration of the Post-election survey instrument alone.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

V084006  PostAdmin.6. Version: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Version of survey instrument: Post-election

VALID CODES:

70. Version 7.0 - Prepared 10/29/08
71. Version 7.1 - Prepared 11/17/08
72. Version 7.2 - Prepared 11/20/08

MISSING CODES:
---
-2. No Post-election IW

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084007  PostAdmin.7. Total no. calls: Post-election  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total number of calls: Post-election  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
Range: 2-38

NOTES:
-----
The total number of calls includes some calls by telephone. Count by mode is not available. Calls include all attempts by the interviewer to do any of the following: locate the address; obtain consent; complete the Post-election interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084008  PostAdmin.8. Interviewer IW number: Post-electn IW (nth IW)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Interviewer interview number: Post-election IW  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
Range:

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
This identifies the interview as the Nth Post-election interview conducted by the interviewer.
TYPE: Numeric

---

**V084009** PostAdmin.9. Mode of interview: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Mode of interview: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. Face-to-face IW

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

All Pre-election interviews were conducted fact-to-face.

TYPE: Numeric

---

**V084010** PostAdmin.10. Length of interview: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Length of interview: Post-election IW

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing)

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

This is a variable with 1 decimal place and represents the summed lengths of interview sessions that were recorded with rounding to whole seconds. The mean length of Pre-election interviews was 89.3 minutes. Interview timing includes any pauses or interruptions during interview sessions.
V084011 PostAdmin.11. Language of interview: Post-election IW
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
Language of interview: Post-election IW
============================================================================= VALID CODES:
1. English
2. Spanish
3. Both English and Spanish
MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
NOTES:
This is the language in which the Post-election survey IW was conducted.

V084012a PostAdmin.12a. Interview verification: Post-election IW
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
Verification: Post-election IW
============================================================================= VALID CODES:
0. Not a verified case
1. Verified case
MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
NOTES:
Verification of interviews was conducted using review of audio-recorded files.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084012b  PostAdmin.12b. Interview evaluation: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Evaluation: Post-election IW

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, not applicable to the 2008 Time Series Post-election

NOTES:
-----
In the 2008 Time Series Study, an evaluation process for interviews that was separate from the verification process (PostAdmin.12a) was not conducted.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084013  PostAdmin.13. Result (Post-election)

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Result (Post-election)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, not available

NOTES:
-----
Post-election result codes are not available.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Interview recorded: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, interview recorded (consent given)
5. No, not recorded (consent not given)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election interview

NOTES:

This variable indicates whether the Pre-election interview had segments audio-recorded: for cases with consent given by the Respondent, all open-ended responses were recorded.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084015 PostAdmin.15. Respondent payment amount: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Payment amount made: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

25. $25 payment to respondent
50. $50 payment to respondent

MISSING CODES:

-9. Respondent refused payment
-2. No Post-election interview
-4. Missing

TYPE:

Numeric

V084016 PostAdmin.16. Respondent payment mode: Post-election IW
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Payment mode: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. All payments were made in cash upon completion of the Post-election IW

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election interview

TYPE:

Numeric

------------------
V084017a  PostAdmin.17a. Refusal made: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Refusal made: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

0. No refusal
1. 1 or more refusals

NOTES:

If 1 or more calls in the Post-election call history was coded for a refusal by anyone at the household, then this variable has been coded 1.

TYPE:

Numeric

------------------
V084017b  PostAdmin.17b. Refusal conversion: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Refusal conversion: Post-election IW
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, not applicable to the Post-election IW

NOTES:

For the Post-election IW, cases were not specifically flagged as 'refusal conversion' cases. Interview cases with 1 or more calls coded for refusal by a household member are indicated in PostAdmin.17a.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Respondent incentive: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

0. No incentive was paid or given to the respondent in addition to the respondent payment as indicated in PostAdmin.16a.

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Payment date: Post-election interview

NOTES:

Payment was made when the interview was complete; this variable is the same as PostAdmin.2c (MMDD).
V084020 PostAdmin.20. Persuasion letter: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

Persuasion letter: Post-election IW

MISSING CODES:

- 1. INAP, not applicable to the Post-election IW

NOTES:

Data for persuasion letters are not available for the 2008 Time Series Post-election IW.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084021a PostAdmin.21a. COMMENT SUMMARY: positive comment

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:

Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following positive comments?

- 'I like to do things that HELP THE COMMUNITY'
- 'I ENJOY DOING SURVEYS'
- Other positive statement

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:

0. No positive comment indicated in PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c
1. One positive comment indicated in PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c
2. Two positive comments indicated in PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c
3. Three positive comments indicated in PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c

MISSING CODES:

- 4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c)
- 2. No Post-election IW
NOTES:
-----
Built from PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084021b  PostAdmin.21b. COMMENT SUMMARY: time-delay comment 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER: 
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the 
in-formant/respondent make any of the following TIME DELAY comments? 
- 'I am TOO BUSY/ I don't have time' 
- 'This is a BAD TIME / Can you COME BACK LATER' 
- 'Let me THINK ABOUT IT' 
- Other time delay statement  
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
-----------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES: 
------------
  0. No time-delay comment indicated in PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g 
  1. One time-delay comment indicated in PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g 
  2. Two time-delay comments indicated in PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g 
  3. Three time-delay comments indicated in PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g 
  4. Four time-delay comments indicated in PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g  

MISSING CODES: 
---------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g) 
-2. No Post-election IW  

NOTES: 
-----
Built from PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084021c  PostAdmin.21c. COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following NEGATIVE comments?
- 'Surveys are a WASTE OF TIME'
- 'I DON'T TRUST SURVEYS'
- 'Surveys are a WASTE OF TAXPAYERS MONEY'
- 'NEVER DO SURVEYS'
- 'I'm NOT INTERESTED'
- Other negative statement

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:

0. No negative comment indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p
1. One negative comment indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p
2. Two negative comments indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p
3. Three negative comments indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p
4. Four negative comments indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p
5. Five negative comments indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p
6. Six negative comments indicated in PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Built from PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084021d  PostAdmin.21d. COMMENT SUMMARY: eligibility comment

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following ELIGIBILITY comments?
- 'I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING about the survey topic'
- 'I'm NOT MARRIED/ I don't have a partner/ I don't have any children'
- 'I'M TOO YOUNG/ I'm TOO OLD'
- 'I don't vote/ I can't vote'
- Other eligibility statement
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:

0. No eligibility comment indicated in PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u
1. One eligibility comment indicated in PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u
2. Two eligibility comments indicated in PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u
3. Three eligibility comments indicated in PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u
4. Four eligibility comments indicated in PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u
5. Five eligibility comments indicated in PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

-----
Built from PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

==============================================
V084021e  PostAdmin.21e. COMMENT SUMMARY: privacy comment
==============================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

---------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the
informant/respondent make any of the following PRIVACY comments?
- 'You’ll ask me too many PERSONAL QUESTIONS / I don’t want to
talk about these kinds of things'
- 'The GOVERNMENT ALREADY KNOWS EVERYTHING about me already'
- Other privacy/ sensitivity statements
---------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:

0. No privacy comment indicated in PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y
1. One privacy comment indicated in PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y
2. Two privacy comments indicated in PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y
3. Three privacy comments indicated in PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Built from PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084022a PostAdmin.22a. Comment: positive - help community
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following POSTIVE comments?
- 'I like to do things that HELP THE COMMUNITY'

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21a. (COMMENT SUMMARY: positive comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084022b PostAdmin.22b. Comment: positive - enjoy surveys
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following POSTIVE comments?
- 'I ENJOY DOING SURVEYS'

VALID CODES:
--------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22a-PostAdmin.22c)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21a. (COMMENT SUMMARY: positive comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084022c PostAdmin.22c. Comment: other positive
=============================================================================
NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following TIME DELAY comments?
- 'I am TOO BUSY/ I don't have time'

VALID CODES:

0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:

PostAdmin.21b. (COMMENT SUMMARY: time-delay comment)

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following TIME DELAY comments?
- 'This is a BAD TIME / Can you COME BACK LATER'

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21b. (COMMENT SUMMARY: time-delay comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

---

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

--------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following TIME DELAY comments?
- 'Let me THINK ABOUT IT'

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21b. (COMMENT SUMMARY: time-delay comment)
NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084022g  PostAdmin.22g. Comment: other time delay  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following TIME DELAY comments?  
- Other time delay statement

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22d-PostAdmin.22g)  
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21b. (COMMENT SUMMARY: time-delay comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084022h  PostAdmin.22h. Comment: negative - waste of time  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following NEGATIVE comments?

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21c. (COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
Coded by the interviewer at call level. This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following NEGATIVE comments?
- 'Surveys are a WASTE OF TAXPAYERS MONEY'

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21c. (COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level. This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following NEGATIVE comments?
- 'NEVER DO SURVEYS'

Valid codes:
0. Not marked
1. Marked

Missing codes:
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

Reference:
PostAdmin.21c. (COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment)

Notes:
Coded by the interviewer at call level. This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

Type:
Numeric
VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
----------
PostAdmin.21c. (COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following NEGATIVE comments?
- 'I'm NOT INTERESTED'

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
----------
PostAdmin.21c. (COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following NEGATIVE comments?
- Other negative statement

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22h-PostAdmin.22p)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21c. (COMMENT SUMMARY: negative comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following ELIGIBILITY comments?
- 'I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING about the survey topic'

VALID CODES:
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21d. (COMMENT SUMMARY: eligibility comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084022r PostAdmin.22r. Comment: eligibility - no spouse/parn/child

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the
informant/respondent make any of the following ELIGIBILITY comments?
- 'I'm NOT MARRIED/ I don't have a partner/ I don't have any children'

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21d. (COMMENT SUMMARY: eligibility comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.
V084022s  PostAdmin.22s. Comment: eligibility - too young/too old

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following ELIGIBILITY comments?
- 'I'M TOO YOUNG/ I'm TOO OLD'
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21d. (COMMENT SUMMARY: eligibility comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V084022t  PostAdmin.22t. Comment: eligibility - don't vote

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following ELIGIBILITY comments?
- 'I don't vote/ I can't vote'
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
------------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
----------
PostAdmin.21d. (COMMENT SUMMARY: eligibility comment)

NOTES:
------
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084022u PostAdmin.22u. Comment: other eligibility
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-------------------------------------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the 
informant/respondent make any of the following ELIGIBILITY comments?
- Other eligibility statement
-------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
------------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22q-PostAdmin.22u)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
----------
PostAdmin.21d. (COMMENT SUMMARY: eligibility comment)

NOTES:
------
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
V084022v  PostAdmin.22v. Comment: privacy - personal questions

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following PRIVACY comments?
- 'You'll ask me too many PERSONAL QUESTIONS / I don't want to talk about these kinds of things'

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.21e. (COMMENT SUMMARY: privacy comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084022w  PostAdmin.22w. Comment: privacy - govt knows everything

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following PRIVACY comments?
- 'The GOVERNMENT ALREADY KNOWS EVERYTHING about me already'

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked
MISSING CODES:
----------
- 4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y)
- 2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
--------
PostAdmin.21e. (COMMENT SUMMARY: privacy comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Person did not have to use these exact words, but did the informant/respondent make any of the following PRIVACY comments?
- Other privacy/ sensitivity statements

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
- 4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.22v-PostAdmin.22y)
- 2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
--------
PostAdmin.21e. (COMMENT SUMMARY: privacy comment)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Type of structure
- Mobile home
- Detached single family
- Duplex
- Apartment building/Condo/townhouse complex
- Other

VALID CODES:

1. Mobile home
2. Detached single family
3. Duplex
4. Apartment building/Condo/townhouse complex
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer at call level.
If different codes were coded at different calls, the highest number code was used in PostAdmin.23, with the following exceptions: if both 1 and 2 were coded, PostAdmin.23 was coded 1; if Other Specify text was a textual description appropriate to code 1,2,3 or 4, then PostAdmin.23 was coded with the appropriate code (not code 7).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following best describes this structure
- Single family home
- Structure with 2 to 9 units
- Structure with 10 to 49 units
- Structure with 50 or more units
- Other

VALID CODES:

1. Single family home
2. Structure with 2 to 9 units
3. Structure with 10 to 49 units
4. Structure with 50 or more units
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing
-1. INAP, 1,2,3,-4 in PostAdmin.23

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer at call level.
If different codes were coded at different calls, the highest number code was used in PostAdmin.24, with the following exception: if Other Specify text was a textual description appropriate to code 1,2,3 or 4, then PostAdmin.24 was coded with the appropriate code (not code 7).

TYPE:

Numeric

V084024a  PostAdmin.24a. DWELLING UNIT: struct residentl: Post-electn

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Is this structure
- Entirely residential
- Primarily residential with some commercial or other non-residential
- Primarily commercial or other non-residential

VALID CODES:

1. Entirely residential
2. Primarily residential with some commercial or other non-residential
3. Primarily commercial or other non-residential

MISSING CODES:

---------
-4. Missing
-1. INAP, 1,2,3,-4 in PostAdmin.23

NOTES:
------
Coded by the interviewer at call level. If different codes were coded at different calls, the highest number code was used in PostAdmin.24a.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084025 PostAdmin.25. DWELLING UNIT: observe urbanicity: Post-elecnt
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following best describes the immediate area or street (one block, both sides) where the sample member/respondent lives?
- Rural farm
- Rural town
- Suburban
- Urban, residential only
- 3 or more commercial properties, mostly retail
- 3 or more commercial properties, mostly wholesale or industrial
- Other

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Rural farm
2. Rural town
3. Suburban
4. Urban, residential only
5. 3 or more commercial properties, mostly retail
6. 3 or more commercial properties, mostly wholesale or industrial
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing

NOTES:
------
Coded by the interviewer at call level. If different codes were coded at different calls, the highest number code was used in PreAdmin.25, with the following exception: if Other Specify text was a textual description appropriate to code 1,2,3,4,5 or 6, then PreAdmin.25 was coded with the appropriate
code (not code 7).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084026a PostAdmin.26a. DWELLING UNIT: window pol signs: Post-electn
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

============================================================================= INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Enter number of campaign or political signs visible in the structure’s window(s)
============================================================================= INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------{INSTRUCTION: enter 99 for unknown--outside gated community}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing

NOTES:
-----
These data are not available.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084026b PostAdmin.26b. DWELLING UNIT: outside pol signs: Post-electn
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

============================================================================= INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Enter number of campaign or political signs visible in front/outside of the structure.
============================================================================= INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------{INSTRUCTION: enter 99 for unknown--outside gated community}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing

NOTES:
These data are not available.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- Bars on the windows
- Crime watch or security system signs
- No Trespassing signs
- Beware of dog sign
- No solicitors sign
- Security Door- windowless metal primary entrance
- Guard/Door Person must call the unit
- Guard/Door Person must give access to building
- Guard at gate of community
- On-site/Off-site Staff/Manager who controls access
- No buzzer-locked main entrance/gate
- Buzzer no unit address labels -locked entrance
- Buzzer with address labels -locked entrance
- Threatening animal on or near the property

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{Select all that apply}

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. No security measure indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q
1. One security measure indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q
2. Two security measures indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q
3. Three security measures indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q
4. Four security measures indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q
5. Five security measures indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q
6. Six security measures indicated in PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

NOTES:
-----
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POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
   - Bars on the windows

VALID CODES:

0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

----
Numeric
VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- No Trespassing signs

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- Beware of dog sign

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level. This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- Security Door - windowless metal primary entrance

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: access Post-election)

NOTES:
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- Guard/Door Person must call the unit

VALID CODES:

0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

Numeric
dwelling?
- Guard/Door Person must give access to building

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
--------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- Guard at gate of community

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
--------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)
NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================

V084027k  PostAdmin.27k. DWELLING UNIT: staff/manager: Post-election
=============================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

=============================================

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- On-site/Off-site Staff/Manager who controls access

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================

V084027m  PostAdmin.27m. DWELLING UNIT: no buzzer lockd: Post-election
=============================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

=============================================

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- No buzzer-locked main entrance/gate

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member's/respondent's dwelling?
- Buzzer with address labels -locked entrance

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY:access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
What types of security measures or barriers, if any, might interfere with your access to the sample member’s/respondent’s dwelling?
- Threatening animal on or near the property

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.27a-PostAdmin.27q)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.27. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: access Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Missing roofing material(s)
- Boarded up window(s)
- Missing/broken out window(s)
- Missing bricks/siding/ outside wall material
- Punched out/torn screens on windows
- Door(s) off hinges
- Peeling paint
- Broken siding
- Unkept yard (tall grass, overgrown bushes)
- Litter, trash or other debris on lawn

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
(Select all that apply)

VALID CODES:
0. No building condition indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
1. One building condition in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
2. Two building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
3. Three building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
4. Four building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
5. Five building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
6. Six building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
7. Seven building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
8. Eight building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k
9. Nine building conditions indicated in PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

NOTES:

-----
Built from PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

V084028a PostAdmin.28a. DWELLING UNIT: roofing missing: Post-election

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Missing roofing material(s)

VALID CODES:

-------------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

---------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.
### POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Boarded up window(s)

**VALID CODES:**
- 0. Not marked
- 1. Marked

**MISSING CODES:**
- -4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
- -2. No Post-election interview

**REFERENCE:**
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

**NOTES:**
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

### POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Missing/broken out window(s)

**VALID CODES:**
- 0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

--------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=================================================================================
V084028d  PostAdmin.28d. DWELLING UNIT: missing siding: Post-election
=================================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-----------------------------------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Missing bricks/siding/outside wall material

-----------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

--------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Punched out/torn screens on windows

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
-------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Door(s) off hinges

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

--------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084028g  PostAdmin.28g. DWELLING UNIT: peeling paint: Post-election
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-----------------------------------------------------------------
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Peeling paint
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

--------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

--------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084028h  PostAdmin.28h. DWELLING UNIT: broken siding: Post-election
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Broken siding

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Unkept yard (tall grass, overgrown bushes)

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)
NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Are any of the following conditions of the building present?
- Litter, trash or other debris on lawn

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.28a-PostAdmin.28k)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.28. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: building: Post-election)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Boarded houses or abandoned building
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- Graffiti
- Abandoned cars
- Demolished houses
- Trash/Litter/junk in street/road
- Trash/litter/junk around buildings in neighborhood
- Factories or warehouses
- Stores or other retail outlets

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

Select all that apply

VALID CODES:

0. No neighborhood condition indicated in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h
1. One neighborhood condition in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h
2. Two neighborhood conditions indicated in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h
3. Three neighborhood conditions indicated in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h
4. Four neighborhood conditions indicated in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h
5. Five neighborhood conditions indicated in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h
6. Six neighborhood conditions indicated in PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

NOTES:

-----
Built from PostAdmin.29-PostAdmin.29h.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
  - Boarded houses or abandoned building

VALID CODES:

0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:


POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Graffiti

VALID CODES:

0. Not marked  
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:

-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)  
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:

PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer at call level.  
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084029c  PostAdmin.29c. DWELLING UNIT: area aband cars: Post-election
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-----------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Abandoned cars

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084029d  PostAdmin.29d. DWELLING UNIT: area demolish hss: Post-electn ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

-----------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Demolished houses

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
---------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Trash/Litter/junk in street/road

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
Trash/litter/junk around buildings in neighborhood

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Factories or warehouses

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084029h  PostAdmin.29h. DWELLING UNIT: stores near: Post-election  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------  
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Which of the following are present within sight of the housing unit?
- Stores or other retail outlets
--------------------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Not marked
1. Marked

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. Missing (missing PostAdmin.29a-PostAdmin.29h)
-2. No Post-election interview

REFERENCE:
---------
PostAdmin.29. (DWELLING UNIT SUMMARY: area view: Post-electn)

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
This variable is coded 1 if marked at any call.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084030  PostAdmin.30. DWELLING UNIT: relative condition: Post-electn  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------  
INTERVIEWER (DWELLING UNIT):
Describe the physical condition of the sample building relative to
the other buildings on the same street/road:
Better
Same
Worse
No other buildings
VALID CODES:
--------
1. Better
2. Same
3. Worse
4. No other buildings
5. Unknown-outside gated community

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. Missing

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer at call level.
If Same was coded at one call and Better or Worse at a different call, this has been coded Better or Worse.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084251 PostIWR.1. Interviewer ID: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION
----------------------------------------
Interviewer ID: Post-election IW
----------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:
-----
PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Post-election survey.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084252 PostIWR.2. Interviewer gender: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION
Interviewer gender: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. Male interviewer
2. Female interviewer

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:

PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:

Numeric

------------------
V084253  PostIWR.3. Interviewer education: Post-election IW
------------------

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION

Interviewer education: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. High school level
2. College level

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:

PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:

---
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION

Interviewer race: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. White
2. Black
3. Other

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:
-----
PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION

Interviewer ethnicity: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Not a Hispanic interviewer
1. Hispanic interviewer

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:
PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION

Interviewer languages: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:
-----------

0. No language other than English
1. Spanish language

MISSING CODES:
-------------

-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:
-----

PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION

Interviewer years experience: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:
-----------

1. 0-5 years experience
2. 6-10 years experience
3. 11 or more years experience

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:

PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084258  PostIWR.8. Interviewer age group: Post-election IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER DESCRIPTION

Interviewer age group: Post-election IW

VALID CODES:

1. Age group 18-34
2. Age group 35-50
3. Age group 51-64
4. Age group 65+

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Missing

NOTES:

PostIWR.2-PostIWR.8 describe the interviewer of record for the Pre-election survey. These data represent information provided by the interviewers, with their consent.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084401  PostRandom.1. Forward or reverse coding
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

-----------------------------------------------
Forward or reverse order of response options for selected
Post-election questions
-----------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Forward order response options
2. Reverse order response options

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
Appendix A2. (Post-election questions with forward/reverse response options)
PreRandom.1. (Pre forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
For a selected set of Post-electon survey questions,
Respondents were randomly assigned to administration of
all questions in the set using either forward or reverse
order for the response options.
Appendix A2, "ANES 2008 Time Series Study Post-election
questions with forward/reverse response options" provides a
list of all Post-election questions included in the set for
forward/reverse assignment.

.....
For Post-election cases, PostRandom.1. has the same value
as PreRandom.1, which identifies forward/reverse order of
response options for a selection of survey questions from
the Pre-election survey; Respondents having reverse order
selected for the set of Pre-election question also have
reverse order selected for the selection of Post-election
questions.

.....
Reverse order meant that the order of response options
in the question text was reversed, and the order in which
response options were listed onscreen for interviewer coding
was also reversed.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=====================================================================================================
V084402  PostRandom.2. VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW subset of questions
=====================================================================================================

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
Question version: "OLD" or "NEW" version

VALID CODES:

1. OLD version
2. NEW version

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:

PreRandom.2. (OLD or NEW selection of questions)
Appendix B2. (Post-election questions with split administration)
Appendix B1. (Pre-election questions with split administration)

NOTES:

Assignment to OLD/NEW was made in the Pre-election wave for alternate sets of selected Pre-election questions; OLD/NEW assignment continues for the Post-election wave. All items subject to OLD/NEW assignment have common assignment to either OLD or NEW for both the Pre and Post; for Post-election cases, the value in PostRandom.2 is the same as in PreRandom.2.

The OLD/NEW split was the 'major' split for the ANES 2008 Time Series Study.

Appendix B2, "ANES 2008 Time Series Study Post-election questions with split administration," provides a list of all Post-election questions having split administration. Appendix B1, "ANES 2008 Time Series Study Pre-election questions with split administration," provides a list of all Pre-election questions having split administration.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084403 PostRandom.3. Order Presidential candidate thermometers

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of Democratic Presidential candidate / Republican Presidential candidate in administration of presidential candidate thermometers

VALID CODES:
1. Democratic Presidential candidate first
2. Republican Presidential candidate first

MISSING CODES:
--------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic Presidential candidate thermometer (D1b) or the Republican Presidential candidate thermometer (D1c) asked first.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084404a  PostRandom.4a. Order CINDY MCCAIN thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: Cindy McCain (D1d)

VALID CODES:
--------
01. Cindy McCain is 1st name (thermometer) - D1d
02. Cindy McCain is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1d
03. Cindy McCain is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1d
04. Cindy McCain is 4th name (thermometer) - D1d
05. Cindy McCain is 5th name (thermometer) - D1d
06. Cindy McCain is 6th name (thermometer) - D1d
07. Cindy McCain is 7th name (thermometer) - D1d
08. Cindy McCain is 8th name (thermometer) - D1d
09. Cindy McCain is 9th name (thermometer) - D1d
10. Cindy McCain is 10th name (thermometer) - D1d
11. Cindy McCain is 11th name (thermometer) - D1d
12. Cindy McCain is 12th name (thermometer) - D1d
13. Cindy McCain is 13th name (thermometer) - D1d
14. Cindy McCain is 14th name (thermometer) - D1d
15. Cindy McCain is 15th name (thermometer) - D1d
16. Cindy McCain is 16th name (thermometer) - D1d

MISSING CODES:
--------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers
D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084404b  PostRandom.4b. Order MICHELLE OBAMA cand thermometer 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

============================================================================= 
V084404c  PostRandom.4c. Order HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CAND thermometer 
============================================================================= 

Page 68
Order for thermometer: Democratic House candidate (D1f)

VALID CODES:

01. Dem House cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1f
02. Dem House cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1f
03. Dem House cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1f
04. Dem House cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1f
05. Dem House cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1f
06. Dem House cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1f
07. Dem House cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1f
08. Dem House cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1f
09. Dem House cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1f
10. Dem House cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1f
11. Dem House cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1f
12. Dem House cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1f
13. Dem House cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1f
14. Dem House cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1f
15. Dem House cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1f
16. Dem House cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1f

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of House candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Democratic House candidate in the Respondent's district, then the thermometer for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: Republican House candidate (D1g)

VALID CODES:

01. Rep House cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1g
02. Rep House cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1g
03. Rep House cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1g
04. Rep House cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1g
05. Rep House cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1g
06. Rep House cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1g
07. Rep House cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1g
08. Rep House cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1g
09. Rep House cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1g
10. Rep House cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1g
11. Rep House cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1g
12. Rep House cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1g
13. Rep House cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1g
14. Rep House cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1g
15. Rep House cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1g
16. Rep House cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1g

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of House candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Republican House candidate in the Respondent's district, then the thermometer for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084404e  PostRandom.4e. Order HOUSE IND/3rd-PARTY CAND thermometer =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: independent/3rd-party House candidate (D1h)

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1h
02. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1h
03. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1h
04. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1h
05. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1h
06. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1h
07. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1h
08. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1h
09. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1h
10. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1h
11. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1h
12. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1h
13. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1h
14. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1h
15. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1h
16. Ind/3rd-party House cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1h

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

....
This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of House candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no independent/3rd-party House candidate in the Respondent's district, then the thermometer for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084404f  PostRandom.4f. Order SENATE DEMOCRATIC CAND thermometer
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
================================================================================
Order for thermometer: Democratic Senate candidate (D1j)
================================================================================

VALID CODES:
----------
01. Dem Senate cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1j
02. Dem Senate cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1j
03. Dem Senate cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1j
04. Dem Senate cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1j
05. Dem Senate cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1j
06. Dem Senate cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1j
07. Dem Senate cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1j
08. Dem Senate cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1j
09. Dem Senate cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1j
10. Dem Senate cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1j
11. Dem Senate cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1j
12. Dem Senate cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1j
13. Dem Senate cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1j
14. Dem Senate cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1j
15. Dem Senate cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1j
16. Dem Senate cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1j
14. Dem Senate cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1j
15. Dem Senate cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1j
16. Dem Senate cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1j

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

.....
This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Democratic Senate candidate in the Respondent's state, then the thermometer for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084404g  PostRandom.4g. Order SENATE REPUBLICAN CAND thermometer  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: Republican Senate candidate (D1k)

VALID CODES:
----------
01. Rep Senate cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1k
02. Rep Senate cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1k
03. Rep Senate cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1k
04. Rep Senate cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1k
05. Rep Senate cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1k
06. Rep Senate cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1k
07. Rep Senate cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1k
08. Rep Senate cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1k
09. Rep Senate cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1k
10. Rep Senate cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1k
11. Rep Senate cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1k
12. Rep Senate cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1k
13. Rep Senate cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1k
14. Rep Senate cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1k
15. Rep Senate cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1k
16. Rep Senate cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1k

MISSING CODES:
----------
NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Republican Senate candidate in the Respondent's state, then the thermometer for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: independent/3rd party Senate candidate (D1m)

VALID CODES:

01. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1m
02. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1m
03. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1m
04. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1m
05. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1m
06. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1m
07. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1m
08. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1m
09. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1m
10. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1m
11. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1m
12. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1m
13. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1m
14. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1m
15. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1m
16. Ind/3rd-party Senate cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1m

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.
This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no independent/3rd-party Senate candidate in the Respondent's state, then the thermometer for such a candidate was not administered.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V084404j  PostRandom.4j. Order SENATOR 1 thermometer
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Order for thermometer: 1st Senator in state without Senate race (D1n)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

**VALID CODES:**

---------
01. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 1st name (thermometer) - D1n
02. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1n
03. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1n
04. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 4th name (thermometer) - D1n
05. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 5th name (thermometer) - D1n
06. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 6th name (thermometer) - D1n
07. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 7th name (thermometer) - D1n
08. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 8th name (thermometer) - D1n
09. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 9th name (thermometer) - D1n
10. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 10th name (thermometer) - D1n
11. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 11th name (thermometer) - D1n
12. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 12th name (thermometer) - D1n
13. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 13th name (thermometer) - D1n
14. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 14th name (thermometer) - D1n
15. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 15th name (thermometer) - D1n
16. 1st Senator in state w/o race is 16th name (thermometer) - D1n

**MISSING CODES:**

---------
-2. No Post-election IW

**NOTES:**

-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

-----
This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senator/Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was a Senate race in the Respondent's state, then the thermometer for Senator 1 was not
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: 2nd Senator in state without Senate race (D1p)

VALID CODES:

01. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 1st name (thermometer) - D1p
02. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1p
03. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1p
04. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 4th name (thermometer) - D1p
05. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 5th name (thermometer) - D1p
06. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 6th name (thermometer) - D1p
07. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 7th name (thermometer) - D1p
08. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 8th name (thermometer) - D1p
09. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 9th name (thermometer) - D1p
10. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 10th name (thermometer) - D1p
11. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 11th name (thermometer) - D1p
12. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 12th name (thermometer) - D1p
13. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 13th name (thermometer) - D1p
14. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 14th name (thermometer) - D1p
15. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 15th name (thermometer) - D1p
16. 2nd Senator in state w/o race is 16th name (thermometer) - D1p

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senator/Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was a Senate race in the Respondent's state, then the thermometer for Senator 2 was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric
V084404m  PostRandom.4m. Order SENATOR NOT RUNNING thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: nonrunning Senator in state with Senate race (D1q)

VALID CODES:

01. Senator not up in state w/race is 1st name (thermometer) - D1q
02. Senator not up in state w/race is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1q
03. Senator not up in state w/race is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1q
04. Senator not up in state w/race is 4th name (thermometer) - D1q
05. Senator not up in state w/race is 5th name (thermometer) - D1q
06. Senator not up in state w/race is 6th name (thermometer) - D1q
07. Senator not up in state w/race is 7th name (thermometer) - D1q
08. Senator not up in state w/race is 8th name (thermometer) - D1q
09. Senator not up in state w/race is 9th name (thermometer) - D1q
10. Senator not up in state w/race is 10th name (thermometer) - D1q
11. Senator not up in state w/race is 11th name (thermometer) - D1q
12. Senator not up in state w/race is 12th name (thermometer) - D1q
13. Senator not up in state w/race is 13th name (thermometer) - D1q
14. Senator not up in state w/race is 14th name (thermometer) - D1q
15. Senator not up in state w/race is 15th name (thermometer) - D1q
16. Senator not up in state w/race is 16th name (thermometer) - D1q

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senator/Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Senate race in the Respondent's state, then the thermometer for nonrunning Senator in state with a Senate race was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric
Order for thermometer: 2nd Democratic Senate candidate (D1r)

VALID CODES:

01. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1r
02. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1r
03. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1r
04. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1r
05. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1r
06. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1r
07. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1r
08. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1r
09. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1r
10. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1r
11. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1r
12. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1r
13. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1r
14. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1r
15. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1r
16. 2nd Dem Senate cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1r

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

There were 2 Senate elections in Mississippi and Wyoming.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that the Respondent's state was not Mississippi or Wyoming, then the thermometer for 2nd Democratic Senate candidate was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084404p  PostRandom.4p. Order 2nd REPUBLICAN SENATE CAND thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: 2nd Republican Senate candidate (D1s)
VALID CODES:

01. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 1st name (thermometer) - D1s
02. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1s
03. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1s
04. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 4th name (thermometer) - D1s
05. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 5th name (thermometer) - D1s
06. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 6th name (thermometer) - D1s
07. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 7th name (thermometer) - D1s
08. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 8th name (thermometer) - D1s
09. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 9th name (thermometer) - D1s
10. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 10th name (thermometer) - D1s
11. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 11th name (thermometer) - D1s
12. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 12th name (thermometer) - D1s
13. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 13th name (thermometer) - D1s
14. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 14th name (thermometer) - D1s
15. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 15th name (thermometer) - D1s
16. 2nd Rep Senate cand is 16th name (thermometer) - D1s

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

There were 2 Senate elections in Mississippi and Wyoming.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of Senate candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that the Respondent’s state was not Mississippi or Wyoming, then the thermometer for 2nd Republican Senate candidate was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric

---------------------------------------------------------------
V084404q PostRandom.4q. Order JOE BIDEN thermometer
---------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: Joe Biden (D1t)

VALID CODES:

01. Joe Biden is 1st name (thermometer) - D1t
02. Joe Biden is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1t
03. Joe Biden is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1t
04. Joe Biden is 4th name (thermometer) - D1t
05. Joe Biden is 5th name (thermometer) - D1t
06. Joe Biden is 6th name (thermometer) - D1t
07. Joe Biden is 7th name (thermometer) - D1t
08. Joe Biden is 8th name (thermometer) - D1t
09. Joe Biden is 9th name (thermometer) - D1t
10. Joe Biden is 10th name (thermometer) - D1t
11. Joe Biden is 11th name (thermometer) - D1t
12. Joe Biden is 12th name (thermometer) - D1t
13. Joe Biden is 13th name (thermometer) - D1t
14. Joe Biden is 14th name (thermometer) - D1t
15. Joe Biden is 15th name (thermometer) - D1t
16. Joe Biden is 16th name (thermometer) - D1t

MISSING CODES:
------------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084404r PostRandom.4r Order SARAH PALIN thermometer ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for thermometer: Sarah Palin (D1u)

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Sarah Palin is 1st name (thermometer) - D1u
02. Sarah Palin is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1u
03. Sarah Palin is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1u
04. Sarah Palin is 4th name (thermometer) - D1u
05. Sarah Palin is 5th name (thermometer) - D1u
06. Sarah Palin is 6th name (thermometer) - D1u
07. Sarah Palin is 7th name (thermometer) - D1u
08. Sarah Palin is 8th name (thermometer) - D1u
09. Sarah Palin is 9th name (thermometer) - D1u
10. Sarah Palin is 10th name (thermometer) - D1u
11. Sarah Palin is 11th name (thermometer) - D1u
12. Sarah Palin is 12th name (thermometer) - D1u
13. Sarah Palin is 13th name (thermometer) - D1u
14. Sarah Palin is 14th name (thermometer) - D1u
15. Sarah Palin is 15th name (thermometer) - D1u
16. Sarah Palin is 16th name (thermometer) - D1u

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084404s  PostRandom.4s. Order HILLARY CLINTON thermometer
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- Order for thermometer: Hillary Clinton (D1v)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
01. Hillary Clinton is 1st name (thermometer) - D1v
02. Hillary Clinton is 2nd name (thermometer) - D1v
03. Hillary Clinton is 3rd name (thermometer) - D1v
04. Hillary Clinton is 4th name (thermometer) - D1v
05. Hillary Clinton is 5th name (thermometer) - D1v
06. Hillary Clinton is 6th name (thermometer) - D1v
07. Hillary Clinton is 7th name (thermometer) - D1v
08. Hillary Clinton is 8th name (thermometer) - D1v
09. Hillary Clinton is 9th name (thermometer) - D1v
10. Hillary Clinton is 10th name (thermometer) - D1v
11. Hillary Clinton is 11th name (thermometer) - D1v
12. Hillary Clinton is 12th name (thermometer) - D1v
13. Hillary Clinton is 13th name (thermometer) - D1v
14. Hillary Clinton is 14th name (thermometer) - D1v
15. Hillary Clinton is 15th name (thermometer) - D1v
16. Hillary Clinton is 16th name (thermometer) - D1v

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v (16 names) in random order.

TYPE:
----
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V084405a  PostRandom.5a. Order HISPANICS thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: Hispanics (D2a)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2a as the nth name.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084405b  PostRandom.5b. Order CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISTS thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: Christian fundamentalists (D2b)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2b as the nth name.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: Catholics (D2c)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2c as the nth name.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: feminists (D2d)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2d as the nth name.
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: federal government (D2e)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2e as the nth name.

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: Jews (D2f)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2f as the nth name.
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: liberals (D2g)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2g as the nth name.

V084405h  PostRandom.5h. Order MIDDLE CLASS thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: middle class (D2h)

VALID CODES:

Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order.
This represents administration of D2h as the nth name.

**TYPE:**
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084405j PostRandom.5j. Order LABOR UNIONS thermometer  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

Order for group thermometer: labor unions (D2j)

**VALID CODES:**
--------
Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**
--------
-2. No Post-election IW

**NOTES:**
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2j as the nth name.

**TYPE:**
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084405k PostRandom.5k. Order POOR PEOPLE thermometer  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

Order for group thermometer: poor people (D2k)

**VALID CODES:**
--------
Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**
--------
-2. No Post-election IW

**NOTES:**
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and
D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2k as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================
V084405m  PostRandom.5m. Order MILITARY thermometer
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: military (D2m)

VALID CODES:
-------------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2m as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================
V084405n  PostRandom.5n. Order BIG BUSINESS thermometer
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: big business (D2n)

VALID CODES:
-------------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2n as the nth name.

**TYPE:**
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084405p   PostRandom.5p. Order PEOPLE ON WELFARE thermometer  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Order for group thermometer: people on welfare (D2p)  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  

**VALID CODES:**
----------
Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

**NOTES:**
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2p as the nth name.

**TYPE:**
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084405q   PostRandom.5q. Order CONSERVATIVES thermometer  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Order for group thermometer: conservatives (D2q)  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  

**VALID CODES:**
----------
Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

**NOTES:**
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2q as the nth name.

TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: working class (D2r)

VALID CODES: Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES: -2. No Post-election IW

NOTES: Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2r as the nth name.

TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: environmentalists (D2s)

VALID CODES: Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES: -2. No Post-election IW
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2s as the nth name.

**TYPE:**

---

**Numeric**

---

**V084405t PostRandom.5t. Order U.S. SUPREME COURT thermometer**

---

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

Order for group thermometer: U.S. Supreme Court (D2t)

---

**VALID CODES:**

--------

Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**

--------

-2. No Post-election IW

---

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2t as the nth name.

**TYPE:**

---

**Numeric**

---

**V084405u PostRandom.5u. Order GAYS AND LESBIANS thermometer**

---

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

Order for group thermometer: gays and lesbians (D2u)

---

**VALID CODES:**

--------

Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**

--------

-2. No Post-election IW
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2u as the nth name.

**TYPE:**

- Numeric

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

Order for group thermometer: Asian-Americans (D2v)

**VALID CODES:**

- Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**

-2. No Post-election IW

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2v as the nth name.

**TYPE:**

- Numeric

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

Order for group thermometer: Congress (D2w)

**VALID CODES:**

- Range: 1-30

**MISSING CODES:**
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order.
This represents administration of D2y as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084405y  PostRandom.5y. Order BLACKS thermometer
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Order for group thermometer: blacks (D2y)  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:  
------------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:  
-------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order.
This represents administration of D2y as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084405z  PostRandom.5z. Order SOUTHERNERS thermometer
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Order for group thermometer: Southerners (D2z)  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:  
------------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D2z as the nth name.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V084406a  PostRandom.6a. Order ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: illegal immigrants (D3a)

VALID CODES:
----------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3a as the nth name.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V084406b  PostRandom.6b. Order RICH PEOPLE thermometer

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: rich people (D3b)

VALID CODES:
----------
Range: 1-30
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3b as the nth name.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084406c PostRandom.6c. Order WHITES thermometer  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION  
---------------------------------
Order for group thermometer: whites (D3c)  
---------------------------------

VALID CODES:  
----------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:  
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3c as the nth name.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084406d PostRandom.6d. Order ISRAEL thermometer  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION  
---------------------------------
Order for group thermometer: Israel (D3d)  
---------------------------------

VALID CODES:  
----------
Range: 1-30
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3d as the nth name.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084406e  PostRandom.6e. Order MUSLIMS thermometer
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Order for group thermometer: Muslims (D3e)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
Range: 1-30

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3e as the nth name.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084406f  PostRandom.6f. Order HINDUS thermometer
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Order for group thermometer: Hindus (D3f)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3f as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: Christians (D3g)

VALID CODES:
-------------
Range: 1-30
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3g as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for group thermometer: atheists (D3h)

VALID CODES:
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D2z and D3a-D3h (30 names) in random order. This represents administration of D3h as the nth name.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084407a PostRandom.7a. Order US policy goal: prevent nuclear weapons
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: preventing spread of nuclear weapons (F1a)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Administered as 1st goal - F1a
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1a
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1a
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1a
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1a
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1a
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1a
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1a
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1a

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered U.S foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084407b PostRandom.7b. Order U.S. policy goal: promote human rights
=============================================================================
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: promoting human rights (F1b)

VALID CODES:

1. Adminstered as 1st goal - F1b
2. Adminstered as 2nd goal - F1b
3. Adminstered as 3rd goal - F1b
4. Adminstered as 4th goal - F1b
5. Adminstered as 5th goal - F1b
6. Adminstered as 6th goal - F1b
7. Adminstered as 7th goal - F1b
8. Adminstered as 8th goal - F1b
9. Adminstered as 9th goal - F1b

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered U.S. foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084407c  PostRandom.7c. Order U.S. policy goal: strengthen U.N.

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: strengthening United Nations (F1c)

VALID CODES:

1. Adminstered as 1st goal - F1c
2. Adminstered as 2nd goal - F1c
3. Adminstered as 3rd goal - F1c
4. Adminstered as 4th goal - F1c
5. Adminstered as 5th goal - F1c
6. Adminstered as 6th goal - F1c
7. Adminstered as 7th goal - F1c
8. Adminstered as 8th goal - F1c
9. Adminstered as 9th goal - F1c

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered U.S. foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084407d PostRandom.7d. Order U.S. policy goal: combat world hunger
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: combatting world hunger (F1d)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Administered as 1st goal - F1d
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1d
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1d
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1d
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1d
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1d
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1d
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1d
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1d

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered U.S. foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V084407e PostRandom.7e. Order U.S. policy goal: protect U.S. jobs
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: protecting jobs of American workers (F1e)
VALID CODES:

1. Administered as 1st goal - F1e
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1e
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1e
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1e
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1e
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1e
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1e
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1e
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1e

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered U.S foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084407f  PostRandom.7f. Order U.S. policy goal: promote democracy

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: promote democracy in other nations (F1f)

VALID CODES:

1. Administered as 1st goal - F1f
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1f
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1f
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1f
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1f
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1f
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1f
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1f
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1f

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
Respondents were administered U.S foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE: 
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: reducing illegal immigration (F1g)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Administered as 1st goal - F1g
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1g
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1g
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1g
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1g
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1g
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1g
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1g
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1g

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered U.S foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE: 
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: promote market economies abroad (F1h)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Administered as 1st goal - F1h
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1h
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1h
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1h
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1h
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1h
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1h
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1h
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1h

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered U.S foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084407j  PostRandom.7j. Order U.S. policy goal: combat intl terrorism

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order for U.S. foreign policy goal: combatting international terrorism (F1j)

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Administered as 1st goal - F1j
2. Administered as 2nd goal - F1j
3. Administered as 3rd goal - F1j
4. Administered as 4th goal - F1j
5. Administered as 5th goal - F1j
6. Administered as 6th goal - F1j
7. Administered as 7th goal - F1j
8. Administered as 8th goal - F1j
9. Administered as 9th goal - F1j

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered U.S foreign policy goal questions F1a-F1j in random order.

TYPE:
----
V084408 PostRandom.8. Order House cand liberal-conservative

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

Order of Democratic House candidate / Republican House candidate in administration of liberal-conservative placements

VALID CODES:

1. Democratic House candidate first
2. Republican House candidate first

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic House candidate liberal-conservative placement (G2a) or the Republican House candidate liberal-conservative placement (G2b) asked first.

This randomized order was assigned to all Respondents, prior to preloading of House candidate information. Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Democratic/Republican House candidate in the Respondent's district, then the liberal-conservative placement for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084409 PostRandom.9. Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of Democratic Pres cand / Republican Pres cand in administration of abortion placements

VALID CODES:
1. Democratic Presidential candidate first
2. Republican Presidential candidate first

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic Presidential candidate abortion question(s) or the Republican Presidential candidate abortion question(s) asked first.

If R was assigned to version OLD (PostRandom.2), the Democratic Presidential candidate abortion question was G3d1 and the Republican Presidential candidate abortion question was G3d2.
If R was assigned to version NEW (PostRandom.2), the Democratic Presidential candidate abortion questions were G5a-G5bx and the Republican Presidential candidate abortion questions were G6a-G6bx.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084410  PostRandom.10. Order House cand abortion placements

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of Democratic House cand / Republican House cand in administration of abortion placements

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Democratic House candidate first
2. Republican House candidate first

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents who were assigned to version OLD (PostRandom.2) were randomly assigned to have either the OLD version Democratic House candidate abortion placement (G3e1) or the OLD version Republican House candidate abortion placement.
Respondents who were assigned to version NEW (PostRandom.2) were not administered House candidate abortion questions.

This randomized order was assigned to all version OLD Respondents, prior to preloading of House candidate information.

Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Democratic/Republican House candidate in the Respondent's district, then the abortion placement for such a candidate was not administered.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084411 PostRandom.11. Order OLD party abortion placements
=============================================================================

**POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":**

Order of Democratic party / Republican party in administration of OLD VERSION abortion placements

**VALID CODES:**

---

1. Democratic party first
2. Republican party first

**MISSING CODES:**

---------

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW

**NOTES:**

-----

Respondents who were assigned to version OLD (PostRandom.2) were randomly assigned to have either the OLD version Democratic party abortion placement (G3f1) or the OLD version Republican House candidate abortion placement (G3f2) asked first.

Respondents who were assigned to version NEW (PostRandom.2) were not administered party abortion questions.

-----

This randomized order was assigned to all version OLD Respondents, prior to preloading of House candidate information.

Once this random order assignment was made, if it was determined that there was no Democratic/Republican House candidate in the Respondent's district, then the abortion
placement for such a candidate was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084412a  PostRandom.12a. Order NEW abortn scenario: nonfatl hlt risk

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Order for NEW VERSION abortion scenario:
staying pregnant would hurt the woman's health but is very unlikely
to cause her to die
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Adminstered as 1st abortion scenario - G4a
2. Adminstered as 2nd abortion scenario - G4a
3. Adminstered as 3rd abortion scenario - G4a
4. Adminstered as 4th abortion scenario - G4a
5. Adminstered as 5th abortion scenario - G4a
6. Adminstered as 6th abortion scenario - G4a
7. Adminstered as 7th abortion scenario - G4a

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions
G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent
version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on
abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084412b  PostRandom.12b. Order NEW abortn scenario: fatal health risk

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Order for NEW VERSION abortion scenario:
staying pregnant could cause the woman to die

VALID CODES:

1. Administered as 1st abortion scenario - G4b
2. Administered as 2nd abortion scenario - G4b
3. Administered as 3rd abortion scenario - G4b
4. Administered as 4th abortion scenario - G4b
5. Administered as 5th abortion scenario - G4b
6. Administered as 6th abortion scenario - G4b
7. Administered as 7th abortion scenario - G4b

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.

TYPE:

Numeric
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084412d  PostRandom.12d. Order NEW abortion scenario: rape 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Order for NEW VERSION abortion scenario: the pregnancy was caused by the woman being raped
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Administered as 1st abortion scenario - G4d
2. Administered as 2nd abortion scenario - G4d
3. Administered as 3rd abortion scenario - G4d
4. Administered as 4th abortion scenario - G4d
5. Administered as 5th abortion scenario - G4d
6. Administered as 6th abortion scenario - G4d
7. Administered as 7th abortion scenario - G4d

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW"

Order for NEW VERSION abortion scenario:
the fetus will be born with a serious birth defect

VALID CODES:

1. Administered as 1st abortion scenario - G4e
2. Administered as 2nd abortion scenario - G4e
3. Administered as 3rd abortion scenario - G4e
4. Administered as 4th abortion scenario - G4e
5. Administered as 5th abortion scenario - G4e
6. Administered as 6th abortion scenario - G4e
7. Administered as 7th abortion scenario - G4e

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.

TYPE:

Numeric
4. Administered as 4th abortion scenario - G4f
5. Administered as 5th abortion scenario - G4f
6. Administered as 6th abortion scenario - G4f
7. Administered as 7th abortion scenario - G4f

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

----------------------------------------
V084412g  PostRandom.12g. Order NEW abortion scenario: wrong gender
----------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

------------------------------------------------
Order for NEW VERSION abortion scenario:
the child will not be the sex the woman wants it to be
------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Administered as 1st abortion scenario - G4g
2. Administered as 2nd abortion scenario - G4g
3. Administered as 3rd abortion scenario - G4g
4. Administered as 4th abortion scenario - G4g
5. Administered as 5th abortion scenario - G4g
6. Administered as 6th abortion scenario - G4g
7. Administered as 7th abortion scenario - G4g

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered abortion scenario questions G4a-G4g (7 scenarios) in random order. These represent version NEW (PostRandom.2) self-placement questions on abortion; version OLD self-placement on abortion is G3a.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------
V4413 has been dropped
-----------------------------------------------------------------

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 

V084414a    PostRandom.14a. Order stereotype racial group BLACKS
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Order BLACKS in administration of stereotypes questions
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. 1st stereotype group - Blacks
2. 2nd stereotype group - Blacks
3. 3rd stereotype group - Blacks

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
In stereotypes questions Q1b-Q1d and Q2b-Q2d, the order in which stereotype questions were asked about groups BLACKS, HISPANIC-AMERICANS, and ASIAN-AMERICANS was randomized. Group order was the same for both sets of stereotype questions. WHITES was fixed as the first stereotype group; the order here indicates the order of the stereotype groups which followed.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 

Page 110
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order HISPANIC-AMERICANS in administration of stereotypes questions

VALID CODES:

1. 1st stereotype group - Hispanic-Americans
2. 2nd stereotype group - Hispanic-Americans
3. 3rd stereotype group - Hispanic-Americans

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

In stereotypes questions Q1b-Q1d and Q2b-Q2d, the order in which stereotype questions were asked about groups BLACKS, HISPANIC-AMERICANS, and ASIAN-AMERICANS was randomized. Group order was the same for both sets of stereotype questions. WHITES was fixed as the first stereotype group; the order here indicates the order of the stereotype groups which followed.

TYPE:

Numeric

VALID CODES:

1. 1st stereotype group - Asian-Americans
2. 2nd stereotype group - Asian-Americans
3. 3rd stereotype group - Asian-Americans

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Page 111
In stereotypes questions Q1b-Q1d and Q2b-Q2d, the order in which stereotype questions were asked about groups BLACKS, HISPANIC-AMERICANS, and ASIAN-AMERICANS was randomized. Group order was the same for both sets of stereotype questions. WHITES was fixed as the first stereotype group; the order here indicates the order of the stereotype groups which followed.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084415  PostRandom.15. Question placement R1/R8

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Question placement R1/R8

VALID CODES:
----------
1. R1 question placement; repeated at R8 in error

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Failed question placement at R8

NOTES:
-----
The question on government threat should have been administered to a random 1/2 sample of Respondents at R1, and to the remaining 1/2 sample at R8. Due to a programming error, the random 1/2 sample which was selected to have placement at R8 was not administered the question. Respondents selected for administration of the question at placement R1 were asked R1 and then were asked the question again at R8.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V084416a  PostRandom.16a. Order federal government affects: angry

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
Order of federal government affect: angry
VALID CODES:
1. Administered as 1st affect - angry (R6a)
2. Administered as 2nd affect - angry (R6a)
3. Administered as 3rd affect - angry (R6a)
4. Administered as 4th affect - angry (R6a)
MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
NOTES:
The order in which government affects questions R6a-R6d were administered was randomized.
TYPE:
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
Order of federal government affect: hopeful
VALID CODES:
1. Administered as 1st affect - hopeful (R6b)
2. Administered as 2nd affect - hopeful (R6b)
3. Administered as 3rd affect - hopeful (R6b)
4. Administered as 4th affect - hopeful (R6b)
MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
NOTES:
The order in which government affects questions R6a-R6d were administered was randomized.
TYPE:
Numeric
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of federal government affect: afraid

VALID CODES:

1. Adminstered as 1st affect - afraid (R6c)
2. Adminstered as 2nd affect - afraid (R6c)
3. Adminstered as 3rd affect - afraid (R6c)
4. Adminstered as 4th affect - afraid (R6c)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

The order in which government affects questions R6a-R6d were administered was randomized.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of federal government affect: proud

VALID CODES:

1. Adminstered as 1st affect - proud (R6d)
2. Adminstered as 2nd affect - proud (R6d)
3. Adminstered as 3rd affect - proud (R6d)
4. Adminstered as 4th affect - proud (R6d)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

The order in which government affects questions R6a-R6d were administered was randomized.
POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of war questions: war in Afghanistan

VALID CODES:

1. Adminstered as 1st war question - war in Afghanistan
2. Adminstered as 2nd war question - war in Afghanistan
3. Adminstered as 3rd war question - war in Afghanistan

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

The order in which war questions R7a-R7c were administered was randomized.

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of war questions: war in Iraq

VALID CODES:

1. Adminstered as 1st war question - war in Iraq
2. Adminstered as 2nd war question - war in Iraq
3. Adminstered as 3rd war question - war in Iraq

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
The order in which war questions R7a-R7c were administered was randomized.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

==========================================
V084417c PostRandom.17c. Order war questions: war on terror

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

Order of war questions: war on terror

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Administered as 1st war question - war on terror
2. Administered as 2nd war question - war on terror
3. Administered as 3rd war question - war on terror

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
The order in which war questions R7a-R7c were administered was randomized.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

==========================================
V084418 PostRandom.18. VERSION 1A/1B/2A/2B nominee/winner affects

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

VERSION 1A, 1B, 2A, or 2B:
Questions on Democratic Presidential nomination/ Presidential election result

VALID CODES:
------------
1. VERSION 1A - Dem Pres cand nomination: T1-T1f1 affects and T2 openend
2. VERSION 1B - Dem Pres cand nomination: T1-T1f1 affects and T3 openend
3. VERSION 2A - Pres election result: T4-T4f1 affects and T5 openend
4. VERSION 2B - Pres election result: T4-T4f1 affects and T6 openend

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked the VERSION 1 affects questions T1-T1f1 (affects due to Democratic Presidential candidate nomination) or else the VERSION 2 affects questions T4-T4f1 (affects due to Presidential election result). VERSION 1 Respondents were further split for random assignment to either the T2 or T3 open-ended question about the Democratic Presidential candidate nomination (VERSION 1A or 1B); VERSION 2 Respondents were further split for random assignment to either the T5 or T6 open-ended question about the Presidential election result (VERSION 2A or 2B).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION

VALID CODES:
----------
1. VERSION Y1a govt bailout question
2. VERSION Y1b govt bailout question

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the VERSION Y1a (question Y1a) or the VERSION Y1b (question Y1b) government bailout question.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION RANDOMIZATION
Order of Democratic party / Republican party in administration of questions on favorable-unfavorable affect

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Democratic party first - Y5a1-Y5a2
2. Republican party first - Y5b1-Y5b2

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of House Democratic candidate

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. No candidate preload failure
1. Candidate preload failure

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
In 3 cases, candidate information failed to preload in the Post-election survey

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V084501 PostCand.1. House Democratic candidate NAME
=============================================================================
*POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD*

Preloaded name of House Democratic candidate
=============================================================================

*NOTES:*

-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a, Sample.3b), this represents the name of the Democratic House candidate in the Respondent's correct district.

.....
This variable is blank for cases where no Democratic candidate ran in R's district.

.....
Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes the candidate in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) for Delegate to the House Representatives.

*TYPE:*

----
Character

=============================================================================

V084501a PostCand.1a. House Democratic candidate CODE
=============================================================================

*POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD*

Preloaded House Democratic candidate: candidate code

*VALID CODES:*

--------
31. Democratic candidate in open House race
33. Democratic incumbent
35. Democratic House challenger

*MISSING CODES:*

--------
-1. INAP, no Democratic candidate in House race

*NOTES:*

-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a, Sample.3b), this represents the candidate code for the Democratic House candidate in the Respondent's correct district.

.....
Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes any candidate in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) for Delegate to the House Representatives.

**TYPE:**
----
Character

=============================================================================  
V084502  PostCand.2. House Republican candidate NAME  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD**
  
Preloaded name of House Republican candidate

**NOTES:**
-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a, Sample.3b), this represents the name of the Republican House candidate in the Respondent's correct district.

This variable is blank for cases where no Republican candidate ran in R's district.

Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes any candidate in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) for Delegate to the House Representatives.

**TYPE:**
----
Character

=============================================================================  
V084502a  PostCand.2a. House Republican candidate CODE  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD**
  
Preloaded House Republican candidate: code

**VALID CODES:**

----------
32. Republican candidate in open House race
34. Republican House incumbent
36. Republican House challenger

**MISSING CODES:**

----------
-1. INAP, no Republican candidate in House race
NOTES:
-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a, Sample.3b), this represents the candidate code for the Republican House candidate in the Respondent's correct district.

Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes any candidate in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) for Delegate to the House Representatives.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V084503    PostCand.3. House independent/3rd-party candidate NAME
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of House independent/3rd-party candidate

NOTES:
-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a, Sample.3b), this represents the name of the ind/3rd-party House candidate in the Respondent's correct district.

This variable is blank for cases where no ind/3rd-party candidate ran in R's district.

Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes any candidate in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) for Delegate to the House Representatives.

TYPE:
----
Character

============================================================================= 
V084503a   PostCand.3a. House independent/3rd party candidate CODE
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

PreloadedHouse independent/3rd-party candidate: code
VALID CODES:

----------
37. Independent/3rd-party House candidate - nonincumbent
39. Independent/3rd-party House incumbent

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, no independent/3rd-party candidate in House race

NOTES:

-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the
Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a,
Sample.3b), this represents the candidate code for the
ind/3rd-party House candidate in the Respondent's correct
district.

.....
Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes
any candidate in the District of Columbia (Washington DC)
for Delegate to the House Representatives.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================
V084504    PostCand.4. House incumbent NAME (running or retiring)
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

=============================================================================
Preloaded name of House incumbent (running or retiring)
=============================================================================

NOTES:

-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the
Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a,
Sample.3b), this represents the name of the incumbent in the
Respondent's correct district.

.....
This represents either running or retiring House incumbent.

.....
Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes
the incumbent in the District of Columbia (Washington DC)
as Delegate to the House Representatives.

TYPE:

----
Character

=============================================================================
V084504a   PostCand.4a. House incumbent CODE (running or retiring)
=============================================================================
POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded House incumbent: candidate code (running or retiring)

VALID CODES:

-----------
33. Democratic House running incumbent
34. Republican House running incumbent
39. Independent/3rd-party House incumbent
41. Retiring Democratic House Representative
42. Retiring Republican House Representative
43. Retiring Independent/3rd-Party House Representative

NOTES:

-----
For cases which had incorrect district identified for the Respondent's location (Sample.2a, Sample.2b, Sample.3a, Sample.3b), this represents the candidate code for the House incumbent in the Respondent's correct district.

This represents either running or retiring House incumbent.

Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes the incumbent in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) as Delegate to the House Representatives.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

V084505  PostCand.5. Senate Democratic candidate NAME

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of Senate Democratic candidate

NOTES:

-----
This variable is blank for cases where no Democratic candidate ran in the Senate race in R's state, cases in states without a Senate election in 2008, and cases in Washington D.C.

In Mississippi and Wyoming only, there were 2 Senate races in the 2008 election. This represents the Democratic candidate in the regular (not the special) Senate election.

TYPE:
V084505a  PostCand.5a. Senate Democratic candidate CODE

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded Senate Democratic candidate: candidate code

VALID CODES:

01. Democratic candidate in open Senate race
03. Democratic Senate running incumbent
05. Democratic Senate challenger

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no Democratic Senate candidate; no Senate election in state in 2008; Washington D.C.

NOTES:

In Mississippi and Wyoming only, there were 2 Senate races in the 2008 election. This represents the Democratic candidate in the regular (not the special) Senate election.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084506  PostCand.6. Senate Republican candidate NAME

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of Senate Republican candidate

NOTES:

This variable is blank for cases where no Republican candidate ran in the Senate race in R's state, cases in states without a Senate election in 2008, and cases in Washington D.C.

In Mississippi and Wyoming only, there were 2 Senate races in the 2008 election. This represents the Republican candidate in the regular (not the special) Senate election.
POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded Senate Republican candidate: candidate code

VALID CODES:

02. Republican candidate in open Senate race
04. Republican Senate running incumbent
06. Republican Senate challenger

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no Republican Senate candidate; no Senate election in state in 2008; Washington D.C.

NOTES:

In Mississippi and Wyoming only, there were 2 Senate races in the 2008 election. This represents the Republican candidate in the regular (not the special) Senate election.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of Senate independent/3rd-party candidate

NOTES:

This variable is blank for cases where no ind/3rd-party candidate ran in the Senate race in R's state, cases in states without a Senate election in 2008, and cases in Washington D.C.
V084507a  PostCand.7a. Senate independent/3rd party candidate CODE

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded Senate independent/3rd-party candidate: candidate code

VALID CODES:

07. Independent/3rd-party Senate candidate - nonincumbent
09. Independent/3rd-party Senate incumbent

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no independent/3rd-party Senate candidate; no Senate election in state in 2008; Washington D.C.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084508  PostCand.8. Senator not running in state with race NAME

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of Senator not up for re-election in state with Senate race

NOTES:

This variable is blank for cases in states not having a Senate election in 2008, cases in MS and WY (where both Senate seats were up for election), and cases in Washington D.C.

TYPE:

Character

V084508a  PostCand.8a. Senate not running in state with race CODE

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded Senator not up for re-election in state with Senate race:
VALID CODES:
-----------
11. Democratic Junior Senator
12. Republican Junior Senator
13. Independent/3rd-Party Junior Senator
17. Democratic Senior Senator
18. Republican Senior Senator
19. Independent/3rd Party Senior Senator

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, no Senate race in state in 2008; 2 Senate races in 2008 (MS and WY); Washington D.C.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD
---------------------------------
Preloaded name of Senior Senator in state without Senate race

NOTES:
-----
This variable is blank for cases in states with a Senate election in 2008, and cases in Washington D.C.

TYPE:
----
Character

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD
---------------------------------
Preloaded Senior Senator in state without Senate race: candidate code

VALID CODES:
-----------
17. Democratic Senior Senator
18. Republican Senior Senator
19. Independent/3rd Party Senior Senator
MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, Senate race in state in 2008; Washington D.C.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084510  PostCand.10. Jr. Senator in state without race NAME  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name Junior Senator in state without Senate race  

NOTES:
-----
This variable is blank for cases in states with a Senate election in 2008, and cases in Washington D.C.

TYPE:
----
Character

=============================================================================  
V084510a  PostCand.10a. Jr. Senator in state without race CODE  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of Junior Senator in state without Senate race: candidate code  

VALID CODES:
-----------
11. Democratic Junior Senator
12. Republican Junior Senator
13. Independent/3rd-Party Junior Senator

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-1. INAP, Senate race in state in 2008; Washington D.C.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V084511  PostCand.11. 2nd Democratic Senate candidate NAME (MS,WY)  
=============================================================================  
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POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of 2nd Democratic Senate candidate (MS or WY only)

NOTES:

-----

In Mississippi and Wyoming only, there were 2 Senate races in the 2008 election. This represents the Democratic candidate in the 2nd or special Senate election.

-----

This variable is blank for states other than MS or WY.

TYPE:

-----

Character

============================================================================= V084512 PostCand.12. 2nd Republican Senate candidate NAME (MS,WY)============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

Preloaded name of 2nd Republican Senate candidate (MS or WY only)

MISSING CODES:

----------

-1. INAP, state other than MS or WY

NOTES:

-----

In Mississippi and Wyoming only, there were 2 Senate races in the 2008 election. This represents the Republican candidate in the 2nd or special Senate election.

-----

This variable is blank for states other than MS or WY.

TYPE:

-----

Character

============================================================================= V084513 PostCand.13. House type race============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

House type race
VALID CODES:

INCUMBENT RUNNING:
12. Democratic incumbent running - Republican challenger
13. Democratic incumbent running - other challenger
14. Democratic incumbent running - unopposed
19. Democratic incumbent running - Rep and other challengers
21. Republican incumbent running - Democratic challenger
23. Republican incumbent running - other challenger
24. Republican incumbent running - unopposed
29. Republican incumbent running - Dem and other challengers
31. Other incumbent running - Democratic challenger
32. Other incumbent running - Republican challenger
34. Other incumbent running - unopposed
35. Other incumbent running - Democratic and Republican challengers
36. Other incumbent running -- Republican and other challengers
37. Other incumbent running -- Democratic and other challengers
39. Other incumbent running -- Democratic, Republican, other challengers

NO INCUMBENT RUNNING:
51. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
52. Dem incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
53. Dem incumbent not running -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
55. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDS
56. Dem incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDS
57. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDS
59. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN, OTHER CANDS
61. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
62. Rep incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
63. Rep incumbent not running -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
65. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDS
66. Rep incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDS
67. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDS
69. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN, OTHER CANDS
71. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
72. Other incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
73. Other incumbent not running -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
75. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDS
76. Other incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDS
77. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDS
79. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN, OTHER CANDS

NOTES:

Unlike previous ANES Time Series studies, this includes the race in the District of Columbia (Washington DC) for Delegate to the House Representatives.

TYPE:

Numeric

V084514  PostCand.14. Senate type race
POST-ELECTION CANDIDATE PRELOAD

--------------------------------------------------------------
Senate type race
--------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------

INCUMBENT RUNNING:
12. Democratic incumbent running - Republican challenger
13. Democratic incumbent running - other challenger
14. Democratic incumbent running - unopposed
19. Democratic incumbent running - Repub and other challengers
21. Republican incumbent running - Democratic challenger
23. Republican incumbent running - other challenger
24. Republican incumbent running - unopposed
29. Republican incumbent running - Dem and other challengers
31. Other incumbent running - Democratic challenger
32. Other incumbent running - Republican challenger
34. Other incumbent running - unopposed
35. Other incumbent running - Democratic and Republican challengers
36. Other incumbent running -- Republican and other challengers
37. Other incumbent running -- Democratic and other challengers
39. Other incumbent running -- Democratic, Republican, other challengers

NO INCUMBENT RUNNING:
51. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
52. Dem incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
53. Dem incumbent not running -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
55. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDS
56. Dem incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDS
57. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDS
59. Dem incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN, OTHER CANDS
61. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
62. Rep incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
63. Rep incumbent not running -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
65. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDS
66. Rep incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDS
67. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDS
69. Rep incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN, OTHER CANDS
71. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
72. Other incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
73. Other incumbent not running -- OTHER CANDIDATE UNOPPOSED
75. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN CANDS
76. Other incumbent not running -- REPUBLICAN AND OTHER CANDS
77. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER CANDS
79. Other incumbent not running -- DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN, OTHER CANDS

NO RACE IN STATE:
81. DEMOCRATIC INCUMBENTS, no race in state
82. REPUBLICAN INCUMBENTS, no race in state
85. DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN INCUMBENTS, no race in state
87. DEMOCRATIC AND OTHER INCUMBENT, no race in state
88. REPUBLICAN AND OTHER INCUMBENT, no race in state

MISSING CODES:
-------------

Page 131
-1. INAP, Washington D.C.

NOTES:
-----
For Mississippi and Wyoming, which had 2 Senate races in 2008 (including a special Senate election) this represents the regular Senate race.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085001a   A1a. [OLD] Interested in following campaigns
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

Some people don’t pay much attention to political campaigns. How about you? Would you say that you have been VERY MUCH interested, SOMEWHAT interested or NOT MUCH interested in the political campaigns so far this year?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Very much interested
3. Somewhat interested
5. Not much interested

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================
V085001b A1b. [NEW] Interested in following campaigns
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

How interested are you in information about what's going on in government and politics?
EXTREMELY interested, VERY interested, MODERATELY interested, SLIGHTLY interested, or NOT INTERESTED AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Extremely interested
2. Very interested
3. Moderately interested
4. Slightly interested
5. Not interested at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
------
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

.....

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as
TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

Did you watch any programs about the campaign on television?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE: Numeric
Would you say you watched A GOOD MANY, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:
---
1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:
---
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2a1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
---
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
---
Numeric

V085003    A2a3. [OLD] Attention to TV news about Presidential campaign

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF WATCHED PROGRAMS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN ON TELEVISION:

Please look at page 1:2 of the booklet.
How much attention did you pay to news on TV about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, QUITE A BIT, SOME, VERY LITTLE, or NONE?

VALID CODES:
---
1. A great deal
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. Very little
5. None
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2a1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085004  A2b1. [OLD] Read about Presidential campaign in magazines

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

Did you read about the campaign for President in any magazines?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085004a  A2b2. [OLD] How many Pres campaign articles in magazines  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT IN MAGAZINES:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Would you say you read A GOOD MANY articles, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2b1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT IN MAGAZINES:

(Please look at page 1;2 of the booklet.)
How much attention did you pay to magazine articles about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, QUITE A BIT, SOME, VERY LITTLE, or NONE?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. Very little
5. None

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2b1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

Did you listen to any speeches or discussions about the campaign for President on the radio?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF HEARD ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON RADIO:

Would you say you listened to A GOOD MANY, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-9 in A2c1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085007  A2c3. [OLD] Attention to radio about Presidential campaign

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF HEARD ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON RADIO:

(Please look at page 1;2 of the booklet.)
How much attention did you pay to news stories, speeches, or discussions on the radio about the campaign for President -- a GREAT DEAL, QUITE A BIT, SOME, VERY LITTLE, or NONE?

VALID CODES:
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2c1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

Did you read about the campaign in any newspaper?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085008a  A2d2. [OLD] How many stories about campaign in newspaper
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

IF READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN IN NEWSPAPERS:

                                 
Would you say you read A GOOD MANY stories, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2d1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085009  A2d3. [OLD] Attention to newspaper about Pres campaign
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN IN NEWSPAPERS:

(Please look at page 1;2 of the booklet.)
How much attention did you pay to newspaper stories about the campaign for President -- a GREAT DEAL, QUITE A BIT, SOME, VERY LITTLE, or NONE?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. Very little
5. None

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2d1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media
questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085010  A2e1. [OLD] View/hear internet information abt Pres campaign

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

------------------------------------------------------
Did you read, watch, or listen to any information about the campaign for President on the Internet?
------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".
TYPE: ----
        Numeric

============================================================================= 
v085010a  A2e2. [OLD] How often internet info about Pres campaign
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY 

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":  
IF VIEWED OR READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON THE INTERNET: 

-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Would you say you read, watched, or listened to information  
on the Internet about the campaign for President A GOOD MANY  
times, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:  
-------------  
1. A good many  
3. Several  
5. Just one or two  

MISSING CODES:  
---------------  
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2e1; R selected for VERSION NEW  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused  

REFERENCE:  
-----------  
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  

NOTES:  
-------  
This question is among a selection of Post-election  
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)  
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.  
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media  
questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".  

TYPE: ----
        Numeric

============================================================================= 
v085011  A2e3. [OLD] Attention to internet info about Pres campaign
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":
IF VIEWED OR READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON THE INTERNET:

(Please look at page 1;2 of the booklet.)
How much attention did you pay to information on the Internet about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, QUITE A BIT, SOME, VERY LITTLE, or NONE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. Very little
5. None

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A2e1; R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

(Please look at page 1;2 of the booklet.)
In general, how much attention did you pay to news about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, QUITE A BIT, SOME, VERY LITTLE, or NONE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. Quite a bit
3. Some
4. Very little
5. None

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

Respondent Booklet reference was to page 1 when response order was forward; reference was to page 2 when response order was reverse.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085013  A3a1. [NEW] Watch campaign programs on TV
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

Did you watch any news stories or programs about the campaign for President on television?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:

Numeric

V085013a  A3a2. [NEW] How many campaign programs on TV

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF WATCHED PROGRAMS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN ON TELEVISION:

Would you say you watched A GOOD MANY news stories or programs, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:

1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:

-----------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3a1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 

V085014    A3a3. [NEW] Attention to TV news about Presidential campaign

============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF WATCHED PROGRAMS ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN ON TELEVISION:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
How much attention did you pay to news stories or programs on TV about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NONE AT ALL?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------
1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

MISSING CODES:

--------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3a1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085015  A3b1. [NEW] Read about Presidential campaign in magazines
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

Did you read about the campaign for President in any magazines?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media
questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085015a  A3b2. [NEW] How many Pres campaign articles in magazines
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT IN MAGAZINES:

Would you say you read A GOOD MANY articles, SEVERAL, or JUST
ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:

1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3b1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media
questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085016  A3b3. [NEW] Attention to magazine about Pres campaign
How much attention did you pay to magazine articles about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NONE AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3b1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
Did you listen to any news stories, speeches, or discussions on the radio about the campaign for President?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085017a A3c2. [NEW] How many radio speech/discussn abt Pres campaign

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF HEARD ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON RADIO:

Would you say you listened to A GOOD MANY stories, speeches, or discussions, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3c1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085018    A3c3. [NEW] Attention to radio about Presidential campaign  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF HEARD ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON RADIO:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
How much attention did you pay to news stories, speeches, or discussions on the radio about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NONE AT ALL?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3c1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085019  A3d1. [NEW] Read about Presidential campaign in newspaper

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

__________________________________________
Did you read about the campaign for President in any newspaper?
__________________________________________

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

IF READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN IN NEWSPAPERS:

Would you say you read A GOOD MANY stories, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:

1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3d1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:

Numeric
How much attention did you pay to newspaper stories about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NONE AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3d1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085021a  A3e2. [NEW] How often internet info about Pres campaign

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF VIEWED OR READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON THE INTERNET:

Would you say you read, watched, or listened to information on the Internet about the campaign for President A GOOD MANY times, SEVERAL, or JUST ONE OR TWO?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A good many
3. Several
5. Just one or two

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3e1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085022  A3e3. [NEW] Attention to internet info about Pres campaign 
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF VIEWED OR READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN FOR PRESIDENT ON THE INTERNET:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
How much attention did you pay to information on the Internet about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NONE AT ALL?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
--------
1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in A3e1; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

Page 159
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2. Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

Numeric

---

V085023  A3f. [NEW] General attention to Presidential campaign news

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":**

In general, how much attention did you pay to news about the campaign for President -- A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NONE AT ALL?

**VALID CODES:**

----------
1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

**MISSING CODES:**

----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

----------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

**NOTES:**

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
Media questions A1a and A2a1-A2f were "OLD" and media questions A2b and A3a1-A3f were "NEW".

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric

Post-Election Survey

| V085024  | A4. How often trust the media to report news fairly |
|-----------------------------------------------|

Post-election survey

(Not looking at the booklet now)
How much of the time do you think you can trust the media to report the news fairly?
JUST ABOUT ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, ONLY SOME OF THE TIME, or ALMOST NEVER?

Valid codes:

1. Just about always
2. Most of the time
3. Only some of the time
4. Almost never
5. None of the time [VOL]

Missing codes:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

Reference:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

Notes:

VOL code 5 (None of the time) failed to appear onscreen, with the result that no cases were coded 5.
Reference to the Respondent booklet was made only if R had been administered Post-election media questions VERSION OLD.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

As you know, the political parties try to talk to as many people as they can to get them to vote for their candidate. Did anyone from one of the POLITICAL PARTIES call you up or come around and talk to you about the campaign this year?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF SOMEONE FROM POLITICAL PARTY CONTACT R ABOUT CAMPAIGN:

Which party was that?

VALID CODES:

1. Democrats
5. Republicans
6. Both
7. Other {SPECIFY}
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in B1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085026    B2. Did anyone other than parties contact R about campaign
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

=============================================================================

Other than someone from the two major parties, did anyone (else) call you up or come around and talk to you about supporting specific candidates in this last election?
============================================================================= 

VALID CODES:

--------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

--------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085027    B2_. HISPANIC (PRELOAD)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

============================================================================= 

HISPANIC (PRELOAD)
============================================================================= 

VALID CODES:

--------
PRELOAD VALUE: NOT HISPANIC
0000. Preload value is not Hispanic
PRELOAD VALUE: HISPANIC
0001. Pre Y28a YES (no Hispanic mentions by R: R asked if Hispanic)
0010. Pre Y25a-Y25d Hispanic ethnicity mention given
0100. Pre Y24a-Y24e Hispanic race mention given
0110. Pre Y24a-e and Y25a-d Hisp race and ethnicity mentions given
1000. HH listing Hispanic
1001. HH listing Hispanic and Y28a YES
1010. HH listing Hispanic and Y25a-d Hispanic ethnicity mention
1100. HH listing Hispanic and Y24a-e Hispanic race mention
1110. HH listing, Y24a-e race and Y25a-d ethnicity Hispanic mentions given

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-0010. Preload value not Hispanic, but Y25a-d Hispanic ethnicity was mentioned
-9999. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e, Y25a-d or Y28a

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: HHList.3. (Respondent: Latino status)
Pre: Y27. (IWR CHECKPOINT: MENTION ETHNIC HISPANIC)
Pre: Y24a. - Y24e. (Race of Respondent)
Pre: Y25a. - Y25d. (Main ethnic or nationality group)
Pre: Y28a. No ethnic mention Hispanic: is R of Hispanic descen

NOTES:
-----
This describes the value set for Hispanic status prior to Post-election question administration, that is, this describes the value assigned to be the preload value for use during administration of Post survey questions.
No case of preload failure was for a Respondent with preload value Hispanic status.

For cases with preload value set to Hispanic status, each digit in this 4-digit code represents presence (1) or absence (0) of Hispanic identification at one of four possible sources from the Pre-election wave.
Cases had preload value set as Hispanic for the Post-election wave if any of the following from the Pre-election wave indicated Hispanic ethnicity:

1ST DIGIT
Household (HH) listing/roster answer Yes Hispanic (for R)

2ND DIGIT
Code 40 (Hispanic) for any Pre-election race group mention (Y24a-Y24e)

3RD DIGIT
Mention of Hispanic group in open-ended ethnicity response (coded 2 or 3 in Y27)

4TH DIGIT
Code 1 (Yes) at Y28a question whether R has Hispanic descent: only asked of Rs not already coded Hispanic at Y27.

Case 291 was set to 1000 for this preload value however should have been 1100 because an 'Other' code for race in
anes_timeseries_2008_post_vardoc_codebook.txt

pre-election Y24 (race of Respondent) actually included a Hispanic mention that was incorrectly coded by the interviewer to Other (subsequently recoded to 84 in Y24a).

.....
Cases 342,630,1377,1675,1677,2035,2095,2109,2119 were set to 1010 for this preload value but should have been 1110 due to the same error as for case 291 (Y24a or Y24b was subsequently recoded to 84 for these cases).

.....
Case 282 was set to preload value 0001 however the interviewer had erroneously coded the Respondent at Y27 for no Hispanic race or ethnicity mention; an 'Other' coding by the interviewer for race in pre-election Y24 actually did include a Hispanic mention and Y28a need not have been asked. The correct preload value here should have been 0100 (Y24b was subsequently recoded to 84).

.....
Cases 1501,1657,1667 were coded 1001 but should have had a correct preload value 1100 due to the same error indicated for case 282 (Y24a or Y24b was subsequently recoded to 84).

TYPE:
----
Numeric
=============================================================================
V085027a  B2a. LATINO Rs: Was contact by Latino person(s)
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HISPANIC PRELOAD:
IF SOMEONE CONTACTED R ABOUT SUPPORTING CANDIDATE(S) AT B1 OR B2:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Were the people who contacted you Latinos, non-Latinos, or both?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Latinos
2. Non-Latinos
3. Both
5. Don't remember

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in B2 and 5,-8,-9 in B1 and B2_ ne 0; 0000 in in B2_
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
--------
B2_. (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
In 3 cases, the preload for Hispanic status failed, however for all 3 cases B2_ had value 0000 (cases 481,514,1284).
.....
Cases coded -9999 in B2_ should not have been administered B2a and B2b; data for these cases have been removed from B2a and B2b (to code -99). For B2a, all but 10 of these cases had been coded 2 (Non-Latinos) in B2a; 1009,1911,2076 had been coded 3 (Both), cases 1180,1750,1754,1955,1962,2198 had been coded 5 (Don't remember), and case 1416 had been coded -8 (Don't know).
.....
The 3 cases coded -0010 in B2_ should have been administered B2a and B2b (code -91).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085027b  B2b. LATINO Rs: Was contact in Spanish or English
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HISPANIC PRELOAD:
IF SOMEONE CONTACTED R ABOUT SUPPORTING CANDIDATE(S) AT B1 OR B2:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
When you were contacted, was it mostly in Spanish, mostly in 
English, or in both?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Spanish
2. English
3. Both
5. Don’t remember

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error
-1. INAP, 5, -8, -9 in B2; 1 in B2 and 0000 in B2_
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused
NOTES:
-----
In 3 cases, the preload for Hispanic status failed, however for all 3 cases B2_ had value 0000 (cases 481,514,1284).

......
Cases coded -9999 in B2_ should not have been administered B2a and B2b; data for these cases have been removed from B2a and B2b (to code -99). For B2b, all but 1 of these cases had been coded 2 (English) in B2b; case 1009 had been coded to 3 (Both).

......
The 3 cases coded -0010 in B2_ should have been administered B2a and B2b (code -91).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085028  B3. Anyone talk to R abt registering or getting out to vote
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

During the campaign this year, did anyone talk to you about registering to vote or getting out to vote?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes, someone did
5. No, no one did

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085029  B4. R talk to anyone about voting for or against a candidate
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party or a candidate win an election.
During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Did you go to any political meetings, rallies, speeches, dinners, or things like that in support of a particular candidate?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Did you wear a campaign button, put a campaign sticker
on your car, or place a sign in your window or in front
of your house?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Did you do any (other) work for one of the parties or
candidates?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Did you give money to an INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE running
for public office?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF R CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE:

Which party did that candidate belong to?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Democratic
3. Republican
5. Other {SPECIFY}
6. Both Democratic candidate and Republican candidate {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in B8
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Page 170
Did you give money to a POLITICAL PARTY during this election year?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO POLITICAL PARTY:
-------

To which party did you give money?
-------

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Democrats
3. Republicans
5. Other {SPECIFY}
6. Both Democrats and Republicans

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in B9
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
Did you give any money to ANY OTHER GROUP that supported or opposed candidates?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "OLD":

In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren’t registered, they were sick, or they just didn’t have time.

Which of the following statements best describes you:

One, I did not vote (in the election this November);
Two, I thought about voting this time - but didn’t;
Three, I usually vote, but didn’t this time; or
Four, I am sure I voted?

VALID CODES:

1. I did not vote in the election this November
2. I thought about voting this time, but didn’t
3. I usually vote, but didn’t this time
4. I am sure I voted

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

Page 172
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric

C1b. TURNOUT - NEW INTRO

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

In asking people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, they didn't have time, or something else happened to prevent them from voting. And sometimes, people who usually vote or who planned to vote forget that something unusual happened on Election Day one year that prevented them from voting that time. So please think carefully for a minute about the recent elections, and other past elections in which you may have voted, and answer the following questions about your voting behavior.

V085036b  C1b1. [NEW] R usually vote during the past 6 years

VALID CODES:

1. Usually voted
2. Usually did not vote

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085036c  C1b2. [NEW] R plan to vote during 6 months before election

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

During the months leading up to the elections that were held on November 4th, did you ever plan to vote, or didn't you plan to do that?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Did plan to vote
2. Did not plan to vote

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":

Which one of the following best describes what you did in the elections that were held November 4th?
1. Definitely did not vote in the elections
2. Definitely voted in person at a polling place on election day
3. Definitely voted in person at a polling place before election day
4. Definitely voted by mailing a ballot to elections officials before the election
5. Definitely voted in some other way
6. Not completely sure whether you voted or not

VALID CODES:

1. Definitely did not vote in the elections
2. Definitely voted in person at a polling place on election day
3. Definitely voted in person at a polling place before election day
4. Definitely voted by mailing a ballot to elections officials before election day
5. Definitely voted in some other way
6. Not completely sure whether you voted or not

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION "NEW":
IF R NOT SURE WHETHER VOTED IN THE ELECTIONS:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If you had to guess, would you say that you probably did vote in the elections, or probably did not vote in the elections?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Probably voted
2. Probably did not vote

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-1. INAP, 1-5,-8,-9 in C1b3; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

==============================================
V085036x C1x. SUMMARY: R VOTE TURNOUT [OLD and NEW]
==============================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
R VOTE TURNOUT
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Did not vote in November 2008
1. Voted in November 2008

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:

---------
C1a. (R vote turnout [OLD])
C1b3. (R vote turnout [NEW])
C1b3a. (If not sure whether voted, did R probably vote [OLD])

NOTES:

-----
Built from C1a and C1b3/C2b3a.
Code 1 includes cases coded 1 in C1b3a (probably voted);
code 0 includes cases coded 2 in C1b3a (probably did not vote).
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085037 C2. R registered to vote in 2008 election
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF DID NOT VOTE:

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Were you registered to vote in this election?                     
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------
1. Yes
5. No
6. VOL: NOT REQUIRED TO REGISTER IN R'S STATE

MISSING CODES:

--------
-1. INAP, 1 in C1x
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085038 C4. R registered to vote in preload county (residence)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF VOTED OR REGISTERED NONVOTER:

Your residence is located in -COUNTY-. Are you registered to vote in -COUNTY-?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, registered in preload county
5. No, registered in other county
7. R VOLUNTEERS: preload county is incorrect

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 0 in C1x and 5,6,-8,-9 in C2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

Sample.7. (RESTRICTED: FIPS state-county code)

NOTES:

The county of preload (county of residence) is a restricted item (Sample.7).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY OR PRELOAD COUNTY INCORRECT:

STATE OF REGISTRATION: FIPS state code

VALID CODES:

1. Alabama
2. Alaska
4. Arizona
5. Arkansas
6. California
8. Colorado
9. Connecticut
10. Delaware
11. District of Columbia
12. Florida
13. Georgia
15. Hawaii
16. Idaho
17. Illinois
18. Indiana
19. Iowa
20. Kansas
21. Kentucky
22. Louisiana
23. Maine
24. Maryland
25. Massachusetts
26. Michigan
27. Minnesota
28. Mississippi
29. Missouri
30. Montana
31. Nebraska
32. Nevada
33. New Hampshire
34. New Jersey
35. New Mexico
36. New York
37. North Carolina
38. North Dakota
39. Ohio
42. Pennsylvania
44. Rhode Island
45. South Carolina
46. South Dakota
47. Tennessee
48. Texas
49. Utah
50. Vermont
51. Virginia
53. Washington
54. West Virginia
55. Wisconsin
56. Wyoming

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1 in C4; 0 in C1x and 5,6,-8,-9 in C2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY OR PRELOAD COUNTY INCORRECT:

In what county and state are you registered?
COUNTY OF REGISTRATION:

MISSING CODES:
----------
-3. Missing, restricted access (confidential data)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-----------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: REPORTED VOTE AND REGISTRATION STATUS
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Nonvoter, registered
2. Nonvoter, not registered
3. Nonvoter, DK if registered
4. Voter, registered in preload county
5. Voter, not registered in preload county
6. Voter, DK/RF where registered

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
C1x. (SUMMARY: R VOTE TURNOUT)
C4. (R registered to vote in preload county)

NOTES:
-----
Built from C1x and C4.
Code 2 includes cases coded 6 in C2 (R volunteers: not required to register). Code 5 includes cases coded 7 in C4
V085039b  C4x2. SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS
=============================================================================
VALID CODES:

1. Nonvoter in state with no Senate race
2. Nonvoter in state with 1 Senate race
3. Nonvoter in state with 2 Senate races
4. Voter registered in preload county: state with no Senate race
5. Voter registered in preload county: state with 1 Senate race
6. Voter registered in preload county: state with 2 Senate races
7. Voter registered outside preload county: state with no Senate race
8. Voter registered outside preload county: state with 1 Senate race
9. Voter registered outside preload county: state with 2 Senate races

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:

PostCand.13. (House type race)
C1x. (SUMMARY: R VOTE TURNOUT)
C4a2. (State of R Registration)

NOTES:

Built from PostCand.13, C1x and C4a2.
For nonvoters, state is preload state (state of residence, documented in Sample.1a or Sample.1b).
For voters registered in preload county, state is preload state. For voters not registered in preload county, state is state of registration (C4a2). For voters who indicated DK/RF whether they were registered in the preload county, state is preload state.

TYPE:

Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------
V085040    C4x4. SUMMARY: CORRECTED CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
-----------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-----------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: CORRECTION TO CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT NUMBER
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

0. Preload Congressional district number not incorrect
1. Preload Congressional district number correct
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
----------
Sample.3b. (Corrected Congressional district number)
C4x5. (SUMMARY: BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT DISTRICT)

NOTES:
-----
Built from Sample.3b.
In 22 cases, the incorrect Congressional District was identified for R’s residence and preloaded into the Post-election instrument.
An incorrect Congressional District identification resulted in an incorrect Ballot Card, as documented in C4x5.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085041  C4x5. SUMMARY: BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT DISTRICT

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT ASSIGNMENT

VALID CODES:
------------
CORRECT DISTRICT PRELOAD (CORRECT HOUSE CAND NAMES ON BALLOT CARD)
0. Correct Ballot Card (Preload district correct)
INCORRECT DISTRICT PRELOAD (INCORRECT HOUSE CAND NAMES ON BALLOT CARD)
1. Incorrect Ballot Card: R nonvoter, no preference for House cand (C7b1)
2. Incorrect Ballot Card: R nonvoter, preference for House cand shown (C7b1)
3. Incorrect Ballot Card: R voter, did not vote in House election (C7a1)
4. Incorrect Ballot Card: R voter, card not shown - outside preload county
5. Incorrect Ballot Card: R voter, voted for House cand shown (C7a1-C7a2)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
-------
C4x4. SUMMARY: CORRECTED CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
C1x. SUMMARY: R VOTE TURNOUT
C7a. (Did R vote for House of Representatives)
C7a2. (REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House)
C7a3. (NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R’s vote for House)
C7b1. (NONVOTER: Did R prefer House candidate)

NOTES:
-----

Built from C4x4, C1x, C7a, C7a2, C7a3, C7b1.
If R had reported voting in 2008, the Ballot Card was used only if R voted within the county of preload (county of R’s residence). The Ballot Card was used for all nonvoters.
In 22 cases, the incorrect Congressional District had been identified for R’s residence and the District preload was incorrect.
This variable identifies whether a Ballot Card for an incorrect district (a Ballot Card with incorrect House candidate names), was present when the Respondent identified a House candidate for whom R voted or a House candidate whom a nonvoting R chose as the preferred candidate.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:

Did you vote on election day -- that is, November 4th 2008, or did you vote at some time before this?

VALID CODES:

1. Election day
5. Some time before this

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED BEFORE ELECTION DAY:

How many days before the election did you vote?

VALID CODES:

0. Less than one week; 1-6 days
1. One week; 7 days
2. 1-2 weeks; 8-14 days
3. 2-3 weeks; 15-21 days
4. 3-4 weeks; 22-28 days
5. One month; 29-31 days
6. More than one month; 32-60 days
11. a few days; a couple of days; several days NFS
12. A few weeks; a couple of weeks; several weeks NFS
   'longer than a week' NFS
87. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,-8,-9 in C5; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085043 C5a1. Did R vote in person or by absentee ballot
5. Absentee ballot
7. R VOL: By mail

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,-8,-9 in C5; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085044    C6. Did R vote for candidate for President
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY IF R VOTED:

============================================================================= How about the election for President? Did you vote for a candidate for PRESIDENT?
============================================================================= VALID CODES:

--------
1. Yes, voted for President
5. No, didn’t vote for President

MISSING CODES:

--------
-1. INAP, 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085044a   C6a. For whom did R vote for President
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY IF R VOTED:

IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT:

============================================================================= Who did you vote for?
=============================================================================
VALID CODES:

1. Barack Obama
3. John McCain
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C6; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT AND CANDIDATE NOT DK/RF:

Would you say your preference for this candidate was STRONG or NOT STRONG?

VALID CODES:

1. Strong
5. Not strong

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, -8,-9 in C6a; 5,-8,-9 in C6; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT AND CANDIDATE NOT DK/RF:

How long before the election did you decide that you were going to vote the way you did?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE IF NECESSARY: WOULD THAT HAVE BEEN A FEW DAYS BEFORE THE ELECTION, A WEEK, OR LONGER THAN THAT?}

MISSING CODES:

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:

----

Numeric

V085046  C6c. NONVOTER: Did R prefer candidate for President

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DID NOT VOTE:

How about the election for President? Did you prefer one of the candidates for PRESIDENT?

VALID CODES:

-------

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-------

-1. INAP, 4,5,6 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
V085046a  C6c1. NONVOTER: Who did R prefer for President

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF DID NOT VOTE:
IF PREFERRED A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE:

Who did you prefer?

VALID CODES:

1. Barack Obama
3. John McCain
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C6c; 4,5,6 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085046b  C6c2. NONVOTER: Preference strong for Pres candidate

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DID NOT VOTE:
IF R PREFERRED A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE AND CANDIDATE NOT DK/NA:

Would you say your preference for this candidate was
STRONG or NOT STRONG?

VALID CODES:

1. Strong
5. Not strong

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, -8,-9 in C6c1; 5,-8,-9 in C6c; 4,5,6 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

________________________________________________________________________
V085047  C7. Ballot Card Type
________________________________________________________________________

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R WAS REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
BALLOT CARD TYPE
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
---------
1. YELLOW BALLOT CARD: Democratic names listed first
2. GREEN BALLOT CARD: Republican names listed first

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, 5,6 in C4x1 (Ballot Card not used)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
C4. (R registered to vote in preload county)
C4x5. (SUMMARY: BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT DISTRICT)

NOTES:
-----
The Ballot Card was used to show Respondents the names of candidates for the U.S. House and U.S. Senate elections for the state and congressional district of R's residence. The state and congressional district of R's residence was preloaded.

.....
For voters, Ballot Cards were administered only if the Respondent had indicated voting in the county of preload (C4).
Ballot Cards were administered to all nonvoters.

.....
Respondents were randomly assigned to a YELLOW Ballot Card with Democratic candidate names listed first or else to a GREEN Ballot Card with Republican names listed first.

.....
An incorrect Ballot Card was selected for 22 cases of incorrect Congressional District preload, as documented in C4x5.
TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED IN PRELOAD COUNTY /
IF R DID NOT VOTE IN PRELOAD COUNTY:

[Here is a list of candidates for the major races in this
district.
How about the election for the House of Representatives in
Washington. Did you vote for a candidate for the U.S.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?/
How about the election for the House of Representatives in
Washington. Did you vote for a candidate for the U.S.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?]

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

[[INTERVIEWER: SHOW YELLOW/GREEN BALLOT CARD]
[/[INTERVIEWER: DO NOT SHOW BALLOT CARD]]

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, voted for House of Representatives
5. No, didn't vote for House of Representatives

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

C4. (R registered to vote in preload county)
C7. (Ballot Card Type)

NOTES:

The instruction for the Ballot Card appeared only if the
Respondent was registered in the preload county in C4.
The instruction not to show the Ballot Card appeared only if
R was not registered in the preload county.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085049a  C7a2. REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED IN PRELOAD COUNTY:
IF R VOTED FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

================================================================-------------
Who did you vote for?
================================================================-------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------
{IWER: If respondent answers with a number such as 'the first one' be sure to ask for the candidate name as the order of the names may be different on your screen}

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. Democratic candidate
02. R voted straight Democratic ticket but no House Democratic candidate
03. Republican candidate
04. R voted straight Republican ticket but no House Republican candidate
05. Independent/3rd party candidate
06. R VOLUNTEERS: names are not correct for R's district
07. Other candidate {SPECIFY}
08. R selected Republican name from incorrect Ballot Card (see C4x5)
09. R selected Democratic name from incorrect Ballot Card (see C4x5)
91. R voted for Democratic candidate in another district
93. R voted for Republican candidate in another district

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C7a1 and 4 in C4x1; 1,2,3,5,6,8,9 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, location is within preload county but a different CD
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
C7a3x1. (SUMMARY: Party of R's vote for House)
C7a3x3. (SUMMARY: House vote candidate number)
C7. (Ballot Card Type)
C7a3. (NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House)
C4x5. (SUMMARY: BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT DISTRICT)
NOTES:
-----
The summary for party of House vote is C7a3x1
The summary for candidate code of House vote is C7a3x3.

The Ballot Card (described in C7 and C4x5) remained present for the administration of this question (which was administered to Respondents who were registered in the preload county).
Codes 1,3 and 5 correspond to names appearing on the Ballot Card.

An incorrect Ballot Card was selected for 22 cases of incorrect Congressional District preload (codes 8 and 9), as documented in C4x5.
Together with the cases coded 8 and 9 here, there were 2 additional cases coded 5 in C4x5, however in one case the Respondent identified the correct Democratic candidate for his/her actual district (this case is coded 1 in C7a2) and in the remaining case the Respondent had voted for a minor party candidate [coded 7 in C7a2]).

In 3 cases, the preload of candidate names failed and this question was not administered (coded -4).

For the 8 cases coded 6 here, Respondents were also administered C7a3 (which otherwise represents House vote outside preload county). Re-verification of Congressional district for these 8 cases determined that for 3 of the cases the Respondent's volunteered statement was correct: cases 769,1604,1794, which have been coded for candidate code in summary C7a3x3 using codes 70-76.

For the 19 cases coded 91 or 93, R had originally been coded Other (7) by the interviewer and provided a name from another district; although R did vote within the preload county, the cases were reviewed and it was determined that R probably voted in the other district. These cases have been coded for candidate code in summary C7a3x3 using outside-district codes 70-76.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085049b  C7a3. NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED OUTSIDE PRELOAD COUNTY /
IF R INDICATED BALLOT CARD NAMES INCORRECT:
IF R VOTED FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Who did you vote for? Which party was that?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Democratic candidate
3. Republican candidate
5. Independent/3rd party candidate
7. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, 1,3,5,6,7,8,9,-4,-8,-9 in C7a2 and 4 in C4x1;
  5,-8,-9 in C7a1 and 5 in C4x1; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
C7a3x1. (SUMMARY: Party of R's vote for House)
C7a3x3. (SUMMARY: House vote candidate number)
C4. (R registered to vote in preload county)

NOTES:
-----
The summary for party of House vote is C7a3x1.
The summary for candidate code of House vote is C7a3x3.

-----
The Ballot Card was not shown for the administration of this question (which was administered to Respondents who were not registered in preload county in C4).

-----
This is coded from the Respondent's open-ended response.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085049x C7a3x1. SUMMARY: Party of R's vote for House
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: 
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PARTY OF HOUSE VOTE

VALID CODES:

1. Democratic candidate
2. R voted straight Democratic ticket but no House Democratic candidate
3. Republican candidate
4. R voted straight Republican ticket but no House Republican candidate
5. Independent/3rd party candidate
6. Other candidate (SPECIFY)
8. R selected Republican name from incorrect Ballot Card (see C4x5)
9. R selected Democratic name from incorrect Ballot Card (see C4x5)

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C7a1; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure and voted in county of IW (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

C7a2. (REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House)
C7a3. (NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House)
C4x5. (SUMMARY: BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT DISTRICT)

NOTES:

Built from C7a2 and C7a3.

For the cases coded 6 in C7a2, party of vote had been coded in C7a3 (which otherwise represented House vote outside preload county).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
IF VOTE WAS NOT IN PRELOAD DISTRICT:

SUMMARY:
OTHER DISTRICT OF VOTE
REFERENCE:
---------
Sample.2a. (postal abbrev and Congr district number)
C4x4. (SUMMARY: CORRECTED CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT)
C7a3x3. (SUMMARY: House vote candidate number)

NOTES:
-----
This identifies the district of vote, if determined, for Respondents who voted for the House of Representatives but who did not vote in the district of preload.
The district of preload (documented in Sample.2a) was the district corresponding to R's residence (with the exception of cases coded 0 in C4x4 which had district preload in error).
.....
C7a3x2 also identifies the district of vote, if determined, for Respondents who voted for the House of Representatives and who indicated that they did not vote in the county of preload where, in fact, the district of vote (if determined) was the same as the district of preload; this occurred once, for case 682, which has summary C7a3x3 coded using the within-district codes 31-39.

TYPE:
----
Character

V085050x C7a3x3. SUMMARY: House vote candidate number

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

SUMMARY:
-----------------------------------------------
HOUSE VOTE CANDIDATE NUMBER
-----------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
--------
WITHIN-DISTRICT CODES:
31. Democratic candidate in open House race
32. Republican candidate in open House race
33. Democratic House running incumbent
34. Republican House running incumbent
35. Democratic House challenger
36. Republican House challenger
37. Independent/3rd party House candidate - nonincumbent
39. Independent/3rd party House candidate - incumbent
OUTSIDE DISTRICT CODES:
70. Third party or independent House candidate
71. Democratic candidate in open House race
72. Republican candidate in open House race
73. Democratic House incumbent
74. Republican House incumbent
75. Democratic House challenger
76. Republican House challenger
81. Democrat - no name given
82. Republican - no name given
NAME NOT IDENTIFIED:
87. IN COUNTY OF IW: Name not on House candidate list for R's district; R voted straight party ticket and no House candidate for party of vote;
OUTSIDE: Name not identified with candidate or party, or district not identified

MISSING CODES:
----------
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
-4. NA: preload failure and voted in county of IW (3 cases)
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C7a1; 1,2,3 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
C7a3x1. (SUMMARY: Party of R's vote for House)
C7a3. (NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House)
C4. (R registered to vote in preload county)
C7a2. (REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for House)

NOTES:
-----
Built from C7a2,C7a3,C7a3x1.

For the 8 cases coded 6 in C7a2 (R indicated that the Ballot Card names were incorrect), a re-verification of Congressional district was conducted, and for 3 cases it was determined that the Respondent's volunteered statement was correct: cases 769,1604,1794. These cases have been coded using codes 70-76 in summary C7a3x3. For the remaining cases coded 6 in C7a2, however, codes 31-39 were applied. The 8 cases are coded as follows: case 0206: -8, case 0682: 34, case 0769: 73, case 1604: 74, case 1794: 75, case 1879: -8, case 1970: 87, case 2015: -8.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085851  C7b1. NONVOTER: Did R prefer House candidate

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DID NOT VOTE:
Here is a list of candidates for the major races in this district. How about the election for the House of Representatives in Washington? Did you prefer one of the candidates for the U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{INTERVIEWER: SHOW YELLOW/GREEN BALLOT CARD}

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes  
5. No  
6. R VOLUNTEERS: names are not correct for R’s district

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 4,5,6 in C4x1  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
The Ballot Card was shown for the administration of this question.

For the 4 cases coded 6, a re-verification of Congressional district was conducted and it was determined that the Respondent’s volunteered statement was in error: the Ballot Card names had been accurate

TYPE:  
---- Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DID NOT VOTE:  
IF R PREFERRED HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES CANDIDATE:

Who did you prefer?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
IWER: If respondent answers with a number such as 'the first one' be sure to ask for the candidate name as the order of the names may be different on your screen

VALID CODES:

1. Democratic candidate
3. Republican candidate
5. Independent/3rd party candidate
7. Other candidate (SPECIFY)
9. R selected Democratic name from incorrect Ballot Card (see C4x5)

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,6,-8,-9 in C7b1; 4,5,6 in C4x1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

C4x5. (SUMMARY: BALLOT CARD USE FOR INCORRECT DISTRICT)

NOTES:

The Ballot Card remained present for the administration of this question. Codes 1,3 and 5 correspond to names appearing on the Ballot Card.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085053   C8a1. Did R vote for Senate

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY AND SENATE RACE IN PRELOAD STATE/
IF NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY AND SENATE RATE IN REGISTRATION STATE:

How about the election (MS AND WY ONLY: two elections) for the United States Senate? Did you vote for a candidate (MS AND WY ONLY: candidates) for the U.S. SENATE?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

[[INTERVIEWER: SHOW YELLOW/GREEN BALLOT CARD]]
//INTERVIEWER DO NOT SHOW BALLOT CARD}
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes, voted for Senate
5. No, didn't vote for Senate

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,2,3,4,7 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
C4. (R registered to vote in preload county)
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
The instruction to show Ballot Card to the Respondent appeared only if the Respondent was registered in the preload county in C4. The instruction not to show the Ballot Card appeared only if R was not registered in the preload county.

.....
Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate elections.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085054a   C8a1a. REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R’s vote for Senate 1
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY AND SENATE RACE IN PRELOAD STATE:
IF R VOTED FOR THE SENATE:

Which candidate (MS AND WY ONLY: candidates) did you vote for?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{BALLOT CARD}
{IWER: If respondent answers with a number such as 'the first one' be sure to ask for the candidate name as the order of the names may be different on your screen}

VALID CODES:
01. Democratic candidate (MS or WY: 1st Democratic candidate)
03. Republican candidate (MS or WY: 1st Republican candidate)
05. Independent/3rd party candidate
11. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate (special Senate election)
33. MS or WY: 2nd Republican candidate (special Senate election)
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C8a1 and 5,6 in C4x3; 1-3,4,7-9 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA; preload failure and voted for Senate
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
The summaries for party of Senate vote are C8a1x1-C8a1x2.
The summaries for candidate code of Senate vote are C8a1x1-C8a2x2.

.....
The Ballot Card remained present for the administration of this question (Respondents registered in preload county).
Codes 1,3,5 and codes 11 and 33 (MS or WY only) correspond to names appearing on the Ballot Card.

....
Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8a1a represents the 1st mention of vote cast in one of the Senate elections.

....
There were 3 cases of preload failure for the vote section; for 2 of these cases there was not Senate race and for the remaining case R had indicated voting for the Senate in C8a1 (this question was not administered due to the preload failure).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085054b  C8a1b. REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for Senate 2============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY AND SENATE RACE IN PRELOAD STATE:
IF PRELOAD STATE IS MISSISSIPPI OR WYOMING (2 SENATE RACES IN 2008):
IF R VOTED FOR THE SENATE:

MS AND WY ONLY: Which candidates did you vote for?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{BALLOT CARD}
{IWER: If respondent answers with a number such as
‘the first one’ be sure to ask for the candidate name
as the order of the names may be different on your
screen}

VALID CODES:
-----------
01. Democratic candidate (MS or WY: 1st Democratic candidate)
03. Republican candidate (MS or WY: 1st Republican candidate)
11. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate (special Senate election)
33. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate (special Senate election)
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}
80. R voted for only 1 Senate candidate (VOL)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C8a1 and 5,6 in C4x3; 1-3,4,7-9 in C4x3
-4,-8,-9 in C8a1a; state is not MS or WY
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
The summaries for party of Senate vote are C8a1x1-C8a1x2.
The summaries for candidate code of Senate vote are
C8a1x1-C8a2x2.

Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular
Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining
seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8a1b represents the
2nd mention of vote cast in one of the Senate elections.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085055  C8a2a. NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R’s vote Senate 1
Who did you vote for? Which party was that?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: RECORD INFORMATION FOR 1ST MENTIONED VOTE}

VALID CODES:

01. Democratic candidate
03. Republican candidate
05. Independent/3rd party candidate
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C8a and 8,9 in C4x3; 1-7 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:

The summaries for party of Senate vote are C8a1x1-C8a1x2.
The summaries for candidate code of Senate vote are C8a1x1-C8a2x2.

No Respondent who voted outside preload county and who voted in Mississippi or Wyoming (2 Senate races) reported voting for the Senate; as a result, this is the only variable to represent Senate vote of Rs registered outside the county of preload.

TYPE:

Numeric
IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR THE SENATE:

------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
PARTY OF R's VOTE FOR SENATE
------------------------------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:
----------
01. Democratic candidate (MS or WY: 1st Democratic candidate)
03. Republican candidate (MS or WY: 1st Republican candidate)
05. Independent/3rd party candidate
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, MS or WY Respondent did not vote in regular Senate
election; 5,6,8,9 in C4x3 and 5,-8,-9 in C8a1; 1-3,4,7 in
C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA; -4 in C8a1a
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
C8a1a. (REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for Senate 1)
C8a2a. NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote Senate 1
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
Built from C8a1a, C8a2a.

There were 3 cases of preload failure for the vote section;
for 2 of these cases there was no Senate race and for the
remaining case R indicated voting for the Senate in C8a1
however this question was not administered (due to the
preload failure).

Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular
Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining
seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8a1x1 represents the
vote cast in the regular Senate election.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085056b C8a1x2. SUMMARY: Party of R's vote for Senate 2
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR THE SENATE:
IF VOTED IN MS OR WY:

---------------------------------
SUMMARY:
PARTY OF R’s VOTE FOR SENATE 2
---------------------------------

VALID CODES:
--------
11. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate (special Senate election)
33. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate (special Senate election)
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, MS or WY Respondent did not vote in Special Senate election; 5,6,8,9 in C4x3 and 5,-8,-9 in C8a1; 1-3,4,7 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
C8a1b. (REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R’s vote for Senate 2)
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
This is built from C8a1b alone. This was intended to be built from C8a1b and any 2nd mention for Mississippi or Wyoming from the open-ended response to C8a2a (Respondents who voted outside preload county); however, no Respondent who voted outside preload county and who voted in Mississippi or Wyoming (2 Senate races) reported voting for the Senate.

.....Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8a1x2 represents the vote cast in the special Senate election.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR THE SENATE:

-----------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
SENATE 1 VOTE CANDIDATE NUMBER
-----------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
--------
01. Democratic candidate in open Senate race
02. Republican candidate in open Senate race
03. Democratic Senate running incumbent
04. Republican Senate running incumbent
05. Democratic Senate challenger
06. Republican Senate challenger
07. Independent/3rd-party Senate candidate - nonincumbent
08. Independent/3rd-party Senate candidate - 2nd nonincumbent
09. Independent/3rd-party Senate incumbent
70. Third party or independent House candidate
71. Democratic candidate in open House race
72. Republican candidate in open House race
73. Democratic House incumbent
74. Republican House incumbent
75. Democratic House challenger
76. Republican House challenger
81. Democrat - no name given
82. Republican - no name given
87. IN STATE OF PRELOAD: Name not on House candidate list for
   state; R voted straight party ticket and no Senate
   candidate for party of vote;
   OUTSIDE: Name not identified with candidate or party,
   or state not identified

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, 5,6,8,9 in C4x3 and 5,-8,-9 in C8a1; 1-3,4,7 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA; preload failure and voted for Senate
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
C8a1a. (REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote for Senate 1)
C8a2a. (NOT REGISTERED IN PRELOAD COUNTY: R's vote Senate 1)
C4x1. (SUMMARY: REPORTED VOTE AND REGISTRATION STATUS)
C4x3. (SUMMARY: VOTE, REGISTRATION, AND SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
Built from C8a1a,C8a2a.
-----
Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8a2x1 represents the vote cast in the regular Senate election.

**TYPE:**

----
Numeric

_________________________________________________________________________________
V085057b C8a2x2. SUMMARY: Senate vote 2 candidate number
_________________________________________________________________________________

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR THE SENATE:
IF VOTED IN MS OR WY:

_________________________________________________________________________________
SUMMARY: SENATE 2 VOTE CANDIDATE NUMBER
_________________________________________________________________________________

**VALID CODES:**

--------
04. Republican Senate running incumbent
05. Democratic Senate challenger
61. 2nd Democratic Senate cand in state with 2nd Senate race (MS,WY)
62. 2nd Republican Senate cand in state with 2nd Senate race (MS,WY)
87. Name not on House candidate list for state

**MISSING CODES:**

--------
-1. INAP, 80 in C8a1x2; 5,-8,-9 in C8a1 and 5,6 in C4x3;
   1-3,4,7-9 in C4x3; -4,-8,-9 in C8a1a; state is not MS or WY
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

--------
C8a1x2. (SUMMARY: Party of R's vote for Senate 2)
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)
C4x1. (SUMMARY: REPORTED VOTE AND REGISTRATION STATUS)

**NOTES:**

-----
Built from C8a1x2.

.....
Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8a2x2 represents the vote cast in the special Senate election.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DID NOT VOTE:
IF SENATE RACE IN PRELOAD STATE:

How about the election for the United States Senate? Did you prefer one of the candidates for the U.S. SENATE?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{INTERVIEWER: SHOW YELLOW/GREEN BALLOT CARD}

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,4-9 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

C4x1. (SUMMARY: REPORTED VOTE AND REGISTRATION STATUS)
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DID NOT VOTE:
IF SENATE RACE IN PRELOAD STATE:
IF R PREFERED A CANDIDATE FOR THE SENATE:

Which candidate (MS AND WY ONLY: candidates) did you prefer?
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{BALLOT CARD}
{IWER: If respondent answers with a number such as 'the first one' be sure to ask for the candidate name as the order of the names may be different on your screen}

VALID CODES:
-----------
01. Democratic candidate (MS or WY: 1st Democratic candidate)
03. Republican candidate (MS or WY: 1st Republican candidate)
05. Independent/3rd party candidate
11. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate
33. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C8b1; 1,4-9 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
C4x1. (SUMMARY: REPORTED VOTE AND REGISTRATION STATUS)
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
The Ballot Card remained present for the administration of this question. Codes 1,3,5 and codes 11 and 33 (MS or WY only) correspond to names appearing on the Ballot Card.

Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8b1a1 represents the 1st mention of preference in one of the Senate elections.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085060  C8b1a2. NONVOTER: Who did R prefer for Senate election 2 =============================================================================
IF PRELOAD STATE IS MISSISSIPPI OR WYOMING:
IF R PREFERRED A CANDIDATE FOR THE SENATE:

Which candidates did you prefer?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{BALLOT CARD}
{IWER: If respondent answers with a number such as
‘the first one’ be sure to ask for the candidate name
as the order of the names may be different on your
screen}

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. Democratic candidate (MS or WY: 1st Democratic candidate)
03. Republican candidate (MS or WY: 1st Republican candidate)
11. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate
33. MS or WY: 2nd Democratic candidate
77. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in C8b1 and 3 in C4x3; 1,2,4-9 in C4x3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
C4x1. (SUMMARY: REPORTED VOTE AND REGISTRATION STATUS)
C4x2. (SUMMARY: SENATE RACE STATUS)

NOTES:
-----
The Ballot Card remained present for the administration of
this question. Codes 1,3,5 and codes 11 and 33 correspond to
names appearing on the Ballot Card in MS or WY only.

Mississippi and Wyoming had 2 Senate races, the regular
Senate race and a special Senate election for the remaining
seat. For MS and WY respondents, C8b1a2 represents the
2nd mention of preference in one of the Senate elections.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085061  C9. Is R optimistic or pessimistic about personal future

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
When you think about your own personal future, are you generally OPTIMISTIC, PESSIMISTIC, or NEITHER OPTIMISTIC NOR PESSIMISTIC?

VALID CODES:

1. Optimistic
2. Pessimistic
3. Neither optimistic nor pessimistic

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPTIMISTIC ABOUT PERSONAL FUTURE:

Are you VERY optimistic, or SOMEWHAT optimistic?

VALID CODES:

1. Very optimistic
2. Somewhat optimistic

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 2,3,-8,-9 in C9
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
IF PESSIMISTIC ABOUT PERSONAL FUTURE:

Are you VERY pessimistic, or SOMEWHAT pessimistic?

VALID CODES:

1. Very pessimistic
2. Somewhat pessimistic

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,3,-8,-9 in C9
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085061c  C9c. Does R lean toward optimism or pessimism about self

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NOT OPTIMISTIC NOR PESSIMISTIC ABOUT PERSONAL FUTURE:

Do you LEAN TOWARD BEING OPTIMISTIC, LEAN TOWARD BEING PESSIMISTIC, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Optimistic
2. Pessimistic
3. Neither optimistic nor pessimistic

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,2,-9 in C9
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

1. Optimistic
2. Pessimistic
3. Neither optimistic nor pessimistic
V085061x  C9x. SUMMARY: PERSONAL OPTIMISM

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
PERSONAL OPTIMISM/PESSIMISM

VALID CODES:

1. Very optimistic
2. Somewhat optimistic
3. Lean toward being optimistic
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward being pessimistic
6. Somewhat pessimistic
7. Very pessimistic

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (in C9b or C9c)
-9. Refused (in C9,C9a,C9b or C9c)

REFERENCE:

C9. (Is R optimistic or pessimisted about personal future)
C9a. (How optimistic is R about personal future)
C9b. (How pessimistic is R about personal future)
C9c. (Does R lean toward optimism or pessimism about self)

NOTES:

Built from C9-C9c.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

Numeric
And when you think about the future of the United States as a whole, are you generally OPTIMISTIC, PESSIMISTIC, or NEITHER OPTIMISTIC NOR PESSIMISTIC?

VALID CODES:

1. Optimistic
2. Pessimistic
3. Neither optimistic nor pessimistic

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPTIMISTIC ABOUT FUTURE OF U.S.:

Are you VERY optimistic, or SOMEWHAT optimistic?

VALID CODES:

1. Very optimistic
2. Somewhat optimistic

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 2,3,-8,-9 in C10
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF PESSIMISTIC ABOUT FUTURE OF U.S.:

Are you VERY pessimistic, or SOMEWHAT pessimistic?

VALID CODES:

1. Very pessimistic
2. Somewhat pessimistic

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,3,-8,-9 in C10
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085062c  C10c. Does R lean toward optimism/pessimism about U.S.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NOT OPTIMISTIC NOR PESSIMISTIC ABOUT FUTURE OF U.S.:

Do you LEAN TOWARD BEING OPTIMISTIC, LEAN TOWARD BEING PESSIMISTIC, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward being optimistic
2. Lean toward being pessimistic
3. Do not lean either way either way

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,2,-9 in C10
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085062x  C10x. SUMMARY: OPTIMISM/PESSIMISM ABOUT THE U.S.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-----------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
OPTIMISM/PESSIMISM ABOUT THE UNITED STATES
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Very optimistic
2. Somewhat optimistic
3. Lean toward being optimistic
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward being pessimistic
6. Somewhat pessimistic
7. Very pessimistic

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (in C10b or C10c)
-9. Refused (in C10,C10a,C10b or C10c)

REFERENCE:
---------
C10. (Is R optimistic or pessimistic about the U.S.)
C10a. (How optimistic is R about the U.S.)
C10b. (How pessimistic is R about the U.S.)
C10c. (Does R lean toward optimism/pessimism about U.S.)

NOTES:
-----
Built from C10-C10c.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

D1.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please look at page 3 of the booklet.
I'd like to get your feelings toward some of our political leaders and other people who are in the news these days.
I'll read the name of a person and I'd like you to rate that person using something we call the feeling thermometer.
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward the person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable.
toward the person and that you don't care too much for that person. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel particularly warm or cold toward the person. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.

=================================
V085063a  Dia. Feeling thermometer: President George W. Bush
=================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.

How would you rate:

**GEORGE W. BUSH**

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

-----------------------

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

**MISSING CODES:**

---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

**NOTES:**

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

**TYPE:**

----
Numeric

=================================
V085063b  D1b. Feeling thermometer: Democratic Presidential candidate
=================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.

How would you rate:

**BARACK OBAMA**

Page 217
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.3. (Order Presidential candidate thermometers)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be administered either
the Democratic Presidential candidate thermometer (D1b1)
or the Republican Presidential candidate thermometer (D1b2)
first (after the thermometer for President [D1a], as
documented in PostRandom.3.).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085063c  D1c. Feeling thermometer: Republican Presidential candidate

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
JOHN MCCAIN

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
MISSING CODES:

- 2. No Post-election IW
- 6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
- 8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
- 9. Refused

REFERENCE:

-----
PostRandom.3. (Order Presidential candidate thermometers)

NOTES:

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be administered either
the Democratic Presidential candidate thermometer (D1b1)
or the Republican Presidential candidate thermometer (D1b2)
first (after the thermometer for President [D1a], as
documented in PostRandom.3.).

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
CINDY MCCAIN

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

--------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.4a. (Order CINDY MCCAIN thermometer)

NOTES:

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

 Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085063e D1e. Feeling thermometer: MICHELLE OBAMA
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.  How would you rate:  
MICHELLE OBAMA
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.  
777 = Don't recognize 
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.4b. (Order MICHELLE OBAMA cand thermometer)

NOTES:

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

 .....
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085063f  D1f. Feeling thermometer: HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE-

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no House Democratic candidate
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.4c. (Order HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CAND thermometer)
PostCand.1. (House Democratic candidate NAME)
Sample.2b. (Congressional district number)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.
This represents the preloaded House Democratic candidate name (district of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.1.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085063g  D1g. Feeling thermometer: HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:**

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
- HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE-

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

**MISSING CODES:**
-------------
-1. INAP, no House Republican candidate
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**
-------
PostRandom.4d. (Order HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE thermometer)
PostCand.2. (House Republican candidate NAME)
Sample.2b. (Congressional district number)

**NOTES:**
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.
This represents the preloaded House Republican candidate name (district of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.2.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric

============================================================================= V085063h  D1h. Feeling thermometer: HOUSE IND/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE =============================================================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF INDEPENDENT/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:**

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-HOUSE INDEPENDENT/3RD PARTY CANDIDATE-

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

**MISSING CODES:**
-------------
-1. INAP, no House Republican candidate
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**
-----------
PostRandom.4e. (Order HOUSE IND/3rd-PARTY CAND thermometer)
PostCand.3. (House independent/3rd-party candidate NAME)
Sample.2b. (Congressional district number)

**NOTES:**
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers
D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-
PostRandom.4s.

This represents the preloaded House independent/3rd-party
candidate name (district of Respondent residence) as
documented in PostCand.3.

TYPE:

----

Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085063j  D1j. Feeling thermometer: SENATE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-SENATE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE-
-----------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

------------
-1. INAP, no Senate race in state
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.4f. (Order SENATE DEMOCRATIC CAND thermometer)
PostCand.5. (Senate Democratic candidate NAME)

NOTES:

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers
D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-
This represents the preloaded Senate Democratic candidate name (state of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.5.

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric

---

**V085063k**

D1k. Feeling thermometer: SENATE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE:**

---

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.

How would you rate:

-SENATE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE-

---

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

---

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.

777 = Don't recognize

888 = Don't know where to rate}

**MISSING CODES:**

---

-1. INAP, no Senate race in state
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

---

PostRandom.4g. (Order SENATE REPUBLICAN CAND thermometer)

PostCand.6. (Senate Republican candidate NAME)

**NOTES:**

---

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.
This represents the preloaded Senate Republican candidate name (state of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.6.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085063m  D1m. Feeling thermometer: SENATE IND/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF INDEPENDENT/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE:

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-SENATE INDEPENDENT/3RD PARTY CANDIDATE-

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, no ind/3rd party Senate candidate; no Senate race in state
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.4h. (Order SENATE IND/3rd-PARTY CAND thermometer)
PostCand.7. (Senate independent/3rd-party candidate NAME)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-
PostRandom.4s.
This represents the preloaded Senate independent/3rd-party candidate name (state of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.7.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085063n  D1m. Feeling thermometer: SR. SENATOR IN STATE WITHOUT RACE  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF NO SENATE RACE IN STATE:**

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-SENIOR SENATOR- IN STATE WITHOUT SENATE RACE

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

**MISSING CODES:**
-------------------
-1. INAP, Senate race in state
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**
-------------
PostRandom.4j. (Order SENATOR 1 thermometer)
PostCand.9. (Sr. Senator in state without race NAME)

**NOTES:**
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.

This represents the preloaded name of the senior Senator
in a state with no Senate race (state of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.9.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

================================================================================
V085063p    D1p. Feeling thermometer: JR. SENATOR IN STATE WITHOUT RACE
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NO SENATE RACE IN STATE:

-------------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-JUNIOR SENATOR- IN STATE WITHOUT SENATE RACE
-------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, Senate race in state
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.4k. (Order SENATOR 2 thermometer)
PostCand.10. (Jr. Senator in state without race NAME)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.

This represents the preloaded name of the junior Senator in a state with no Senate race (state of Respondent residence)
V085063q  D1q. Feeling thermometer: NONRUNNING SENATOR IN STATE W/RACE

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF SENATE RACE IN STATE:

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-SENATOR NOT UP FOR ELECTION- IN STATE WITH SENATE RACE

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no Senate race in state or (MS and WY) 2 races in state
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.4m. (Order SENATOR NOT RUNNING thermometer)
PostCand.8. (Senator not running in state with race NAME)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers
D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-
PostRandom.4s.

This represents the preloaded name of the Senator not
running for re-election in a state with Senate race (state
of Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.8.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085063r  D1r. Feeling thermometer: 2nd DEMOCRATIC SENATE CANDIDATE

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF WYOMING OR MISSISSIPPI:

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-2ND DEMOCRATIC SENATE CANDIDATE- IN STATE WITH 2 SENATE RACES

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, state other than MS or WY
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.4n. (Order 2nd DEMOCRATIC SENATE CAND thermometer)
PostCand.11. (2nd Democratic Senate candidate NAME -MS,WY)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers
D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-
PostRandom.4s.

This represents the preloaded name of the 2nd Democratic
Senate candidate in a state with 2 senate races (state of
Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.11. Only
MS and WY had 2 Senate races
TYPE:
-----
Numeric
============================================================================= V085063s  D1s. Feeling thermometer: 2nd REPUBLICAN SENATE CANDIDATE 
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF WYOMING OR MISSISSIPPI:

looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
-2ND REPUBLICAN SENATE CANDIDATE- IN STATE WITH 2 SENATE RACES 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know 
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you 
have something else in mind?

0=100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, state other than MS or WY
-4. NA; preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW 
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.4p. (Order 2nd REPUBLICAN SENATE CAND thermometer)
PostCand.12. (2nd Republican Senate candidate NAME -MS,WY)

NOTES:
------
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers 
D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a- 
PostRandom.4s.

This represents the preloaded name of the 2nd Republican 
Senate candidate in a state with 2 senate races (state of 
Respondent residence) as documented in PostCand.12. Only 
MS and WY had 2 Senate races
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

----------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
JOE BIDEN
----------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.4q. (Order JOE BIDEN thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a- PostRandom.4s.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
SARAH PALIN

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING Codes:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.4r. (Order SARAH PALIN thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085063v    D1v. Feeling thermometer: HILLARY CLINTON

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
HILLARY CLINTON

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know}
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.4s. (Order HILLARY CLINTON thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.
Respondents were administered political name thermometers D1d-D1v in random order, as documented in PostRandom.4a-PostRandom.4s.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= D2.=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Still using the thermometer, how would you rate the following groups:

============================================================================= V085064a   D2a. Feeling thermometer: HISPANICS
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
HISPANICS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5a. (Order HISPANICS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064b  D2b. Feeling thermometer: CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISTS
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISTS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
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-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5b. (Order CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISTS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064c    D2c. Feeling thermometer: CATHOLICS
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
CATHOLICS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5c. (Order CATHOLICS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
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in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================V085064d D2d. Feeling thermometer: FEMINISTS
=============================================================================POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
FEMINISTS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5d. (Order FEMINISTS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================V085064e D2e. Feeling thermometer: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON
=============================================================================POST-ELECTION SURVEY
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5e. (Order FEDERAL GOVERNMENT thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085064f   D2f. Feeling thermometer: JEWS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
JEWS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.5f. (Order JEWS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
LIBERALS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.5g. (Order LIBERALS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085064h    D2h. Feeling thermometer: MIDDLE CLASS PEOPLE
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
MIDDLE CLASS PEOPLE

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.5h. (Order MIDDLE CLASS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064j    D2j. Feeling thermometer: LABOR UNIONS
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

---------------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
LABOR UNIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5j. (Order LABOR UNIONS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064k    D2k. Feeling thermometer: POOR PEOPLE
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
POOR PEOPLE

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know (don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.5k. (Order POOR PEOPLE thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
THE MILITARY

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

---------
PostRandom.5m. (Order MILITARY thermometer)

NOTES:

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

....
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064n   D2n. Feeling thermometer: BIG BUSINESS ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

*****************************************************************************
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
BIG BUSINESS
*****************************************************************************

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

-------------------------
(PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.5n. (Order BIG BUSINESS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

.. Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
   in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085064p    D2p. Feeling thermometer: PEOPLE ON WELFARE
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
PEOPLE ON WELFARE

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
   do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
   have something else in mind?}

0-100.
 777 = Don't recognize
 888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.5p. (Order PEOPLE ON WELFARE thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

.. Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
CONSERVATIVES

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.5q. (Order CONSERVATIVES thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
WORKING CLASS PEOPLE

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.5r. (Order WORKING CLASS thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085064s  D2s. Feeling thermometer: ENVIRONMENTALISTS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
ENVIRONMENTALISTS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5s. (Order ENVIRONMENTALISTS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064t  D2t. Feeling thermometer: THE U.S. SUPREME COURT============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
THE U.S. SUPREME COURT
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5t. (Order U.S. SUPREME COURT thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085064u  D2u. Feeling thermometer: GAY MEN AND LESBIANS (HOMOSEXUALS)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
GAY MEN AND LESBIANS (THAT IS, HOMOSEXUALS)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5u. (Order GAYS AND LESBIANS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085064v  D2v. Feeling thermometer: ASIAN-AMERICANS
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
ASIAN-AMERICANS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5v. (Order ASIAN-AMERICANS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085064w  D2w. Feeling thermometer: CONGRESS
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
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Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
CONGRESS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.5w. (Order CONGRESS thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085064y D2y. Feeling thermometer: BLACKS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
BLACKS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.5y. (Order BLACKS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085064z  D2z. Feeling thermometer: SOUTHERNERS  =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
****************************************************************************** Looking at page 3 of the booklet. How would you rate: SOUTHERNERS  ******************************************************************************

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
**************************
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.5z. (Order SOUTHERNERS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085065a  D3a. Feeling thermometer: ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS ============== POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.6a. (Order ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.

How would you rate:

RICH PEOPLE

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.6b. (Order RICH PEOPLE thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

Numeric
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
WHITES

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.6c. (Order WHITES thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
ISRAEL

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.6d. (Order ISRAEL thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085065e  D3e. Feeling thermometer: MUSLIMS
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate: MUSLIMS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
--------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')

Page 255
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.6e. (Order MUSLIMS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085065f  D3f. Feeling thermometer: HINDUS
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
HINDUS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you have something else in mind?}

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.6f. (Order HINDUS thermometer)

NOTES:
-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085065g  D3g. Feeling thermometer: CHRISTIANS  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.  
How would you rate:  
CHRISTIANS  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

-----------------------------------------------
{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know  
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you  
have something else in mind?

0-100.  
777 = Don't recognize  
888 = Don't know where to rate}

**MISSING CODES:**

----------
-2. No Post-election IW  
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'  
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')  
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

----------
PostRandom.6g. (Order CHRISTIANS thermometer)

**NOTES:**

-----
On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.  
-----
Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h  
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085065h  D3h. Feeling thermometer: ATHEISTS  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**
Looking at page 3 of the booklet.
How would you rate:
ATHEISTS

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know
do you mean that you don't know who this is or do you
have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-6. Thermometer: 'don't know who this is'
-8. Don't know ('don't know where to rate')
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.6h. (Order ATHEISTS thermometer)

NOTES:

On-screen codes 777 and 888 have been recoded to -6 and -8.

Respondents were administered group thermometers D2a-D3h
in random order, as documented in PostRandom.5a-PostRandom.6h.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know

Not looking at the booklet now.
Do you happen to know which party had the most members
in the House of Representatives in Washington
BEFORE the election (this/last) month?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE FOR "DON'T KNOW" RESPONSE: when you say don't know

Page 258
do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?

0-100.
777 = Don't recognize
888 = Don't know where to rate

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Democrats
5. Republicans

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085067   E1b. Know party with most members in Senate before election

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you happen to know which party had the most members in the U.S. Senate BEFORE the election (this/last) month?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------
{IF NECESSARY: WHICH ONE?
DON'T PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Democrats
5. Republicans

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
In general, do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way Representative -House incumbent- has been handling [his/her] job?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Approve
5. Disapprove

MISSING CODES:
---------------------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
PostCand.4. (House incumbent NAME -running or retiring)

NOTES:
-------
This represents either running or retiring House incumbent. The name of the House incumbent (documented in PostCand.4) was preloaded.

There were 3 cases of preload failure for House incumbent name, with the result that this question was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 5,-4,-5;-8,-9 in E2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085068b  E2b. How much disapprove House incumbent

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF DISAPPROVE HOUSE INCUMBENT JOB:

Do you disapprove STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,-4,-5;-8,-9 in E2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085068x  E2x. SUMMARY: APPROVE/DISAPPROVE HOUSE INCUMBENT

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
APPROVE/DISAPPROVE OF HOUSE INCUMBENT JOB PERFORMANCE

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Approve strongly
2. Approve not strongly
4. Disapprove not strongly
5. Disapprove strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-8. Don't know (in E2,E2a or E2b)
-9. Refused (in E2,E2a or E2b)

REFERENCE:
---------
E2. (Approve/disapprove of House incumbent)
E2a. (How much approve House incumbent)
E2b. (How much disapprove House incumbent)
PostCand.4. (House incumbent NAME -running or retiring)

NOTES:
-----
Built from E2,E2a,E2b.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085069  E3. How good a job does House incumbent do

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How good a job would you say U.S. Representative
-House incumbent- does of keeping in touch with the people
in your district -- does [he/she] do a VERY GOOD job,
FAIRLY GOOD, FAIRLY POOR, or a VERY POOR job of
keeping in touch with the people in this district?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Very good
2. Fairly good
3. Fairly poor
4. Very poor

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostCand.4. (House incumbent NAME -running or retiring)

NOTES:
-----
This represents either running or retiring House incumbent.
The name of the House incumbent (documented in PostCand.4) was preloaded.

There were 3 cases of preload failure for House incumbent name, with the result that this question was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085070  E4a. What is current unemployment rate
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

As far as you know, what is the current unemployment rate in the United States, that is, of the adults in the United States who want to work, what percent of them would you guess are now unemployed and looking for a job?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{ENTER NUMBER}
{RANGE 0 - 100}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085071  E4b. What is current average price of gas
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
What is your best guess of the average price of a gallon of regular unleaded gasoline across all of -STATE- today?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{IF R RESPONDS DK: What would be your best guess?
ROUND UP TO NEAREST CENT.
PRICE _ · _ _ DOLLARS AND CENTS
RANGE 0.00 TO 99.99}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

Some people seem to follow what's going on in government and public affairs most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not. Others aren't that interested. Would you say you follow what's going on in government and public affairs MOST OF THE TIME, SOME OF THE TIME, ONLY NOW AND THEN, or HARDLY AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Most of the time
2. Some of the time
3. Only now and then
4. Hardly at all

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085073a E5b1. [NEW] How close attn to politics and elections

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

How closely do you pay attention to information about what's going on in government and politics?
EXTREMELY CLOSELY, VERY CLOSELY, MODERATELY CLOSELY, SLIGHTLY CLOSELY, or NOT CLOSELY AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Extremely closely
2. Very closely
3. Moderately closely
4. Slightly closely
5. Not closely at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
NOTES:

-----

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

-----

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

-----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085073b   E5b2. [NEW] How often attn to politics and elections  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY  

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:  

How often do you pay attention to what's going on in government and politics? ALL THE TIME, MOST OF THE TIME, ABOUT HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, or NEVER?  

VALID CODES:  

-----------

1. All the time 
2. Most of the time 
3. About half the time 
4. Once in a while 
5. Never 

MISSING CODES:  

----------

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)  

NOTES:

-----

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

When the US federal government spends more money than it collects, the difference is called the federal budget deficit. The federal government currently has a deficit.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE the federal government doing things now to reduce this budget deficit?

VALID CODES:

----------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF FAVOR GOVERNMENT TAKING STEPS TO REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT:
Do you favor that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1, 7, -8, -9 in C6a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPPOSE GOVERNMENT TAKING STEPS TO REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT:

Do you oppose that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1, 7, -8, -9 in C6a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE GOVERNMENT TAKING STEPS TO REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT:

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
5. Lean toward opposing
7. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in C6a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

---
Numeric

V085074x  E6a3x. SUMMARY: REDUCING THE BUDGET DEFICIT

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
GOVERNMENT DOING THINGS TO REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT

VALID CODES:

1. Favor strongly
2. Favor not strongly
3. Lean toward favoring
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward opposing
6. Oppose not strongly
7. Oppose strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (in E6a,E6a1,E6a2 or E6a3)
-9. Refused (in E6a,E6a1,E6a2 or E6a3)

REFERENCE:

---
E6a. ( Favor or oppose reducing federal deficit)
E6a1. (How strongly favor reducing deficit)
E6a2. (How strongly oppose reducing deficit)
E6a3. (Lean to favor or oppose deficit reduction)

NOTES:
-----
Built from E6a-E6a3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085075   E6b. Favor or oppose cut budget deficit by raising taxes
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Would you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE lowering the budget deficit by raising taxes?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085075a  E6b1. How much favor cut budget deficit by raising taxes
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF FAVOR:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Do you favor that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in C6b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085075b  E6b2. How much oppose cut budget deficit by raising taxes

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPPOSE:

Do you oppose that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in C6b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085075c  E6b3. Lean to favor/oppose cut budg deficit by raising taxes

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NEITHER:

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:
1. Lean toward favoring
5. Lean toward opposing
7. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in C6b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085075x E6b3x. SUMMARY: REDUCE DEFICIT BY RAISING TAXES

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT BY RAISING TAXES

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Favor strongly
2. Favor not strongly
3. Lean toward favoring
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward opposing
6. Oppose not strongly
7. Oppose strongly

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (in E6b,E6b1,E6b2 or E6b3)
-9. Refused (in E6b,E6b1,E6b2 or E6b3)

REFERENCE:
----------
E6b. (Favor or oppose cut budget deficit by raising taxes)
E6b1. (How much favor cut budget deficit by raising taxes)
E6b2. (How much oppose cut budget deficit by raising taxes)
E6b3. (Lean to favor/oppose cut budg deficit by raising taxes)

NOTES:
-----
Built from E6b-E6b3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Would you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE lowering the budget deficit by spending less on the military?

VALID CODES:

1. Favor
2. Oppose
3. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF FAVOR:

Do you favor that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
2. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in C6c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE: Numeric

V085076b E6c2. How much oppose cut deficit by less military spending

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPPOSE:

Do you oppose that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in C6c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE: Numeric

V085076c E6c3. Lean favor/oppose cut deficit by less military spendng

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NEITHER:

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
5. Lean toward opposing
7. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in C6c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085076x E6c3x. SUMMARY: CUT DEFICIT BY REDUCING MILIT SPENDING
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT BY REDUCING MILITARY SPENDING
-------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Favor strongly
2. Favor not strongly
3. Lean toward favoring
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward opposing
6. Oppose not strongly
7. Oppose strongly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know (in E6c,E6c1,E6c2 or E6c3)
-9. Refused (in E6c,E6c1,E6c2 or E6c3)

REFERENCE:
---------
E6c. (Favor or oppose cut deficit by less military spending)
E6c1. (How much favor cut deficit by less military spending)
E6c2. (How much oppose cut deficit by less military spending)
E6c3. (Lean favor/oppose cut deficit by less military spendg)

NOTES:
-----
Built from E6c-E6c3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085077 E6d. Favor or oppose cut deficit by cutting other programs
Page 275
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Would you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE lowering the budget deficit by spending less on other U.S. government activities besides the military?

VALID CODES:

- 1. Favor
- 5. Oppose
- 7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

- 2. No Post-election IW
- 8. Don't know
- 9. Refused

TYPE:

- Numeric

V085077a  E6d1. How much favor cut deficit by cutting other programs
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPPOSE:

Do you oppose that STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in C6d
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NEITHER:

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
5. Lean toward opposing
7. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in C6d
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
REDUCE BUDGET DEFICIT BY REDUCING SPENDING ON PROGRAMS OTHER THAN THE MILITARY

VALID CODES:

1. Favor strongly
2. Favor not strongly
3. Lean toward favoring
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward opposing
6. Oppose not strongly
7. Oppose strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (in E6d,E6d1,E6d2 or E6d3)
-9. Refused (in E6d,E6d1,E6d2 or E6d3)

REFERENCE:

E6d. (Favor or oppose cut deficit by cutting other programs)
E6d1. (How much favor cut deficit by cutting other programs)
E6d2. (How much oppose cut deficit by cutting other programs)
E6d3. (Lean favor/oppose cut deficit by cutting other program)

NOTES:

Built from E6d-E6d3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Now looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
I am going to read a list of possible foreign policy goals that the United States might have. For each one, please
say how important you think it should be.

NOTES:
-----
The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when the questions on U.S. foreign policy goals F1a-F1j were administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when these items were administered with response options in reverse order.

============================================================================= 
V085078a  F1a. U.S. policy goal: preventing nuclear weapons  
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
Should PREVENTING THE SPREAD OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all? 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Very important 
3. Somewhat important 
5. Not important at all 

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW 
-8. Don't know 
-9. Refused 

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.7a. (Order US policy goal: prevent nuclear weapons) 
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)  

NOTES:
-----
The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.
.....
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
.....
The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question
was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085078b  F1b. U.S. policy goal: defending human rights

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
Should
PROMOTING AND DEFENDING HUMAN RIGHTS IN OTHER COUNTRIES
be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT
foreign policy goal at all?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.7b. (Order U.S. policy goal: promote human rights)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was
randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election
questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to
response options in either forward or reverse order, as
documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this
question was administered with response options in forward
order; the page reference was page 14 when this question
was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:
----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.

Should STRENGTHENING THE UNITED NATIONS (AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS) be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?

VALID CODES:

1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.7c. (Order U.S. policy goal: strengthen U.N.)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
Should COMBATTING WORLD HUNGER be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?
-----------------------------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.7d. (Order U.S. policy goal: combat world hunger)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
NOTES:
-----
The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.
TYPE: 
-----
Numeric

V085078e    F1e. U.S. policy goal: protect American jobs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Page 282
PROTECTING THE JOBS OF AMERICAN WORKERS should be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?

VALID CODES:

1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.7e. (Order U.S. policy goal: protect U.S. jobs)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085078f  F1f. U.S. policy goal: bring democracy to world
should be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?

VALID CODES:

1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.7f. (Order U.S. policy goal: promote democracy)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085078g  F1g. U.S. policy goal: control illegal immigration

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
Should CONTROLLING AND REDUCING ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.7g. (Order U.S. policy goal: reduce illegal immigr)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
Should PROMOTING MARKET ECONOMIES ABROAD be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMewhat IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.7h. (Order U.S. policy goal: promote market econ)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Looking at page 4;14 of the booklet.
Should COMBATTING INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM be a VERY IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, a SOMewhat IMPORTANT foreign policy goal, or NOT AN IMPORTANT foreign policy goal at all?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
PostRandom.7j. (Order U.S. policy goal: combat intl terrorism)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
The order in which goals F1a-F1j were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.7a-PostRandom.7j.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

The Respondent Booklet page reference was page 4 when this question was administered with response options in forward order; the page reference was page 14 when this question was administered with response options in reverse order.

TYPE:
Numeric

V085079  F2. Interest in issue of govt ensuring fair jobs for blacks

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Some people feel that if black people are not getting fair treatment in jobs, the government in Washington ought to see to it that they do. Others feel that this is not the federal government's business.
Have you had enough interest in this question to favor one side over the other?

VALID CODES:
1. Yes, have interest in question
5. No, haven't had interest

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF HAS HAD INTEREST IN ISSUE OF FAIR TREATMENT IN JOBS FOR BLACKS:

How do you feel? Should the government in Washington see to it that black people get fair treatment in jobs OR is this not the federal government's business?

VALID CODES:

1. Government in Washington should see to it that black people get fair treatment in jobs
5. This is not the Federal government's business
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in F2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF POSITION IS THAT GOVT SHOULD SEE TO FAIR JOBS FOR BLACKS:

Do you feel STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY that the government in Washington should see to it that black people get fair treatment in jobs?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in F2a; 5,-8,-9 in F2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF POSITION IS THAT FAIR JOBS FOR BLACKS IS NOT THE GOVERNMENT'S BUSINESS:

Do you feel STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY that this is not the federal government's business?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1,-8,-9 in F2a; 5,-8,-9 in F2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you think the difference in incomes between rich people and poor people in the United States today is LARGER, SMALLER, or ABOUT THE SAME as it was 20 years ago?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Larger
3. Smaller
5. About the same

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085080a  F3a. How much larger is income gap today

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF INCOME GAP TODAY IS LARGER THAN IT WAS 20 YEARS AGO:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(Would you say the difference in incomes is)
MUCH larger or SOMEWHAT larger?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Much
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in F3a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085080b  F3b. How much smaller is income gap today

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF INCOME GAP TODAY IS SMALLER THAN IT WAS 20 YEARS AGO:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(Would you say the difference in incomes is)
MUCH smaller or SOMEWHAT smaller?
-----------------------------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:
-------
1. Much
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in F3a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085080x F3x. SUMMARY: INCOME GAP COMPARED TO 20 YRS AGO

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
CURRENT INCOME GAP COMPARED TO 20 YEARS AGO

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Much larger
2. Somewhat larger
3. About the same
4. Somewhat smaller
5. Much smaller

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in F3,F3a or F3b)
-9. Refused (-8 in F3,F3a or F3b)

REFERENCE:
-------
F3. (Income gap today more or less than 20 years ago)
F3a. (How much larger is income gap today)
F3b. (How much smaller is income gap today)

NOTES:
-----
Built from F3,F3a,F3b.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
Some people have suggested placing new limits on foreign imports in order to protect American jobs. Others say that such limits would raise consumer prices and hurt American exports. Do you FAVOR or OPPOSE placing new limits on imports, or haven't you thought much about this?

VALID CODES:

1. Favor
5. Oppose

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't thought much about this
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

Do you think the number of immigrants from foreign countries who are permitted to come to the United States to live should be INCREASED A LOT, INCREASED A LITTLE, LEFT THE SAME as it is now, DECREASED A LITTLE, or DECREASED A LOT?
MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085083  F6. How likely immigration take away jobs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Now I'd like to ask you about immigration in recent years. How likely is it that recent immigration levels will take jobs away from people already here-- EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, SOMEWHAT likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Somewhat likely
4. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

G1.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please look at page 5 of the booklet.
We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a seven-point scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative.

V085084  G1a. Liberal-Conservative: self placement

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven’t you thought much about this?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely liberal
2. Liberal
3. Slightly liberal
4. Moderate; middle of the road
5. Slightly conservative
6. Conservative
7. Extremely conservative

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't thought much {DO NOT PROBE}
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085084a  G1b. If had to choose, liberal or conservative

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF MODERATE, DK, OR HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH FOR LIBERAL-CONSERVATIVE:

If you had to choose, would you consider yourself a LIBERAL or a CONSERVATIVE?
VALID CODES:
--------
1. Liberal
3. Conservative
5. Moderate {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, 1-3,5-7,-9 in G1a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085085a G2a. Liberal-conservative: Democratic House cand

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:
IF R DID NOT INDICATE NO RECOGNITION OF DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CAND IN THERMOMETER:

(Looking at page 5 of the booklet)
Where would you place -Democratic House candidate- on this scale?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
---------------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Extremely liberal
2. Liberal
3. Slightly liberal
4. Moderate; middle of the road
5. Slightly conservative
6. Conservative
7. Extremely conservative

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, nonrecognition in thermometer; no Democratic House cand
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

---------
D1f. (Feeling thermometer: HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE)
PostRandom.8. (Order Presidential cand liberal-conservative)
PostCand.1. (House Democratic candidate NAME)
Sample.2b. (Congressional district number)

NOTES:

-----
The order for liberal-conservative placements G2a-G2b for the Democratic and Republican House candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.8.

....
There were 3 cases of preload failure, with the result that this question was not administered.

....
This question was not administered if R had not recognized name in the thermometer section (D1f).

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085085b  G2b. Liberal-conservative: Republican House cand
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:
IF R DID NOT INDICATE NO RECOGNITION OF REPUBLICAN HOUSE CAND IN THERMOMETER:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
(Looking at page 5 of the booklet)
Where would you place -Republican House candidate- on this scale?

----------------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

------------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:

--------
1. Extremely liberal
2. Liberal
3. Slightly liberal
4. Moderate; middle of the road
5. Slightly conservative
6. Conservative
7. Extremely conservative

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, nonrecognition in thermometer; no Republican House cand
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

D1g. (Feeling thermometer: HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE)
PostRandom.8. (Order Presidential cand liberal-conservative)
PostCand.3. (House Republican candidate NAME)
Sample.2b. (Congressional district number)

NOTES:

The order for liberal-conservative placements G2a-G2b for the Democratic and Republican House candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.8.

There were 3 cases of preload failure, with the result that this question was not administered.

This question was not administered if R had not recognized name in the thermometer section (D1g).

TYPE:

Numeric

V085086   G3a. [OLD] Abortion: self-placement

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

Please look at page 6 of the booklet.
There has been some discussion about abortion during recent years.
Which one of the opinions on this page best agrees with your view? You can just tell me the number of the opinion you choose.

VALID CODES:

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the
abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a
   matter of personal choice.
7. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085087  G3b. [OLD] How important is abortion issue 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
How important is this issue to you personally?
NOT AT ALL important, NOT TOO important, SOMEWHAT important,
VERY important, or EXTREMELY important?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Not at all important
2. Not too important
3. Somewhat important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

================================================================================
V085088  G3c. [OLD] Abortion: President placement
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

(Looking at page 6 of the booklet)
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH? (on abortion)?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
--------------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
7. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PoPostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)stRandom.2.
NOTES:

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085089a  G3d1. [OLD] Abortion: Democratic Pres cand placement
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Looking at page 6 of the booklet)
Where would you place BARACK OBAMA 
(on abortion)?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

-----------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:

-----------
1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
7. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:

-----
The order for abortion placements G3d1-G3d2 for the Democratic
and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric

---

V085089b  G3d2. [OLD] Abortion: Republican Pres cand placement

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:**

(Looking at page 6 of the booklet)
Where would you place JOHN MCCAIN (on abortion)?

---

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

----------

{DO NOT PROBE DK}

**VALID CODES:**

----------

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
5. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

**MISSING CODES:**

----------

- 1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
  - 2. No Post-election IW
  - 8. Don't know
  - 9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

----------

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)

**NOTES:**

-----
The order for abortion placements G3d1-G3d2 for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085090a  G3e1. [OLD] Abortion: Democratic House cand placement

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:
IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:
IF R DID NOT INDICATE NO RECOGNITION OF DEMOCRATIC HOUSE CAND IN THERMOMETER:

(Looking at page 6 of the booklet)
Where would you place -Democratic House candidate-?
on abortion?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
7. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, nonrecognition in thermometer; R selected for version NEW; no Democratic House candidate
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE: Page 302
D1f. (Feeling thermometer: HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.10. (Order House cand abortion placements)

NOTES:
-----
The order for abortion placements G3e1-G3e2 for the Democratic and Republican House candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.10.

There were 3 cases of preload failure, with the result that this question was not administered.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was not administered if R had not recognized name in the thermometer section (D1f).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085090b  G3e2. [OLD] Abortion: Republican House cand placement

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:
IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN HOUSE RACE:
IF R DID NOT INDICATE NO RECOGNITION OF REPUBLICAN HOUSE CAND IN THERMOMETER:

(Looking at page 6 of the booklet)
Where would you place -Republican House candidate-? (on abortion)?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DK}

VALID CODES:
----------
1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, nonrecognition in thermometer; R selected for version NEW; no Republican House candidate
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure
-5. Incorrect Congressional district preloaded (99 in Sample.2b)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

D1g. (Feeling thermometer: HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.10. (Order House cand abortion placements)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G3e1-G3e2 for the Democratic and Republican House candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.10.

There were 3 cases of preload failure, with the result that this question was not administered.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was not administered if R had not recognized name in the thermometer section (D1g).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

(Looking at page 6 of the booklet)
Where would you place the Democratic Party? (on abortion)?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{DO NOT PROBE DK}
VALID CODES:

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
7. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.11. (Order OLD party abortion placements)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G3f1-G3f2 for the Democratic and Republican House parties was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.11.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric
VALID CODES:

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
7. Other {SPECIFY} {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.11. (Order OLD party abortion placements)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G3f1-G3f2 for the Democratic and Republican House parties was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.11.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

Next, I'd like to describe a series of circumstances in which a woman might want to have an abortion. For each one, please tell me whether you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose it being LEGAL for the woman to have an abortion in that circumstance.
V085092  G4a. [NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose when nonfatal health risk
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:
-----------------------------------------------------------------
[First,/Next,] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR
OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
staying pregnant would hurt the woman's health but is very
unlikely to cause her to die
-----------------------------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Favor  
5. Oppose  
7. Neither favor nor oppose
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
---------  
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  
PostRandom.12a. (Order NEW abortn scenario: nonfatl hlth risk)
NOTES:
-----  
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were
administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.
.....  
This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
TYPE:
-----  
Numeric
============================================================================= V085092a  G4a1. [NEW] How much favor abortion for nonfatal health risk
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FAVORS ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:
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Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G4a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
PostPostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)Random.2.
PostRandom.12a. (Order NEW abortn scenario: nonfatl hlth risk)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either “OLD” (standard) or “NEW” version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
Numeric

V085092b  G4a2. [NEW] How much oppose abortn for nonfatal health risk

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:

Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12a. (Order NEW abortn scenario: nonfatl hlth risk)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085092c  G4a3. [NEW] Lean favor/opp abortion for nonfatal health risk
1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:
---------------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12a. (Order NEW abortn scenario: nonfatl hlth risk)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were
administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085092x  G4ax. [NEW] SUMMARY: ABORTION WHEN NONFATAL HEALTH RISK

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

SUMMARY:
ABORTION WHEN PREGNANCY HARMS HEALTH BUT MOTHER NOT LIKELY TO DIE

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal
MISSING CODES:

-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)

REFERENCE:

G4a. ([NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose when nonfatal health risk)
G4a1. ([NEW] How much favor abortion for nonfatal health risk)
G4a2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortn for nonfatal health risk)
G4a3. ([NEW] Lean favor/oppp abortion for nonfatal health risk)
P
PostRandom.12a. (Order NEW abortn scenario: nonfatl hlth risk)

NOTES:

-----
Built from G4a,G4a1,G4a2,G4a3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either “OLD” (standard) or “NEW” version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:

[First,/Next,] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
staying pregnant could cause the woman to die

VALID CODES:

---------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12b. (Order NEW abortn scenario: fatal health risk)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

.....
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085093a  G4b1. [NEW] How much favor abortion for fatal health risk  =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FAVORS ABORTION FOR FATAL HEALTH RISK:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G4b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085093b G4b2. [NEW] How much oppose abortion for fatal health risk

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION FOR FATAL HEALTH RISK:

Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12b. (Order NEW abortn scenario: fatal health risk)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric


V085093c  G4b3. [NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion for fatal health risk

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:**

**IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION FOR FATAL HEALTH RISK:**

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

**VALID CODES:**

---

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

**MISSING CODES:**

---

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

---

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12b. (Order NEW abortn scenario: fatal health risk)

**NOTES:**

---

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085093x_G4bx. [NEW] SUMMARY: ABORTION WHEN FATAL HEALTH RISK
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:


SUMMARY:
ABORTION WHEN PREGNANCY COULD MAKE MOTHER DIE 

VALID CODES:

1. Favor a great deal 
2. Favor moderately 
3. Favor a little 
4. Lean toward favoring 
5. Neither favor nor oppose 
6. Lean toward opposing 
7. Oppose a little 
8. Oppose moderately 
9. Oppose a great deal 

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD 
-2. No Post-election IW 
-8. Don't know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3) 
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3) 

REFERENCE:

G4b. ([NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose when fatal health risk)
G4b1. ([NEW] How much favor abortion for fatal health risk)
G4b2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortion for fatal health risk)
G4b3. ([NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion for fatal health risk)
PostRand
PostRandom.12b. (Order NEW abortn scenario: fatal health risk)

NOTES:

------
Built from G4b,G4b1,G4b2,G4b3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

============================================================================= V085094 G4c. Abortion: favor/oppose in incest cases [NEW]  =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:

[First./Next.] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if: the pregnancy was caused by sex the woman chose to have with a blood relative

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
12c. (Order NEW abortion scenario: incest)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085094a  G4c1. [NEW] How much favor abortion in incest cases =============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FAVORS ABORTION IN CASES OF INCEST:

=============================================================================  Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
=============================================================================

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G4c; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
12c. (Order NEW abortion scenario: incest)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
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V085094b  G4c2. [NEW] How much oppose abortion in incest cases

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF INCEST:

Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4c; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
12c. (Order NEW abortion scenario: incest)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF INCEST:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you
NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4c; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12c. (Order NEW abortion scenario: incest)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were
administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085094x  G4cx. [NEW] SUMMARY: ABORTION IN CASES OF INCEST
=============================================================================
VALID CODES:

-----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)

REFERENCE:

---------
G4c. (Abortion: favor/oppose in incest cases [NEW])
G4c1. ([NEW] How much favor abortion in incest cases)
G4c2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortion in incest cases)
G4c3. ([NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion in incest cases)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VER
12c. (Order NEW abortion scenario: incest)

NOTES:

-----
Built from G4c,G4c1,G4c2,G4c3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

.......
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

.......
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085095  G4d. [NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose in rape cases
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:
[First./Next.] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
the pregnancy was caused by the woman being raped

VALID CODES:

1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12d. (Order NEW abortion scenario: rape)

NOTES:

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FAVORS ABORTION IN CASES OF RAPE:

Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G4d; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12d. (Order NEW abortion scenario: rape)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085095b    G4d2. [NEW] How much oppose abortion in rape cases

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF RAPE:

Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4d; R selected for VERSION OLD  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused  

REFERENCE:  
-------------  
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  
PostRandom.12d. (Order NEW abortion scenario: rape)  
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)  

NOTES:  
-----  
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.  
.....  
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.  
.....  
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  

V085095c  G4d3. [NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion in rape cases  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY  

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:  
IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF RAPE:  

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?  

VALID CODES:  
--------  
1. Lean toward favoring  
2. Lean toward opposing  
3. Do not lean either way  

MISSING CODES:  
--------  
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4d; R selected for VERSION OLD  
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12d. (Order NEW abortion scenario: rape)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

.....
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085095x G4dx. [NEW] SUMMARY: ABORTION IN CASES OF RAPE 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: ABORTION IN CASES OF RAPE 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)

REFERENCE:  
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G4d. ([NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose in rape cases)
G4d1. ([NEW] How much favor abortion in rape cases)
G4d2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortion in rape cases)
G4d3. ([NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion in rape cases)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12d. (Order NEW abortion scenario: rape)

NOTES:

-----
Built from G4d,G4d1,G4d2,G4d3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

.....
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

.....
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085096   G4e. [NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose in birth defect cases
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
[First,/Next,] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
the fetus will be born with a serious birth defect
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

-----------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE: 
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PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12e. (Order NEW abortion scenario: birth defect)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085096a  G4e1. [NEW] How much favor abortion in birth defect cases

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FAVORS ABORTION IN CASES OF SERIOUS BIRTH DEFECT:

Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G4e; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12e. (Order NEW abortion scenario: birth defect)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085096b  G4e2. [NEW] How much oppose abortion in birth defect cases

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF SERIOUS BIRTH DEFECT:

Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4e; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
-------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12e. (Order NEW abortion scenario: birth defect)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-------
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**
----
Numeric

V085096c  G4e3. [NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion in birth defect cases

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF SERIOUS BIRTH DEFECT:

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

**MISSING CODES:**

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4e; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12e. (Order NEW abortion scenario: birth defect)

**NOTES:**

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: ABORTION IN CASES OF SERIOUS BIRTH DEFECT
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)

REFERENCE:

----------
G4e. ([NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose in birth defect cases)
G4e1. ([NEW] How much favor abortion in birth defect cases)
G4e2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortion in birth defect cases)
G4e3. ([NEW] Lean favor/oppose abortion in birth defect cases)
PostRando
PostRandom.12e. (Order NEW abortion scenario: birth defect)

NOTES:

-----
Built from G4e,G4e1,G4e2,G4e.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
TYPE: Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085097  G4f. [NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose in financial hardship cases  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:  
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
[First,/Next,] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
having the child would be extremely difficult for the woman financially
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  
PostRandom.12f. Order NEW abortn scenario: financial hardship

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

......
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE: Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085097a  G4f1. [NEW] How much favor abortion in finan hardship cases  
=============================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FAVORS ABORTION IN CASES OF FINANCIAL HARDSHIP:

------------------------------------------------------------
Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

-------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:

--------
-1. INAP, 5,7,8,-9 in G4f; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12f. Order NEW abortn scenario: financial hardshp
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were
administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

.....
This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

.....
This question was included in the selection of Post-election
questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to
response options in either forward or reverse order, as
documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085097b  G4f2. [NEW] How much oppose abortion in finan hardship cases
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF FINANCIAL HARDSHIP:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4f; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12f. Order NEW abortn scenario: financial hardshp
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were
administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either “OLD” (standard)
or “NEW” version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election
questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to
response options in either forward or reverse order, as
documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085097c G4f3. [NEW] Lean fav/oppose abortion in finan hardship cases

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION IN CASES OF FINANCIAL HARDSHIP

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you
NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?
----------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4f; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12f. Order NEW abortn scenario: financial hardship

NOTES:
-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

.....
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085097x  G4fx. [NEW] SUMMARY: ABORTION IN CASES OF FINANCIAL HARDSHIP 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

---------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: ABORTION IN CASES OF FINANCIAL HARDSHIP 
---------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)

REFERENCE:
---------
G4f. ([NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose in financial hardship cases)
G4f1. ([NEW] How much favor abortion in financial hardship cases)
G4f2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortion in financial hardship cases)
G4f3. ([NEW] Lean fav/oppose abortion in financial hardship cases)

PostRandom.12f. Order NEW abortn scenario: financial hardship

NOTES:
-----
Built from G4f,G4f1,G4f2,G4f3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-
PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085098  G4g, [NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose when child gender 'wrong'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO / NOT FIRST ABORTION SCENARIO:

[First,/Next,] do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
the child will not be the sex the woman wants it to be

VALID CODES:
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)andom.2.
PostRandom.12g. (Order NEW abortion scenario: wrong gender)

NOTES:

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085098a  G4g1. [NEW] How much favor abortn when child gender 'wrong'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

IF FAVORS ABORTION WHEN THE CHILD IS THE 'WRONG' GENDER:

Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G4g; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12g. (Order NEW abortion scenario: wrong gender)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

.....
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

.....
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085098b  G4g2. [NEW] How much oppose abortn when child gender 'wrong'
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF OPPOSES ABORTION WHEN THE CHILD IS THE 'WRONG' GENDER:

============================================================================= Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
============================================================================= VALID CODES:

----------
1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. A little

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G4g; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
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The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

Numeric

---

V085098c  G4g3. [NEW] Lean favor/oppos abortn when child gender 'wrong'

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION WHEN THE CHILD IS THE 'WRONG' GENDER:

Do you LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or do you NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

**MISSING CODES:**

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G4g; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.12g. (Order NEW abortion scenario: wrong gender)
NOTES:

The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085098x  G4gx. [NEW] SUMMARY: ABORTION WHEN CHILD GENDER 'WRONG'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

SUMMARY:
ABORTION WHEN CHILD IS NOT THE DESIRED GENDER

VALID CODES:

1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G4a,G4a1,G4a2 or G4a3)

REFERENCE:

G4g. ([NEW] Abortion: favor/oppose when child gender 'wrong')
G4g1. ([NEW] How much favor abortn when child gender 'wrong')
G4g2. ([NEW] How much oppose abortn when child gender 'wrong')
G4g3. ([NEW] Lean favor/opp abortn when child gender 'wrong')
Po
PostRandom.12g. (Order NEW abortion scenario: wrong gender)
NOTES:

-----
Built from G4g,G4g1,G4g2,G4g3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

-----
The order in which the 7 abortion scenarios G4a-G4g were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.12a-PostRandom.12g.

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085099 G5a. [NEW] Dem PC abortion: fav/opp if nonfatal health risk
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
What about BARACK OBAMA?
Does Barack Obama FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
staying pregnant would hurt the woman's health but is very unlikely to cause her to die

-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

----------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:

-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for
the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085099a  G5a1. [NEW] Dem PC favor abortion if nonfatal health risk  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:**

**IF DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CAND FAVORS ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:**

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Does he favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

**VALID CODES:**

-----------
1. A great deal  
3. Moderately  
5. A little  

**MISSING CODES:**

-------------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G5a; R selected for VERSION OLD  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused  

**REFERENCE:**

--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)  
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)  

**NOTES:**

-----

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to
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response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085099b G5a2. [NEW] Dem PC opp abortion if nonfatal health risk 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CAND OPPOSES ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Does he oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G5a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CAND NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:

Does he LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or does he NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G5a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

-----------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY: -DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
ABORTION WHEN PREGNANCY HARM'S HEALTH BUT MOTHER NOT LIKELY TO DIE
-----------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G5a,G5a1,G5a2 or G5a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G5a,G5a1,G5a2 or G5a3)

REFERENCE:
----------
G5a. ([NEW] Dem PC abortion: fav/opp if nonfatal health risk)
G5a1. ([NEW] Dem PC favor abortion if nonfatal health risk)
G5a2. ([NEW] Dem PC opp abortion if nonfatal health risk)
G5a3. ([NEW] Dem PC lean abortion if nonfatal health risk)
PostRandom.2
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:
-----
Built from G5a,G5a1,G5a2,G5a3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

... The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.
...

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

Does Barack Obama FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if: the child will not be the sex the woman wants it to be

VALID CODES:

1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric
Does he favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G5b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085100b G5b2. [NEW] Dem PC oppose abortion when child gender 'wrong'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CAND OPPOSES ABORTION WHEN CHILD IS 'WRONG' GENDER:

Does he oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G5b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for
the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CAND NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION WHEN CHILD IS 'WRONG' GENDER:

Does he LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or does he NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G5b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:
-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085100x    G5bx. [NEW] SUMMARY: DEM PC ABORTION IF CHILD GENDER 'WRONG'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

SUMMARY: DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE ABORTION WHEN ABORTION WHEN CHILD IS NOT THE DESIRED GENDER

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G5b,G5b1,G5b2 or G5b3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G5b,G5b1,G5b2 or G5b3)

REFERENCE:

---------
G5b. ([NEW] Dem PC abortn: fav/opp when child gender 'wrong')
G5b1. ([NEW] Dem PC favor abortion when child gender 'wrong')
G5b2. ([NEW] Dem PC oppose abortion when child gender 'wrong')
G5b3. ([NEW] Dem PC lean abortion when child gender 'wrong')
Pos
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)

NOTES:

-----
Built from G5b,G5b1,G5b2,G5b3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085101    G6a. [NEW] Rep PC abortion: fav/opp if nonfatal health risk
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

============================================================================
What about JOHN MCCAIN?
Does John McCain FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if:
staying pregnant would hurt the woman's health but is very unlikely to cause her to die
============================================================================

VALID CODES:

---------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:
-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085101a  G6a1. [NEW] Rep PC favor abortion if nonfatal health risk

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAND FAVORS ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:

Does he favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G6a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placements)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================
V085101b G6a2. [NEW] Rep PC opp abortion if nonfatal health risk
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAND OPPOSES ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Does he oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G6a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placements)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Page 350
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

Numeric

-------------------

V085101c  G6a3. [NEW] Rep PC lean abortion if nonfatal health risk

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAND NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION FOR NONFATAL HEALTH RISK:

Does he LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or does he NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G6a; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.
randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.
......
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085101x  G6ax. [NEW] SUMMARY: REP PC ABORTION NONFATAL HEALTH RISK  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

-------------------------------------------------------------  
SUMMARY: -REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE  
ABORTION WHEN PREGNANCY HARMS HEALTH BUT MOTHER NOT LIKELY TO DIE  
-------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G6a,G6a1,G6a2 or G6a3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G6a,G6a1,G6a2 or G6a3)

REFERENCE:
---------
G6a. ([NEW] Rep PC abortion: fav/opp if nonfatal health risk)
G6a1. ([NEW] Rep PC favor abortion if nonfatal health risk)
G6a2. ([NEW] Rep PC opp abortion if nonfatal health risk)
G6a3. ([NEW] Rep PC lean abortion if nonfatal health risk)
PostRandom.2
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placent)

NOTES:
-----
Built from G6a,G6a1,G6a2,G6a3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the
component questions.

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085102  G6b. [NEW] Rep PC abortn: fav/opp when child gender 'wrong'
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Does John McCain FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE abortion being LEGAL if: the child will not be the sex the woman wants it to be

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------

1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

--------

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)  
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:

--------

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085102a  G6b1. [NEW] Rep PC favor abortion when child gender 'wrong'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAND FAVORS ABORTION WHEN CHILD IS 'WRONG' GENDER:

Does he favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in G6b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAND OPPOSES ABORTION WHEN CHILD IS 'WRONG' GENDER:

Does he oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in G6b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:
IF REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CAND NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES ABORTION
WHEN CHILD IS 'WRONG' GENDER:

Does he LEAN TOWARD FAVORING IT, LEAN TOWARD OPPOSING IT, or does he
NOT LEAN EITHER WAY?

VALID CODES:

1. Lean toward favoring
2. Lean toward opposing
3. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in G6b; R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placemt)

NOTES:

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for
the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was
randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085102x    G6bx. [NEW] SUMMARY: REP PC ABORTION IF CHILD GENDER 'WRONG'

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

SUMMARY: -REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE POSTION
ABORTION WHEN WHEN CHILD IS NOT THE DESIRED GENDER
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Lean toward favoring
5. Neither favor nor oppose
6. Lean toward opposing
7. Oppose a little
8. Oppose moderately
9. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for Version OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in G6b,G6b1,G6b2 or G6b3)
-9. Refused (-8 in G6b,G6b1,G6b2 or G6b3)

REFERENCE:
---------
G6b. ([NEW] Rep PC abortn: fav/opp when child gender 'wrong')
G6b1. ([NEW] Rep PC favor abortion when child gender 'wrong')
G6b2. ([NEW] Rep PC oppose abortion when child gender 'wrong')
G6b3. ([NEW] Rep PC lean abortion when child gender 'wrong')
Pos
PostRandom.9. (Order Presidential candidate abortion placement)

NOTES:
-----
Built from G6b,G6b1,G6b2,G6b3.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

The order for abortion placements G5a-G5b and G6a-G6b for the Democratic and Republican Presidential candidates was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.9.

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085103  H1. Should govt encourage/discourage outsourcing

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
Recently, some big American companies have been hiring workers in foreign countries to replace workers in the U.S. Do you think the federal government should DISCOURAGE companies from doing this, ENCOURAGE companies to do this, or STAY OUT of this matter?

VALID CODES:

1. Discourage companies
3. Encourage companies
5. Should stay out of this matter

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF GOVERNMENT SHOULD DISCOURAGE COMPANIES TO OUTSOURCE/
IF GOVERNMENT SHOULD ENCOURAGE COMPANIES FROM OUTSOURCING/

Do you think the government should do this a GREAT DEAL or ONLY A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
5. Only a little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in H1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
V085103x        H1x. SUMMARY: GOVT ENCOURAGE/DISCOURAGE OUTSOURCING
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
GOVERNMENT SHOULD ENCOURAGE/DISCOURAGE OUTSOURCING
============================================================================= VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Should discourage a great deal
2. Should discourage only a little
3. Should stay out of this matter
4. Should encourage only a little
5. Should encourage a great deal
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know (-8 in H1 or H1a)
-9. Refused (-9 in H1 or H1a)
REFERENCE:
---------
H1. (Should govt encourage/discourage outsourcing)
H1a. (How much should govt encourage/discourage outsourcing)
NOTES:
-----
Built from H1 and H1a. Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085104        H2. Favor or oppose Social Security in stocks and bonds
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

A proposal has been made that would allow people to put a portion of their Social Security payroll taxes into personal retirement accounts that would be invested in stocks and bonds. Do you FAVOR this idea, OPPOSE it, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE it?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085104a  H2a. How much favor Social Security in stocks and bonds

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF FAVORS SOCIAL SECURITY INVESTMENT IN STOCKS AND BONDS:

Do you favor it STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in H2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085104b  H2b. How much oppose Social Security in stocks and bonds

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF OPPOSES SOCIAL SECURITY INVESTMENT IN STOCKS AND BONDS:

Do you oppose it STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,8,9 in H2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085104c  H2c. Lean favor/oppose Social Security in stocks and bonds
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF NEITHER FAVORS NOR OPPOSES SOCIAL SECURITY INVESTMENT IN STOCKS AND BONDS:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Do you lean toward FAVORING it, lean toward OPPOSING it, or
don't you lean either way?
----------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------
1. Lean toward favoring
5. Lean toward opposing
7. Do not lean either way

MISSING CODES:

--------
-1. INAP, 1,2,8,9 in H2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085104x  H2x. SUMMARY: INVEST SOCIAL SECURITY IN STOCKS AND BONDS
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

----------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
INVEST SOCIAL SECURITY MONEY IN STOCKS AND BONDS
----------------------------------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:

1. Favor strongly
2. Favor not strongly
3. Lean toward favoring
4. Do not lean either way
5. Lean toward opposing
6. Oppose not strongly
7. Oppose strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in H2,H2a,H2b or H2c)
-9. Refused (-9 in H2,H2a,H2b or H2c)

REFERENCE:

H2. (Favor or oppose Social Security in stocks and bonds)
H2a. (How much favor Social Security in stocks and bonds)
H2a. (How much favor Social Security in stocks and bonds)
H2c. (Lean favor/oppose Social Security in stocks and bonds)

NOTES:

Built from H2,H2a,H2b,H2c.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Next, I am going to ask you to choose which of two statements I read comes closer to your own opinion. You might agree to some extent with both, but we want to know which one is closer to your own views.

V085105  H3a. Govt bigger because too involved OR bigger problems

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

ONE, the main reason government has become bigger over the years is because it has gotten involved in things that people should do for themselves; OR
TWO, government has become bigger because the problems we face have become bigger.

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{IF NECESSARY, PROBE "WHICH IS CLOSER"}

VALID CODES:

1. Gov't bigger because it's involved in things people should handle themselves
2. Gov't bigger because problems bigger

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085106  H3b. Need strong govt for complex problems OR free market

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

ONE, we need a strong government to handle today's complex economic problems; OR
TWO, the free market can handle these problems without government being involved.

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{IF NECESSARY, PROBE "WHICH IS CLOSER"}

VALID CODES:

1. Need a strong gov't to handle complex economic problems
2. Free market can handle without gov't involvement

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
V085107  H3c. Less govt better OR more that govt should be doing

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

ONE, the less government, the better; OR
TWO, there are more things that government should be doing?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{IF NECESSARY, PROBE "WHICH IS CLOSER"}

VALID CODES:

1. The less government the better
2. More things government should be doing

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085108  H4a. [OLD] Ever discuss politics with family or friends

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

Do you ever discuss politics with your family or friends?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCES:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085108a H4a1. [OLD] Days in past week discussed politics  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:  
IF EVER DISCUSES POLITICS WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS:

How many days IN THE PAST WEEK did you talk about politics with family or friends?

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Zero days  
1. One day  
2. Two days  
3. Three days  
4. Four days  
5. Five days  
6. Six days  
7. Seven days

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in H4a; R selected for VERSION NEW  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:
-----
This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

Page 365
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

During a TYPICAL WEEK, how many days do you discuss politics with your family or friends?

VALID CODES:

0. Zero days
1. One day
2. Two days
3. Three days
4. Four days
5. Five days
6. Six days
7. Seven days

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
Do you think that most white candidates who run for political office are better suited to be an elected official than are most black candidates, that most black candidates are better suited to be an elected official than are most white candidates, or do you think white and black candidates are equally suited to be an elected official?

VALID CODES:

1. Most white candidates better suited
5. Most black candidates better suited
7. White and black candidates equally suited

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

---

V085110a H5a. How much white/black candidates better suited to be elected

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF WHITE CANDIDATES BETTER SUITED TO BE ELECTED OFFICIALS /
IF BLACK CANDIDATES BETTER SUITED TO BE ELECTED OFFICIALS:

A GREAT DEAL better suited, MODERATELY better suited, or SLIGHTLY better suited?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal better suited
3. Moderately better suited
5. Slightly better suited

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 7,-8,-9 in H5
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

Page 367
NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085110x  H5x. SUMMARY: WHITE/BLACK CANDIDATES BETTER SUITED OFFICIALS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:
WHITE OR BLACK CANDIDATES BETTER SUITED TO BE ELECTED OFFICIALS

VALID CODES:
-------
1. White candidates a great deal better suited
2. White candidates moderately better suited
3. White candidates slightly better suited
4. White and black candidates equally suited
5. Black candidates slightly better suited
6. Black candidates moderately better suited
7. Black candidates a great deal better suited

MISSING CODES:
--------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in H5 or H5a)
-9. Refused (-9 in H5 or H5a)

REFERENCE:
---------
H5. (White/black cands better suited as elected officials)
H5a. (How much white/black cands better suited to be elected)

NOTES:
-----
Built from H5,H5a. Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
DO YOU THINK THAT MOST WHITE CANDIDATES WHO RUN FOR POLITICAL OFFICE ARE BETTER SUITED IN TERMS OF THEIR INTELLIGENCE TO SERVE AS AN ELECTED OFFICIAL THAN ARE MOST BLACK CANDIDATES, THAT MOST BLACK CANDIDATES ARE BETTER SUITED IN TERMS OF THEIR INTELLIGENCE TO SERVE AS AN ELECTED OFFICIAL THAN ARE MOST WHITE CANDIDATES, OR DO YOU THINK WHITE AND BLACK CANDIDATES ARE EQUALLY SUITED IN TERMS OF THEIR INTELLIGENCE TO SERVE AS AN ELECTED OFFICIAL?

VALID CODES:

1. Most white candidates better suited
5. Most black candidates better suited
7. White and black candidates equally suited

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

IF WHITE CANDIDATES BETTER SUITED IN INTELLIGENCE TO BE ELECTED OFFICIALS/
IF BLACK CANDIDATES BETTER SUITED IN INTELLIGENCE TO BE ELECTED OFFICIALS:

A GREAT DEAL better suited, MODERATELY better suited, or SLIGHTLY better suited?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal better suited
3. Moderately better suited
5. Slightly better suited
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 7,-8,-9 in H6
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085111x  H6x. SUMMARY: WHITE/BLACK CAND INTELL BETTER OFFICIALS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY:

WHITE OR BLACK CANDS BETTER SUITED IN INTELLIGENCE TO SERVE AS ELECTED OFFICIALS

VALID CODES:

1. White candidates a great deal better suited
2. White candidates moderately better suited
3. White candidates slightly better suited
4. White and black candidates equally suited
5. Black candidates slightly better suited
6. Black candidates moderately better suited
7. Black candidates a great deal better suited

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know (-8 in H6 or H6a)
-9. Refused (-9 in H6 or H6a)

REFERENCE:

H6. (White/black cand intell better for elected officials)
H6a. (How much white/black intell better for elected offic)
NOTES:
-----
Built from H6,H6a.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Now I have some questions about how men and women who are Democrats and Republicans are likely to handle issues in the U.S. Congress.

V085112a H7a1. Better in foreign affairs: Dem man or woman in House

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A Democrat who is a man would do better job
5. A Democrat who is a woman would do better job
7. They would do an equally good job

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085112b H7a2. Better handle education: Dem man or woman in House
Who would do a better job in the U.S. Congress
HANDLING EDUCATION - a Democrat who is a man, a
Democrat who is a woman, or would they do an equally
good or bad job?

VALID CODES:

1. A Democrat who is a man would do better job
5. A Democrat who is a woman would do better job
7. They would do an equally good job

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Who would do a better job in the U.S. Congress
HANDLING FOREIGN AFFAIRS - a Republican who is a man,
a Republican who is a woman, or would they do an
equally good or bad job?

VALID CODES:

1. A Republican who is a man would do better job
5. A Republican who is a woman would do better job
7. They would do an equally good job

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Who would do a better job in the U.S. Congress
HANDLING EDUCATION - a Republican who is a man, a
Republican who is a woman, or would they do an equally
good or bad job?

VALID CODES:

1. A Republican who is a man would do better job
5. A Republican who is a woman would do better job
7. They would do an equally good job

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085114  H8. How much influence do blacks have in U.S. politics

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Would you say that blacks have TOO MUCH INFLUENCE in
American politics, JUST ABOUT THE RIGHT AMOUNT of
influence in American politics, or TOO LITTLE influence
in American politics

VALID CODES:

1. Too much influence
3. Just about the right amount of influence
5. Too little influence

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
V085115  H9. How often has felt sympathy for blacks

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How often have you felt sympathy for Blacks?
VERY often, FAIRLY often, NOT TOO often, or NEVER

VALID CODES:

1. Very often
2. Fairly often
3. Not too often
4. Never

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085116  H10. How often has felt admiration for blacks

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How often have you felt admiration for Blacks?
VERY often, FAIRLY often, NOT TOO often, or NEVER

VALID CODES:

1. Very often
2. Fairly often
3. Not too often
4. Never

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
V085117  H10. Hope the U.S. has a woman president in R's lifetime

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you personally hope that the United States has a woman President in your lifetime, do you hope the United States does not have a woman President in your lifetime, or do you not hope either way?

VALID CODES:

1. Hope the U.S. has a woman President
3. Hope the U.S. does not have a woman President
5. Do not hope either way

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085118  J1. Important differences in what major parties stand for

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you think there are any important differences in what the Republicans and Democrats stand for?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, differences
5. No, no differences

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
V085119 J2. Is one of the parties more conservative than the other

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Would you say that one of the parties is more conservative than the other at the national level?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, one party more conservative
5. No, one party not more conservative

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085119a J2a. Which is the party that is more conservative

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SAYS THAT ONE OF THE MAJOR PARTIES IS MORE CONSERVATIVE:

Which party is more conservative?

VALID CODES:

1. Democrats
5. Republicans

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in J2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Now we have a set of questions concerning various public figures. We want to see how much information about them gets out to the public from television, newspapers and the like.

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DOUBLE-CHECK THAT SCREEN IS NOT WITHIN VIEW OF THE RESPONDENT}

V085120  J3a. Office recognition: Speaker of the House (PELOSI)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

The first name is NANCY PELOSI
What job or political office does she NOW hold?

MISSING CODES:
------------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:
-----
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085120a  J3a1. Office recognition probe: Speaker of the House
VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

---

Numeric

V085121 J3b. Office recognition: Vice-President (CHENEY)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

DICK CHENEY
What job or political office does he NOW hold?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{PROBE DON'T KNOWS WITH, "WELL, WHAT'S YOUR BEST GUESS?"
DK KEY IS NOT ALLOWED FOR THIS QUESTION}

MISSING CODES:

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:

-----
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:

---

Numeric

V085121a J3b1. Office recognition probe: Vice-President
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

{INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: WAS PROBE USED?}

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE: 
----
Numeric

V085122  J3c. Office recognition: Prime Minister of England (BROWN)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

GORDON BROWN
What job or political office does he NOW hold?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{PROBE DON'T KNOWS WITH, "WELL, WHAT'S YOUR BEST GUESS?"
DK KEY IS NOT ALLOWED FOR THIS QUESTION}

MISSING CODES:
-------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES: 
-----
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE: 
----
Numeric
V085122a  J3c1. Office recognition probe: Prime Minister of England

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

{INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: WAS PROBE USED?}

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

V085123  J3d. Office recognition: US Supreme Ct Chf Justice (ROBERTS)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

-------------------------------------------
JOHN ROBERTS
What job or political office does he NOW hold?
-------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

-----------------------
{PROBE DON'T KNOWS WITH, "WELL, WHAT'S YOUR BEST GUESS?"
DK KEY IS NOT ALLOWED FOR THIS QUESTION}

MISSING CODES:

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:

-----
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release.
Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:

Page 380
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

{INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: WAS PROBE USED?}

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Some other questions now.
During the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you worked with other people to deal with some issue facing your community?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

During the PAST TWELVE MONTHS, have you telephoned, written a letter to, or visited a government official to express your views on a public issue?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

During the PAST TWELVE MONTHS, did you attend a meeting about an issue facing your community or schools?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Here is a list of some organizations people can belong to. There are:
labor unions, associations of people who do the same kinds of work, fraternal groups such as Lions or Kiwanis, hobby clubs or sports teams, groups working on political issues, community groups, and school groups.
Of course, there are lots of other types of organizations, too.

V085127    J5a. Number of organizations in which R is a member

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How many organizations are you currently a member of?

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085128    J6. Has R done any volunteer work in past 12 months

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Many people say they have less time these days to do volunteer work. What about you, were you able to devote any time to volunteer work in the last 12 months or did you not do so?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085129   J7. Has R contributed to church or charity in past 12 months

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Many people are finding it more difficult to make contributions to church or charity as much as they used to. How about you -- were you able to contribute any money to church or charity in the last 12 months?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085130   J8. Has R been an active member at place of worship

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Aside from attending services, in the PAST SIX MONTHS have you been an active member at your place of worship -- I mean, have you done things like serve on committees, give time for special projects, or help organize meetings?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085130a J8a. Has R planned or chaired meeting at place of worship

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS BEEN AN ACTIVE MEMBER AT PLACE OF WORSHIP:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
As part of these activities, have you planned or chaired a meeting (in the last six months)?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in J8
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085130b J8b. Has R given speech/presentation at place of worship

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS BEEN AN ACTIVE MEMBER AT PLACE OF WORSHIP:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(As part of these activities,) have you given a presentation or speech (in the last six months)?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No
MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in J8
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
J9.  
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF PRELOAD WORK STATUS IS WORKING NOW/TEMPORARILY LAID OFF:

Here are a couple of things people sometimes do as part of their job. After I read each, please tell me whether or not you have done this, DURING THE LAST SIX MONTHS, as part of your job.

=============================================================================  
V085131   J9a. Working status  
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WORKING STATUS (PRELOAD)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------
0. PRE-ELECTION: NOT WORKING NOW
1. PRE-ELECTION: WORKING NOW

MISSING CODES:

--------
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

-----
R's employment status reported in the Pre-election interview was preloaded. Preload for 'working now' includes any number of hours and Respondents who were temporarily laid off.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
Page 386
V085131a J9a. WORKING Rs: Has R given speech/presentation at work

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF PRELOAD STATUS IS WORKING NOW/TEMPORARILY LAID OFF:

Have you given a presentation or speech (in the last 6 months?)

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 0 in J9
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

There were 3 cases of preload failure, with the result that this question was not administered.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085131b J9b. WORKING Rs: Has R planned or chaired meeting at work

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF PRELOAD STATUS IS WORKING NOW/TEMPORARILY LAID OFF:

Have you planned or chaired a meeting (in the last 6 months?)

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 0 in J9
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
There were 3 cases of preload failure, with the result that
this question was not administered.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085132   K1a. Black respondent (preload)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

BLACK RESPONDENT (PRELOAD)

VALID CODES:

00. Black not indicated in Household Listing and code 10 not coded in Y24a-e
01. Code 10 in Y24a-Y24e codes
10. Black indicated in household listing (HHList.2)
11. Black indicated in household listing (HHList.2) and Code 10 in Y24a-Y24e

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. Preload value not Black, but Y24a-e race Black mentioned

REFERENCE:

Pre: Y24a. - Y24e. (Race of Respondent)
HHList.2. (Respondent: race)

NOTES:
-----
This is the value set prior to administration of the
Post-election interview.

Each digit in the 2-digit value of K1a represents the
presence (1) or absence (0) of Black identification at one
of two possible sources from the Pre-election wave.
Cases were preloaded as Black for the Post-election wave
if either of the following from the Pre-election wave indicated
identification as Black:
1ST DIGIT
Household Listing (roster) answer Yes Black [code 2] (for R)
2ND DIGIT
Code 10 (Black) for any Pre-election race group mention
Code 10 in Y24a-Y24e represented the coding of 'Black' by the interviewer. Cases 278, 464, 476, 478, 566, 652, 1015, 1038, 1135, 1139, 1146, 1148, 2264 were set to 10 for this preload value however should have been 11 because an 'Other' code for race in pre-election Y24 (race of Respondent) actually included a Black mention that was incorrectly coded by the interviewer to Other (subsequently recoded to 81).

In 2 cases (523, 2300) the preload value was set to 00 however should have been coded 01 because an 'Other' code for race in pre-election Y24 (race of Respondent) actually included a Black mention that was incorrectly coded by the interviewer to Other (subsequently recoded to 81).

2 cases of preload failure were for Respondents identified as black in K1a_.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085133  K1a. BLACKS Rs: life be affected by what happens to blacks

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF PRELOAD BLACK:

Do you think that what happens to BLACK PEOPLE in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No
7. Depends {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, not preloaded as Black and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
2 cases of preload failure were for Respondents identified as black in K1a_.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF PRELOAD BLACK:
IF WHAT HAPPENS TO BLACK PEOPLE WILL AFFECT WHAT HAPPENS IN R'S LIFE:

How much will it affect you? A LOT, SOME, or NOT VERY MUCH AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. A lot
3. Some
5. Not very much at all

MISSING CODES:

1. INAP, 5,7,4,8,9 in K1a; not preloaded as Black and no preload failure
2. No Post-election IW
4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
8. Don't know
9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

2 cases of preload failure were for Respondents identified as black in K1a.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
HISPANIC RESPONDENT (PRELOAD)

VALID CODES:

0. Not preloaded as Hispanic
1. Preloaded as Hispanic

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-0010 in B2_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-9999 in B2_)

REFERENCE:

B2_. (HISPANIC (PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Built from B2_.

This is the value set prior to administration, for use as preload.

Cases were preloaded as Hispanic for the Post-election wave if Hispanic was indicated in the Household Listing or roster (HHList.3), or if Pre-election Y24a-Y24e race group codes included code 50 or if the interviewer indicated Hispanic mention in Pre-election ethnicity item Y27, or if ethnicity was indicated in the Pre-election Hispanic followup to Y27, Y28a.

Code 50 in Y24a-Y24e represented the coding of 'Hispanic' by the interviewer; recoding of 'Other' mentions to Hispanic code 85 followed completion of the Post-election field period.

No case of preload failure was for a Respondent identified as Hispanic here.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085135   K1b. HISPANIC Rs: life affected by what happens to Hispanics
Do you think that what happens to HISPANIC-AMERICANS in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No
7. Depends {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in K1b_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in K1b_)
-1. INAP, not preloaded Hispanic and no preload failure
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Cases coded -99 in K1b_ should not have been administered K1b-K1b1; data for these cases have been removed from K1b and K1b1 (to code -99).

The 3 cases coded -91 in K1b_ should have been administered K1b-K1b1.

No cases with preload failure were identified as Hispanic in K1b_.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085135a   K1b1. HISPANIC Rs: amt life affect by what happens to Hisps
3. Some
5. Not very much at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in K1b_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in K1b_)
-1. INAP, 5,7,-4,-8,-9 in K1b; not preloaded Hispanic and no preload failure
-4. NA, preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Cases coded -99 in K1b_ should not have been administered K1b-K1b1; data for these cases have been removed from K1b and K1b1 (to code -99).

The 3 cases coded -91 in K1b_ should have been administered K1b-K1b1.

No cases with preload failure were identified as Hispanic in K1b_.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085136  K2a. Do women seek equality or special favors

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please turn to page 7 of the booklet.
I'm going to read several statements. After each one, I would like you to tell me how strongly you agree or disagree. The first statement is:
'When women demand equality these days, they are actually seeking special favors'.
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

Valid codes:
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

Missing codes:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Type:
---
Numeric

V085137 K2b. Do women miss out on jobs because of discrimination

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Still looking at page 7 of the booklet)
'Women often miss out on good jobs because of discrimination'.
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NORDISAGREE,
DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

Valid codes:
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

Missing codes:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Type:
---
Numeric

V085138 K2c. Do women's harassment complaints cause more trouble
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Still looking at page 7 of the booklet)
'Women who complain about harassment cause more problems than they solve'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE,
DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Turning to page 7 of the booklet once more.
Now I am going to read several statements about society in general.
After each one, I would like you to tell me how strongly you agree or disagree.
The first statement is:

V085139  L1a. Agree/disagree: world is changing and we should adjust

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'The world is always changing and we should adjust our view of moral behavior to those changes.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE,
DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

Page 395
VALID CODES:
------------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'The newer lifestyles are contributing to the breakdown of our society.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085140  L1b. Agree/disagree: newer lifestyles breaking down society

V085141  L1c. Agree/disagree: be more tolerant of other moral stds
"We should be more tolerant of people who choose to live according to their own moral standards, even if they are very different from our own."
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085142  L1d. Agree/disagree: more emphasis on traditional family ties

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'This country would have many fewer problems if there were more emphasis on traditional family ties.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Now I'm going to read several more statements. After each one, I would like you to tell me how strongly you agree or disagree. The first statement is:

'L'Should blacks work their way up without special favors?'

(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult for blacks to work their way out of the lower class.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'Over the past few years, blacks have gotten less than they deserve.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Not using the booklet)
People have different ideas about the government in Washington. These ideas don't refer to Democrats or Republicans in particular, but just to the government in general. We want to see how you feel about these ideas. For example:
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION OLD:

How much of the time do you think you can trust the
government in Washington to do what is right -- JUST
ABOUT ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, or ONLY SOME OF THE TIME?

VALID CODES:

1. Just about always
2. Most of the time
3. Only some of the time
4. Never {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election
questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard)
or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election
questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to
response options in either forward or reverse order, as
documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW

How much of the time do you think you can trust the federal government in Washington to make decisions in a fair way? ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, ABOUT HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, or NEVER?

VALID CODES:

1. Always
2. Most of the time
3. About half the time
4. Once in a while
5. Never

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085148   M1b. Govt run by a few big interests or for benefit of all

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Would you say the government is pretty much RUN BY A FEW BIG INTERESTS looking out for themselves or that it is run for the BENEFIT OF ALL THE PEOPLE?
VALID CODES:
---------
1. Gov't run by a few big interests
5. Gov't run for the benefit of all

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085149  M1c. Does government waste much tax money

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY**

Do you think that people in government WASTE A LOT of the money we pay in taxes, WASTE SOME of it, or DON'T WASTE VERY MUCH of it?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Waste a lot
3. Waste some
5. Don't waste very much

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085150    M1d. How many in government are crooked

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you think that QUITE A FEW of the people running the government are crooked, NOT VERY MANY are, or do you think HARDLY ANY of them are crooked?

VALID CODES:

1. Quite a few are crooked
3. Not very many are crooked
5. Hardly any are crooked

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085151a    M2a1. [VERSION C] Politics/govt too complicated

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION C:

I’d like to read you a few statements about public life. I’ll read them one at a time. Please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree with each of them. ‘Sometimes, politics and government seem so complicated that a person like me can’t really understand what’s going on.’
Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?

VALID CODES:
---------------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION D
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9a. ([VERSION C] Politics/govt too complicated to understand)
Pre: E10a. [VERSION D] Politics/govt too complicatd to understand

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D
efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the
Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre
and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were
E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post.
Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as
documented in PreRandom.13.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

---------------------------------------------------------------
V085151b M2a2. [VERSION C] Understanding of political issues
---------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION C:

-----------------------------------------------
(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'I feel that I have a pretty good understanding of the important
political issues facing our country.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE,
DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)
-----------------------------------------------
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION D
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9b. ([VERSION C] Good understanding of political issues
Pre: E10b. [VERSION D] Good understanding of political issues

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post. Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as documented in PreRandom.13.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION C:

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'Public officials don't care much what people like me think.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION D
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9c. ([VERSION C] Publ officials don't care what people think
Pre: E10c. [VERSION D] Publ officials don't care what people think

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D
efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the
Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre
and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were
E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post.
Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as
documented in PreRandom.13.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085151d M2a4. [VERSION C] Say about what govt does
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION C:

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'People like me don't have any say about what the government does.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE,
DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION D
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9d. [VERSION C] Have no say about what govt does
Pre: E10d. [VERSION D] Have no say about what govt does

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post. Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as documented in PreRandom.13.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085152a    M2b1. [VERSION D] Politics/govt too complicated
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION D:

How often do politics and government seem so complicated that you can't really understand what's going on? ALL THE TIME, MOST OF THE TIME, ABOUT HALF THE TIME, SOME OF THE TIME, or NEVER?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. All the time
2. Most of the time
3. About half the time
4. Some of the time
5. Never

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION C
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:  Page 408
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9a. ([VERSION C] Politics/govt too complicated to understand)
Pre: E10a. [VERSION D] Politics/govt too complicated to understand

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post. Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as documented in PreRandom.13.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085152b  M2b2. [VERSION D] Understanding of political issues 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION D:

How well do you understand the important political issues facing our country? EXTREMELY WELL, VERY WELL, MODERATELY WELL, SLIGHTLY WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Extremely well
2. Very well
3. Moderately well
4. Slightly well
5. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION C
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9b. ([VERSION C] Good understanding of political issues
Pre: E10b. [VERSION D] Good understanding of political issues

NOTES: 
Page 409
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post. Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as documented in PreRandom.13.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION D:

How much do public officials care what people like you think?
A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
--------
1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION C
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9c. ([VERSION C] Publ officials don't care what peopl think
Pre: E10c. [VERSION D] Publ officials don't care what peopl think

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post. Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as documented in PreRandom.13.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R ASSIGNED TO EFFICACY QUESTIONS VERSION D:

How much can people like you affect what the government does?
A GREAT DEAL, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION C
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

Pre: PreRandom.13. (VERSION C or D efficacy items)
Pre: E9d. ([VERSION C] Have no say about what govt does
Pre: E10d. [VERSION D] Have no say about what govt does

NOTES:

Respondents were randomly assigned to VERSION C or VERSION D efficacy questions, which were repeated in the Pre and the Post. VERSION C efficacy questions were E9a-E9d in the Pre and M2a1-M2a4 in the Post; VERSION D efficacy questions were E10a-E10d in the Pre and M2b1-M2b4 in the Post. Assignment to VERSION C or VERSION D was randomized, as documented in PreRandom.13.
I'd like to read you a statement about public life. Please look again at page 7 of the booklet.

V085153a  M3a1. [OLD] Public officials don't care

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)

"Public officials don't care much what people like me think."

Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION NEW
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

VERSION OLD represents exact standard wording. VERSION NEW wording differs only in the addition of the word "about" (..don't care much about..).

TYPE:

Numeric
V085153b M3a2. [NEW] Public officials don't care

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION NEW:

(Looking at page \(^{BKNUM\_PO[7]}\) in the booklet)
'Public officials don't care much about what people like me think.'
Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION OLD
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.2. (VERSION OLD or VERSION NEW)

NOTES:

This question is among a selection of Post-election questions which were assigned to either "OLD" (standard) or "NEW" version, as documented in PostRandom.2.

VERSION OLD represents exact standard wording. VERSION NEW wording differs only in the addition of the word "about" (don't care much about...).

TYPE:

Numeric

V085154 M3b. Elections make govt pay attention

POST-ELECTION SURVEY
How much do you feel that having elections makes the government pay attention to what the people think -- a GOOD DEAL, SOME, or NOT MUCH?

VALID CODES:

1. A good deal
3. Some
5. Not much

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085156  M4b. Better if man achieves and woman takes care of home  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
It is much better for everyone involved if the man is  
the achiever outside the home and the woman takes care  
of the home and family.'  
(Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE  
with this statement)?  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:
----------
  1. Agree
  3. Neither agree nor disagree
  5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
M5.  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Some people say that because of past discrimination,  
blacks should be given preference in hiring and promotion.  
Others say that such preference in hiring and promotion of  
blacks is wrong because it gives blacks advantages they  
haven't earned.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

What about your opinion -- are you FOR or AGAINST preferential hiring and promotion of blacks?

VALID CODES:

1. For preferential hiring and promotion of blacks
5. Against preferential hiring and promotion of blacks
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R IS FOR PREFERENTIAL HIRING AND PROMOTION FOR BLACKS:

Do you favor preference in hiring and promotion STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7-8,-9 in M4a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

-
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R IS AGAINST PREFERENTIAL HIRING AND PROMOTION FOR BLACKS:

Do you oppose preference in hiring and promotion STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7-8,-9 in M4a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Although there are a number of qualities that people feel that children should have, every person thinks that some are more important than others. I am going to read you pairs of desirable qualities.

VALID CODES:

N1.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: INDEPENDENCE or RESPECT FOR ELDERS

VALID CODES:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have:
CURIOSITY or GOOD MANNERS

VALID CODES:

1. Curiosity
3. Both {VOL}
5. Good manners
7. Neither {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have:
OBEDIENCE or SELF-RELIANCE

Page 418
VALID CODES:

1. Obedience
3. Both {VOL}
5. Self-reliance
7. Neither {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: BEING CONSIDERATE or WELL BEHAVED

VALID CODES:

1. Being considerate
3. Both {VOL}
5. Well behaved
7. Neither {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please look at page 7 of the booklet.
I am going to read several more statements. After each one, I would like you to tell me how strongly you agree or disagree. The first statement is:

V085162  N2a. Society should make sure everyone has equal opportunity

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'Our society should do whatever is necessary to make sure that everyone has an equal opportunity to succeed.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085163  N2b. We have gone too far pushing equal rights

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(Looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'We have gone too far in pushing equal rights in this country.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085164   N2c. Its a big problem that we dont give equal chance to all 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

============================================================================= 
(Looking at page 7 in the booklet) 
'One of the big problems in this country is that we don't give 
everyone an equal chance.' 
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, 
DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085165   N2d. We'd be better off if worried less about equality 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

============================================================================= 
(Looking at page 7 in the booklet) 
'This country would be better off if we worried less about 
how equal people are.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

V085166  N2e. Not a big problem if some have more chance in life

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(looking at page 7 in the booklet)
'It is not really that big a problem if some people have more of a chance in life than others.'
(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric
V085167 N2f. If people were treated more fairly would be fewer probs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

(looking at page 7 in the booklet)

'If people were treated more equally in this country we
would have many fewer problems.'

(Do you AGREE STRONGLY, AGREE SOMEWHAT, NEITHER AGREE NOR
DISAGREE, DISAGREE SOMEWHAT, or DISAGREE STRONGLY with this
statement?)

VALID CODES:

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree Somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree Somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

P1.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Some people have opinions about almost everything; other
people have opinions about just some things; and still
other people have very few opinions.

V085168 P1a. Does R have opinions about many, some or few things

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

What about you? Would you say you have opinions about
ALMOST EVERYTHING, about MANY THINGS, about SOME THINGS,
or about VERY FEW THINGS?
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Almost everything
2. Many things
3. Some things
4. Very few things

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Compared to the average person do you have FEWER opinions about whether things are good or bad, ABOUT THE SAME number of opinions, or MORE opinions?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Fewer opinions
3. About the same number of opinions
5. More opinions

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS FEWER OPINIONS THAT THE AVERAGE PERSON:

Would you say that you have A LOT fewer opinions or just SOMEWHAT fewer opinions?

VALID CODES:

1. A lot
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in P1b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS MORE OPINIONS THAT THE AVERAGE PERSON:

Would you say that you have A LOT more opinions or just SOMEWHAT more opinions?

VALID CODES:

1. A lot
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,3,-8,-9 in P1b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused
TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY  
SUMMARY:  
R MORE OR FEWER OPINIONS THAN AVERAGE PERSON  

VALID CODES:  
-------  
1. A lot fewer opinions  
2. Somewhat fewer opinions  
3. About the same number of opinions  
4. Somewhat more opinions  
5. A lot more opinions  

MISSING CODES:  
-------  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused  

REFERENCE:  
-------  
P1a. (Does R have opinions about many, some or few things)  
P1b. (Does R have fewer or more opinions than average person)  
P1b1. (R have a lot or somewhat fewer opinions than average)  
P1b2. (R have a lot or somewhat more opinions than average)  

NOTES:  
-------  
Built from P1b,P1b1,P1b2.  
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY  
Some people like to have responsibility for handling situations that require a lot of thinking, and other
people don't like to have responsibility for situations like that.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

What about you? Do you LIKE having responsibility for handling situations that require a lot of thinking, do you DISLIKE it, or do you NEITHER LIKE IT NOR DISLIKE IT?

VALID CODES:

- 1. Like
- 5. Dislike
- 7. Neither like nor dislike

MISSING CODES:

- 2. No Post-election IW
- 8. Don't know
- 9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R LIKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR SITUATIONS THAT REQUIRE THINKING:

Do you like it A LOT or just SOMEWHAT?

VALID CODES:

- 1. A lot
- 5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:

- 1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in P2a
- 2. No Post-election IW
- 8. Don't know
- 9. Refused
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R DISLIKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR SITUATIONS THAT REQUIRE THINKING:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Do you dislike it A LOT or just SOMEWHAT?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

1. A lot
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in P2a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY: LIKES OR DISLIKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR THINKING

VALID CODES:

1. Like it a lot
2. Like it somewhat
3. Neither like nor dislike
4. Dislike it somewhat
5. Dislike it a lot

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

---------
P2a. (R like responsibility for handling a lot of thinking)
P2a1. (How much R likes responsibility for thinking)
P2a2. (How much R dislikes responsibility for thinking)

NOTES:

-----
Built from P2a,P2a1,P2a2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085171 P3. Does R prefer simple problems or complex problems
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Some people prefer to solve SIMPLE problems instead of complex ones, whereas other people prefer to solve more COMPLEX problems. Which type of problem do you prefer to solve: SIMPLE or COMPLEX?

VALID CODES:

---------
1. Simple
5. Complex

MISSING CODES:

---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085172 P4. How much can people change the kind of person they are
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How much do you think people can change the kind of person they are?
they are? COMPLETELY, A LOT, A MODERATE AMOUNT, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Completely
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085173 P5. How likely is an earthly catastrophe in next 100 years

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How likely do you think it is that a majority of all people on Earth will die all at once sometime during the next 100 years because of a single event?

EXTREMELY LIKELY, VERY LIKELY, MODERATELY LIKELY, SLIGHTLY LIKELY, NOT LIKELY AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely
MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

Q1. INTRO STEREOTYPE HARDWORKING

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please turn to page 8 of the booklet.
Now I have some questions about different groups in our society.
I'm going to show you a seven-point scale on which the characteristics of the people in a group can be rated. In the first statement a score of ‘1’ means that you think almost all of the people in that group tend to be "hard-working." A score of ‘7’ means that you think most people in the group are "lazy."
A score of ‘4’ means that you think that most people in the group are not closer to one end or the other, and of course, you may choose any number in between.

V085174a  Q1a. Stereotype: Whites hardworking

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate WHITES in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Hard-working
2.
3.
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate BLACKS in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Hard-working
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Lazy

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.14a. (Order stereotype racial group BLACKS)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which Q1b-Q1d stereotype ratings were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.14a- PostRandom.14c.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate HISPANIC-AMERICANS in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:

1. Hard-working
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Lazy

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.14b. (Order stereotype racial group HISPANIC-AMERICANS)

NOTES:

The order in which Q1b-Q1d stereotype ratings were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.14a- PostRandom.14c.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate ASIAN-AMERICANS in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:

1. Hard-working
2.
3.
4.
5.
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.14c. (Order stereotype racial group ASIAN-AMERICANS)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which Q1b-Q1d stereotype ratings were administered
was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.14a- PostRandom.14c.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

Q2. INTRO STEREOTYPE INTELLIGENT

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Please turn to page 9 of the booklet.
The next set asks if people in each group tend to be
"intelligent" or "unintelligent".

V085175a   Q2a. Stereotype: Whites intelligent

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate WHITES in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Intelligent
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Unintelligent

MISSING CODES:
--------
-2. No Post-election IW
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate BLA CKS in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:
1. Intelligent
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Unintelligent

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
PostRandom.14a. (Order stereotype racial group BLA CKS)

NOTES:
The order in which Q2b-Q2d stereotype ratings were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.14a-PostRandom.14c.

TYPE:
Numeric
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Intelligent
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Unintelligent

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.14b. (Order stereotype racial group HISPANIC-AMERICANS)

NOTES:
-----
The order in which Q2b-Q2d stereotype ratings were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.14a-PostRandom.14c.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085175d   Q2d. Stereotype: Asians intelligent

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Where would you rate ASIAN-AMERICANS in general on this scale?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Intelligent
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Unintelligent

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:

PostRandom.14c. (Order stereotype racial group ASIAN-AMERICANS)

NOTES:

The order in which Q2b-Q2d stereotype ratings were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.14a-PostRandom.14c.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

What has been the most important issue to you personally in this election?

MISSING CODES:

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

What has been the second most important issue to you personally in this election?
MISSING CODES:
----------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).
.....
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release.
Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085178    Q3b1. CSES: Most important political problem
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

What do you think is the most important political problem facing the United States today?

MISSING CODES:
----------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).
.....
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release.
Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085179    Q3b2. CSES: 2nd most important political problem
============================================================================= 
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

What do you think is the second most important political problem facing the United States today?

MISSING CODES:

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085180    Q3b3. CSES: Which party best on most important polit problem

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Thinking of the most important political problem facing the United States: which party do you think is best in dealing with it?

VALID CODES:

1. Democratic
3. Republican
5. Other {SPECIFY}
7. R VOL: NEITHER/ THE SAME/ NO DIFFERENCE

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
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Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE: 
---- 
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085181  Q3b4. CSES: Which party best on 2nd most imprt polit problem
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
And the second most important political problem facing the United States: which party do you think is best in dealing with it?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

VALID CODES: 
------------ 
1. Democratic 
3. Republican 
5. Other {SPECIFY} 
7. R VOL: NEITHER/ THE SAME/ NO DIFFERENCE 

MISSING CODES: 
-------------- 
-2. No Post-election IW 
-8. Don't know 
-9. Refused 

NOTES: 
------ 
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE: 
---- 
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085182  Q4. CSES: Does/doesn't make a difference who is in power
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Please look at page 10 in the booklet. Some people say that IT DOESN'T MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE who is in power. Others say that IT MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE who is in power. Using the scale in the booklet, (where ONE means that it doesn't make any difference who is in power and FIVE means that it makes a big difference who is in power), where would
you place yourself?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. It doesn't make any difference who is in power
2.
3.
4.
5. It makes a big difference who is in power

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

V085183  Q5. CSES: Does/doesn't make a difference who one votes for

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Now turning to page 11 in the booklet.
Some people say that no matter who people vote for, IT WON'T MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE to what happens. Others say that who people vote for CAN MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE to what happens. Using the scale in the booklet, (where ONE means that voting won't make any difference to what happens and FIVE means that voting can make a big difference), where would you place yourself?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. Voting won't make any difference
2.
3.
4.
5. Voting can make a big difference

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085184  Q6. CSES: job govt in Washington has done past 4 years
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

============================================================================= Now thinking about the performance of the government in Washington in general, how good or bad a job do you think the government in Washington has done over the past four years? Has it done A VERY GOOD JOB? A GOOD JOB? A BAD JOB? A VERY BAD JOB? 
============================================================================= 

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very good job
2. Good job
3. Bad job
4. Very bad job

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).
V085185  Q7. CSES: Any party represent R’s views reasonably well
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Would you say that any of the parties in the United States represent your views reasonably well?  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
-----------------------  
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON’T KNOW}  
VALID CODES:  
-----------  
1. Yes  
5. No  
MISSING CODES:  
-------------  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused  
NOTES:  
-----  
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

V085185a  Q7a. CSES: Which party represents R’s views reasonably well
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE
IF ANY PARTY REPRESENTS R’S VIEWS REASONABLY WELL:  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
Which party represents your views best?  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
-----------------------  
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON’T KNOW}  
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VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Democratic party
5. Republican party
7. Other party {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Q7
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Regardless of how you feel about the parties, would you say that any of the presidential candidates from the 2008 election represents your views reasonably well?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
--------------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE: Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF ANY 2008 PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE REPRESENTS R’S VIEWS REASONABLY WELL:

Which Presidential candidate represents your views best?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON’T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. John McCain
5. Barack Obama
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Q8
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Please turn to page 12 of the booklet.
I'd like to know what you think about our political parties. After I read the name of a political party, please rate it on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you strongly dislike that party and 10 means that you strongly like that party.
If I come to a party you haven't heard of or you feel you do
not know enough about, just say so.
The first party is the DEMOCRATIC PARTY.

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Strongly dislike
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Strongly like

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't heard of
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================
V085187b    Q9a2. CSES: Like-dislike: Republican Party
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

(I'd like to know what you think about our political parties. After I read the name of a political party, please rate it on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you strongly dislike that party and 10 means that you strongly like that party.
If I come to a party you haven't heard of or you feel you do not know enough about, just say so.)
Using the same scale, where would you place the REPUBLICAN PARTY?
=============================================================================
And what do you think of the presidential candidates? After I read the name of a presidential candidate, please rate them on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you strongly dislike that candidate and 10 means that you strongly like that candidate. If I come to a presidential candidate you haven’t heard of or you feel you do not know enough about, just say so. The first is JOHN MCCAIN.

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

V085188a Q9b1. CSES: Like-dislike: JOHN MCCAIN
VALID CODES:
---------
0. Strongly dislike
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Strongly like

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't heard of
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085188b  Q9b2. CSES: Like-dislike: BARACK OBAMA

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

(And what do you think of the presidential candidates? After I read the name of a presidential candidate, please rate them on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means you strongly dislike that candidate and 10 means that you strongly like that candidate. If I come to a presidential candidate you haven't heard of or you feel you do not know enough about, just say so.)

Using the same scale, where would you place BARACK OBAMA?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Strongly dislike
1.
MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't heard of
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:  
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric

V085189a  Q10a1. CSES: Left-right: Democratic Party

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Please turn to page 13 of the booklet.
In politics people sometimes talk of left and right.
Where would you place the DEMOCRATIC PARTY on a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 means the left and 10 means the right?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Left
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Using the same scale, where would you place the REPUBLICAN PARTY?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

0. Left
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Right

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't heard of
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

V085189b  Q10a2. CSES: Left-right: Republican Party
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Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

**TYPE:**

---- Numeric

```
V085190a  Q10b1. CSES: Left-right: JOHN MCCAIN
```

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE**

And again, using the same scale, where would you place JOHN MCCAIN?

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

**VALID CODES:**

------------
0. Left
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Right

**MISSING CODES:**

------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven’t heard of
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

**NOTES:**

----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

**TYPE:**

---- Numeric

```
V085190b  Q10b2. CSES: Left-right: BARACK OBAMA
```
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Where would you place BARACK OBAMA?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

0. Left
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. Right

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't heard of
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}
VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Left
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Right

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-7. Haven't heard of
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085192  Q11. CSES: Were there major differences between Pres cand
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

During the election campaign, would you say that there were MAJOR DIFFERENCES between the Presidential candidates, MINOR DIFFERENCES, or NO DIFFERENCES AT ALL?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Major differences
3. Minor differences
5. No differences

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085193  Q12. CSES: How closely did R follow the election campaign 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE 

How closely did you follow the election campaign? 
VERY CLOSELY, FAIRLY CLOSELY, NOT VERY CLOSELY, or NOT CLOSELY AT ALL?  

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------
{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES: 
-------------
1. Very closely
2. Fairly closely
3. Not very closely
4. Not closely at all

MISSING CODES: 
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085194  Q13. CSES: Satisfied with way democracy works in the U.S.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

On the whole, are you VERY satisfied, FAIRLY satisfied, NOT VERY satisfied, or NOT AT ALL satisfied with the way democracy works in the United States?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. Very satisfied
2. Fairly satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not satisfied at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
TYPE: Numeric

============================================================================= V085195 Q14_. CSES: PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE FOR WHOM R VOTED
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF R VOTED:
IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT:

================================================================-------------

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE FOR WHOM R VOTED
================================================================-------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Barack Obama
3. John McCain
7. Other

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, did not vote or DK/NA if vote; did not vote for President or DK/NA if voted for President; voted for President but vote DK/NA
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE: 
-----------
C6a. (For whom did R vote for President)

NOTES: 
-------
Q14_ has the same values as C6a.

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE: Numeric

============================================================================= V085196 Q14. CSES: R consider voting for any other Presidential cand
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF R VOTED FOR MAJOR PARTY PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE/
IF R VOTED FOR OTHER PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE:
In the 2008 Presidential election, did you consider voting for any candidates other than [NAME OF CANDIDATE FOR WHOM R VOTED/-the candidate you voted for]? 

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

**VALID CODES:**

1. Yes
5. No

**MISSING CODES:**

-1. INAP, did not vote or DK/NA if voted; did not vote for President or DK/NA if voted for President; voted for President but vote DK/NA
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**NOTES:**

-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

**TYPE:**

----
Numeric

V085196a  Q14a. CSES: Other Pres cand(s) did R consider voting for #1

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE**

**IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT AND CONSIDERED VOTING FOR DIFFERENT CANDIDATE(S):**

Which ones?

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

**VALID CODES:**

1. John McCain
5. Barack Obama
7. Other (SPECIFY)
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Q14; did not vote or DK/NA if voted;
   did not vote for President or DK/NA if voted for President;
   voted for President but vote DK/NA
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

V085196b Q14b. CSES: Other Pres cand(s) did R consider voting for #2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT AND CONSIDERED VOTING FOR DIFFERENT CANDIDATE(S):

Which ones?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON’T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. John McCain
5. Barack Obama
7. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no additional mention; 5,-8,-9 in Q14; did not vote or
   DK/NA if voted; did not vote for President or DK/NA if voted for President;
   voted for President but vote DK/NA
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

Were there any candidates who ran for President that you would never vote for?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF THERE WERE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES WHO RAN THAT R WOULD NEVER VOTE FOR:

VALID CODES:

1. John McCain
5. Barack Obama
7. Other (SPECIFY)
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Q15
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF THERE WERE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES WHO RAN THAT R WOULD NEVER VOTE FOR:

Which ones?

VALID CODES:

1. John McCain
5. Barack Obama
7. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, no additional mention; -8,-9 in Q15a; 5,-8,-9 in Q15
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - CSES MODULE

IF THERE WERE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES WHO RAN THAT R WOULD NEVER VOTE FOR:

Which ones?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. John McCain
5. Barack Obama
7. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, no additional mention; -8,-9 in Q15a; 5,-8,-9 in Q15
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Q3a1-Q15c represent the module for the CSES (Comparative Study of Electoral Systems).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085198 R1. DHS: Federal govt pose threat to citizns [PLACEMENT 1] =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR PLACEMENT AT R1:

Do you think the federal government has become so large and powerful that it poses an immediate threat to the rights and freedoms of ordinary citizens, or not?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Poses a threat
5. Does not pose a threat

MISSING CODES:
-------
-1. INAP, not selected for placement at R1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.15. (Question placement R1/R8)

NOTES:

-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
-----
Respondents were randomly selected to be administered this question at either R1 or R8. Due to a programming error, the same 1/2 sample of Respondents was administered this question at both R1 and R8. Randomization for R1 is documented in PostRandom.15.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085199a  R2a. DHS: How likely R to: join in a protest march or rally  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

In the future, how likely are you to:
Join in a protest march, rally, or demonstration?
EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely,  
A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?

VALID CODES:

------------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:

-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

In the future, how likely are you to:
Attend a meeting of a town or city government or school board?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
--------------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(In the future, how likely are you to: )
Sign a petition on the Internet about a political or social issue?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
Sign a petition on paper about a political or social issue?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085199e  R2e. DHS: How likely R to: give money to religious organzn
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(In the future, how likely are you to: )
Give money to a religious organization?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085199f R2f. DHS: How likely R to: give money social/polit organzn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(In the future, how likely are you to: )
Give money to any other organization concerned with a political or social issue, not counting a religious organization?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
--------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused
REFERENCES:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(In the future, how likely are you to: )
Attend a meeting to talk about political or social concerns?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCES:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE**

(In the future, how likely are you to:

Invite someone to attend a meeting about political or social concerns?

(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

**VALID CODES:**

1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

**MISSING CODES:**

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

**NOTES:**

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric
V085199j  R2j. DHS: How likely R to: distribute social/polit grp info

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(In the future, how likely are you to:
Distribute information or advertising supporting a political or social interest group?
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, A LITTLE likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?)

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. A little likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things.
V085200a  R3a. DHS: US adults ever: joined a protest march or rally

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Ever joined in a protest march, rally, or demonstration.
(ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)

VALID CODES:

1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085200b  R3b. DHS: US adults ever: attended city/school brd meeting

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Ever attended a meeting of a town or city government or school board. (ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)
VALID CODES:
----------
1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085200c  R3c. DHS: US adults ever: signed internet petition on issue

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things. )

Ever signed a petition on the Internet about a political or social issue. (ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)
No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

------------------------------
V085200d  R3d. DHS: US adults ever: signed paper petition on issue
------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things.)
Ever signed a petition on paper about a political or social issue.
(ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)

VALID CODES:
---------
1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085200e  R3e. DHS: US adults ever: gave money to religious organizn
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things. ) Ever gave money to a religious organization. (ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things. ) Not counting a religious organization, ever gave money to any other organization concerned with a political or social issue. (ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)

VALID CODES:

1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE
(Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things.)

Ever attended a meeting to talk about political or social concerns.
(ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)

VALID CODES:
--------
1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085200h    R3h. DHS: US adults ever: invited other to soc/polit meetg

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Please indicate below how many of the adults living in the United States you think have ever done these things.)

Ever invited someone to attend a meeting about political or social concerns. (ALL, MOST, ABOUT HALF, A FEW, or NONE)

VALID CODES:
--------
1. All
2. Most
3. About half
4. A few
5. None

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085201a    R4a. DHS: Has R ever: joined a protest march or rally 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Now we will ask you about your past. Have you done this, or have you never done it? Joined in a protest march, rally, or demonstration.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R4a1. (DHS: Worry about arrest when R joined protest march)
NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4a1 (worry about arrest) was asked immediately after R4a; the followups to selected items in series R4a-R4j are found following R4j in this codebook.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)
Attended a meeting of a town or city government or school board.

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)
Signed a petition on the Internet about a political or social issue.
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085201d  R4d. DHS: Has R ever: signed paper petition on issue

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(If you have done this, or have you never done it?)
Signed a petition on paper about a political or social issue.

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085201e  R4e. DHS: Has R ever: given money to religious organization
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)
Gave money to a religious organization.

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R4e1. (DHS: Worry abt arrest when gave money to relg organizn)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4e1 (worry about arrest) was asked immediately after R4e; the followups to selected items in series R4a-R4j are found following R4j in this codebook.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085201f  R4f. DHS: Has R ever: gave money to social/polit org

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)
Not counting a religious organization, gave money to any other organization concerned with a political or social issue.

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R4f1. (DHS: Worry abt arrest when gave money social/polit org)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4f1 (worry about arrest) was asked immediately after R4f; the followups to selected items in series R4a-R4j are found following R4j in this codebook.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085201g  R4g. DHS: Has R ever: attended meetg on soc/polit issue  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  
(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)  
Attended a meeting to talk about political or social concerns.  
-----------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:  
---------
1. Have done this  
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:  
---------
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R4g1. (DHS: Worry abt arrest when attended social/polit mtg)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4g1 (worry about arrest) was asked immediately after R4g; the followups to selected items in series R4a-R4j are found following R4j in this codebook.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)
Invited someone to attend a meeting about political or social concerns.

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(Have you done this, or have you never done it?)
Distributed information or advertisements supporting a political or social interest group.

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Have done this
5. Never have done this

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
R4j1. (DHS: Worry abt arrest when distribd soc/polit grp info)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

.....
Followup question R4j1 (worry about arrest) was asked immediately after R4j; the followups to selected items in series R4a-R4j are found following R4j in this codebook.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085202a  R4a1. DHS: Worry about arrest when R joined protest march 
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R HAS EVER JOINED A PROTEST OR DEMONSTRATION:

=============================================================================
When you joined in a protest march, rally, or demonstration, did you ever think you would be arrested or punished by police or security forces?
=============================================================================

VALID CODES:
----------
1. At least once, I thought I would be arrested or punished
5. I never thought I would be arrested or punished

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP,5,-8,-9 in R4a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
R4a. (DHS: Has R ever: joined a protest march or rally)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
Followup question R4a1 was asked immediately after lead question R4a; the followups R4a1,R4e1,R4f1,R4g1 and R4j1 are located in this codebook after the set of main questions R4a-R4j.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085202b  R4e1. DHS: Worry abt arrest when gave money to relg organzn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R HAS EVER GIVEN MONEY TO A RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION:

When you gave money to a religious organization, did you ever think you would be arrested or punished by police or security forces?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. At least once, I thought I would be arrested or punished
5. I never thought I would be arrested or punished

MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP,5,-8,-9 in R4e
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R4a. (DHS: Has R ever: joined a protest march or rally)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4e1 was asked immediately after lead question R4e; the followups R4a1,R4e1,R4f1,R4g1 and R4j1 are located in this codebook after the set of main questions R4a-R4j.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R HAS EVER GIVEN MONEY TO ORGANIZATION CONCERNED WITH SOCIAL/POLIT ISSUE:

When you gave money to any other organization concerned with a political or social issue, did you ever think you would be arrested or punished by police or security forces?

VALID CODES:

1. At least once, I thought I would be arrested or punished
5. I never thought I would be arrested or punished

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5, 8, 9 in R4f
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

R4f. (DHS: Has R ever: gave money to social/polit org)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4f1 was asked immediately after lead question R4f; the followups R4a1, R4e1, R4f1, R4g1 and R4j1 are located in this codebook after the set of main questions R4a-R4j.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R HAS EVER ATTENDED A MEETING TO TALK ABOUT SOCIAL/POLITICAL CONCERNS:

When you attended a meeting to talk about political or social concerns, did you ever think you would be arrested or punished by police or security forces?
VALID CODES:
----------
1. At least once, I thought I would be arrested or punished
5. I never thought I would be arrested or punished

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP,5,-8,-9 in R4g
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R4g. (DHS: Has R ever: attended meetg on soc/polit issue)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4g1 was asked immediately after lead question R4g; the followups R4a1,R4e1,R4f1,R4g1 and R4j1 are located in this codebook after the set of main questions R4a-R4j.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------
V085202e    R4j1. DHS: Worry abt arrest when distribd soc/polit grp info
-----------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R HAS EVER DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION ABOUT A SOCIAL/POLITICAL INTEREST GROUP:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
When you distributed information or advertisements supporting a political or social interest group, did you ever think you would be arrested or punished by police or security forces?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. At least once, I thought I would be arrested or punished
5. I never thought I would be arrested or punished

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP,5,-8,-9 in R4j
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
R4j. (DHS: Has R ever: distributed social/polit group info)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Followup question R4j1 was asked immediately after lead question R4j; the followups R4a1,R4e1,R4f1,R4g1 and R4j1 are located in this codebook after the set of main questions R4a-R4j.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085203 R5a. DHS: People more angry with fed govt than used to be
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

-------------------------------------------------------------
Does it seem to you that the people you know personally are more angry with the federal government than they used to be?
-------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085204 R5b. DHS: R more angry with federal govt than used to be
============================================================================= 
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Are you, personally, more angry at the federal government than you used to be?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085205   R6a. DHS: Angry abt what fed govt has done during last 4 yrs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

When you think about what the U.S. federal government has done during the last four years, how angry does that make you feel? EXTREMELY angry, VERY angry, MODERATELY angry, SLIGHTLY angry, or NOT angry AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:

PostRandom.16a. (Order federal government affects: angry)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R IS ANGRY ABOUT WHAT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS DONE IN PAST 4 YEARS:

VALID CODES:

1. More about things the government has done to you personally
3. More about things the government has done to other people
5. Equally about both

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5, -8, -9 in R6a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
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PostRandom.16a. (Order federal government affects: angry)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085206   R6b. DHS: Hopeful abt what fed govt has done last 4 yrs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

When you think about what the U.S. federal government has done during the last four years, how hopeful does that make you feel? EXTREMELY hopeful, VERY hopeful, MODERATELY hopeful, SLIGHTLY hopeful, or NOT hopeful AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
------------
PostRandom.16b. (Order federal government affects: hopeful)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election
questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085206a  R6b1. DHS: Hopeful abt what fed govt has done to self or oth ==----------------------------------------------------------------- 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R IS HOPEFUL ABOUT WHAT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS DONE IN PAST 4 YEARS:
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Do you feel more hopeful about things the government has done to YOU PERSONALLY, more hopeful about things the government has done to OTHER PEOPLE, or equally hopeful about both? 
Do you feel more hopeful about things the government has done to OTHER PEOPLE, more hopeful about things the government has done to YOU PERSONALLY, or equally hopeful about both? 
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. More about things the government has done to you personally 
3. More about things the government has done to other people 
5. Equally about both 

MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in R6b 
-2. No Post-election IW 
-8. Don’t know 
-9. Refused 

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.16b. (Order federal government affects: hopeful) 

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d. 

TYPE:
----
Numeric
When you think about what the U.S. federal government has done during the last four years, how afraid does that make you feel? EXTREMELY afraid, VERY afraid, MODERATELY afraid, SLIGHTLY afraid, or NOT afraid AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.16c. (Order federal government affects: afraid)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
Do you feel more afraid about things the government has done to YOU PERSONALLY, more afraid about things the government has done to OTHER PEOPLE, or equally afraid about both?

Do you feel more afraid about things the government has done to OTHER PEOPLE, more afraid about things the government has done to YOU PERSONALLY, or equally afraid about both?

VALID CODES:

1. More about things the government has done to you personally
3. More about things the government has done to other people
5. Equally about both

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in R6c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.16c. (Order federal government affects: afraid)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085208  R6d. DHS: Proud abt what fed govt has done last 4 yrs
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly
5. Not at all

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.16d. (Order federal government affects: proud)
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085208a  R6d1. DHS: Proud abt what fed govt has done to self or oth

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R IS PROUD ABOUT WHAT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS DONE IN PAST 4 YEARS:

Do you feel more proud about things the government has done to YOU PERSONALLY, more proud about things the government has done to OTHER PEOPLE, or equally proud about both?

Do you feel more proud about things the government has done to OTHER PEOPLE, more proud about things the government has done to YOU PERSONALLY, or equally proud about both?

VALID CODES:

1. More about things the government has done to you personally
3. More about things the government has done to other people
5. Equally about both
MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in R6d
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.16d. (Order federal government affects: proud)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R6a-R6d were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.16a-PostRandom16d.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085209    R7a. DHS: Approve/disappr govt handling war in Afghanistan
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Do you APPROVE, DISAPPROVE, or NEITHER APPROVE NOR DISAPPROVE of the way the U.S. federal government has handled the war in Afghanistan during the last four years?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve
5. Disapprove
7. Neither approve nor disapprove

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.17a. (Order war questions: war in Afghanistan)

NOTES:
-----
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Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

TYPE:

---
Numeric

=============================================================================
V085209a  R7a1. DHS: How much approve handling war in Afghanistan
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF APPROVES HANDLING OF WAR IN AFGHANISTAN:

Do you approve EXTREMELY strongly, MODERATELY strongly, or SLIGHTLY strongly?

VALID CODES:

-----------------
1. Extremely strongly
3. Moderately strongly
5. Slightly strongly

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in R7a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

----------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.17a. (Order war questions: war in Afghanistan)

NOTES:

-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF DISAPPROVES HANDLING OF WAR IN AFGHANISTAN:

Do you disapprove EXTREMELY strongly, MODERATELY strongly, or SLIGHTLY strongly?

VALID CODES:
1. Extremely strongly
3. Moderately strongly
5. Slightly strongly

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 1,7,8,9 in R7a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.17a. (Order war questions: war in Afghanistan)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
Numeric
SUMMARY:
APPROVE-DISAPPROVE HANDLING OF WAR IN AFGHANISTAN

VALID CODES:

1. Approve extremely strongly
2. Approve moderately strongly
3. Approve slightly strongly
4. Neither approve nor disapprove
5. Disapprove slightly strongly
6. Disapprove moderately strongly
7. Disapprove extremely strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

R7a. (DHS: Approve/disappr govt handling war in Afghanistan)
R7a1. (DHS: How much approve handling war in Afghanistan)
R7a2. (DHS: How much disappr handling of war in Afghanistan)
PostRandom.17a. (Order war questions: war in Afghanistan)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from R7a,R7a1,R7a2.

Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085210 R7b. DHS: Approve/disappr govt handling war in Iraq

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Do you APPROVE, DISAPPROVE, or NEITHER APPROVE NOR DISAPPROVE of the way the U.S. federal government has
handled the war in Iraq during the last four years?

VALID CODES:

1. Approve
5. Disapprove
7. Neither approve nor disapprove

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.17b. (Order war questions: war in Iraq)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085210a  R7b1. DHS: How much approve handling of war in Iraq

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF APPROVES HANDLING OF WAR IN IRAQ:

Do you approve EXTREMELY strongly, MODERATELY strongly, or SLIGHTLY strongly?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely strongly
3. Moderately strongly
5. Slightly strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in R7b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.17b. (Order war questions: war in Iraq)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
......
The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.
......
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085210b  R7b2. DHS: How much disapprove handling of war in Iraq

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF DISAPPROVES HANDLING OF WAR IN IRAQ:

Do you disapprove EXTREMELY strongly, MODERATELY strongly, or SLIGHTLY strongly?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Extremely strongly
3. Moderately strongly
5. Slightly strongly

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in R7b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.17b. (Order war questions: war in Iraq)
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085210x  R7bx. DHS: SUMMARY: APPROVE-DISAPPROVE HANDLING IRAQ WAR

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
APPROVE-DISAPPROVE HANDLING OF WAR IN IRAQ

VALID CODES:

1. Approve extremely strongly
2. Approve moderately strongly
3. Approve slightly strongly
4. Neither approve nor disapprove
5. Disapprove slightly strongly
6. Disapprove moderately strongly
7. Disapprove extremely strongly

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

R7b. (DHS: Approve/disappr govt handling war in Iraq)
R7b1. (DHS: How much approve handling of war in Iraq)
R7b2. (DHS: How much disapprove handling of war in Iraq)
PostRandom.17b. (Order war questions: war in Iraq)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
Built from R7b,R7b1,R7b2.

Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085211   R7c. DHS: Approve/disappr govt efforts to reduce terrorism  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Do you APPROVE, DISAPPROVE, or NEITHER APPROVE NOR DISAPPROVE of the way the U.S. federal government has handled the effort to reduce the risk of terrorist attacks in the United States during the last four years?

VALID CODES:
-------------
  1. Approve  
  5. Disapprove  
  7. Neither approve nor disapprove  

MISSING CODES:
----------------
  -2. No Post-election IW  
  -8. Don't know  
  -9. Refused  

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.17c. (Order war questions: war on terror)  

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085211a   R7c1. DHS: How much approve efforts to reduce terrorism  
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF DISAPPROVES HANDLING OF EFFORTS TO REDUCE TERRORISM:

Do you approve EXTREMELY strongly, MODERATELY strongly, or SLIGHTLY strongly?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely strongly
3. Moderately strongly
5. Slightly strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in R7c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.17c. (Order war questions: war on terror)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085211b  R7c2. DHS: How much disapprove efforts to reduce terrorism
Do you disapprove EXTREMELY strongly, MODERATELY strongly, or SLIGHTLY strongly?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely strongly
3. Moderately strongly
5. Slightly strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in R7c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.17c. (Order war questions: war on terror)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
4. Neither approve nor disapprove
5. Disapprove slightly strongly
6. Disapprove moderately strongly
7. Disapprove extremely strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
R7c. (DHS: Approve/disapp govt efforts to reduce terrorism)
R7c1. (DHS: How much approve efforts to reduce terrorism)
R7c2. (DHS: How much disapprove efforts to reduce terrorism)
PostRandom.17c. (Order war questions: war on terror)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Bought from R7c,R7c1,R7c2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

The order in which affects items R7a-R7c were administered was randomized, as documented in PostRandom.17a-PostRandom17c.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085212  R8. DHS: Federal govt pose a threat to citizns [PLACEMENT 2]

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR PLACEMENT AT R8:

Do you think the federal government has become so large and powerful that it poses an immediate threat to the rights and freedoms of ordinary citizens, or not?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Poses a threat
5. Does not pose a threat

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. NA; intended for selection but not selected due to programming error
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.15. (Question placement R1/R8)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
......
Respondents were randomly selected to be administered this question at either R1 or R8. Due to a programming error, the same 1/2 sample of Respondents was administered this question at both R1 and R8. Randomization is documented PostRandom.15.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085213  S1. DHS: What were 9/11 terrorist trying to accomplish

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

As you know, on September 11th 2001, a group of terrorists took control of several U.S. commercial airplanes and crashed them into the World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon in Washington.
What do you think the terrorists were trying to accomplish by their actions?

MISSING CODES:
-------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
......
For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release. Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Compared to one year ago, was the amount of violent crime in your city or town during the last month MORE, LESS, OR ABOUT THE SAME?

VALID CODES:

1. More
2. Less
3. About the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF MORE CRIME IN CITY THAN 1 YEAR AGO:

Was it A GREAT DEAL more, MODERATELY more, or SLIGHTLY more?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
2. Moderately
3. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
---

-1. INAP, 3,5,8,-9 in S2a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

.....
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085214b  S2a2. DHS: How much less crime in city compared to 1 yr ago

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF LESS CRIME IN CITY THAN 1 YEAR AGO:

Was it A GREAT DEAL less, MODERATELY less, or SLIGHTLY less?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,5,8,-9 in S2a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
AMOUNT OF VIOLENT CRIME IN CITY COMPARED TO 1 YEAR AGO

VALID CODES:
---------
1. A great deal more crime
2. Moderately more crime
3. Slightly more crime
4. About the same amount of crime
5. Slightly less crime
6. Moderately less crime
7. A great deal less crime

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
S2a. (DHS: Violent crime in city compared to 1 year ago)
S2a1. (DHS: How much more crime in city compared to 1 yr ago)
S2a2. (DHS: How much less crime in city compared to 1 yr ago)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S2a,S2a1,S2a2. Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
V085215  S2b. DHS: Violent crime in U.S. compared to 1 year ago

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Compared to one year ago, was the amount of violent crime in the United States during the last month MORE, LESS, or ABOUT THE SAME?

VALID CODES:

1. More
3. Less
5. About the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085215a  S2b1. DHS: How much more crime in U.S. compared to 1 yr ago

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF MORE CRIME IN U.S. THAN 1 YEAR AGO:

Was it A GREAT DEAL more, MODERATELY more, or SLIGHTLY more?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S2b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085215b    S2b2. DHS: How much less crime in U.S. compared to 1 yr ago

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF LESS CRIME IN U.S. THAN 1 YEAR AGO:

Was it A GREAT DEAL less, MODERATELY less, or SLIGHTLY less?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S2b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

V085215x S2bx. DHS: SUMMARY: AMT CRIME IN U.S. COMPARED TO 1 YR AGO

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
AMOUNT OF VIOLENT CRIME IN U.S. COMPARED TO 1 YEAR AGO

VALID CODES:
---
1. A great deal more crime
2. Moderately more crime
3. Slightly more crime
4. About the same amount of crime
5. Slightly less crime
6. Moderately less crime
7. A great deal less crime

MISSING CODES:
---
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---
S2b. (DHS: Violent crime in U.S. compared to 1 year ago)
S2b1. (DHS: How much more crime in U.S. compared to 1 yr ago)
S2b2. (DHS: How much less crime in U.S. compared to 1 yr ago)

NOTES:
---
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S2b,S2b1,S2b2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
V085216  S3a. DHS: Chances of terrorist attack compared to 1 yr ago
=====================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Compared to one year ago, are the chances that there will be a terrorist attack in the United States now MORE, LESS, or ABOUT THE SAME?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. More
3. Less
5. About the same

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085216a  S3a1. DHS: How mch more chance terrorist attack than 1 yr ago
=====================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF MORE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK THAN 1 YEAR AGO:

Is it A GREAT DEAL more, MODERATELY more, or SLIGHTLY more?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S3a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
.....
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085216b    S3a2. DHS: How much less chance terrorist attack than 1 yr ago
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF LESS CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK THAN 1 YEAR AGO:

-----------------------------------------------
Is it A GREAT DEAL less, MODERATELY less, or SLIGHTLY less?
-----------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S3a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

*****

Numeric

============================================================================= V085216x  S3ax. DHS: SUMMARY: CHANCE TERRORST ATTACK COMPARD TO YR AGO =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

============================================================================= SUMMARY: CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK IN THE U.S. COMPARED TO 1 YEAR AGO =============================================================================

VALID CODES:

----------
1. A great deal more chance
2. Moderately more chance
3. Slightly more chance
4. About the same chance
5. Slightly less chance
6. Moderately less chance
7. A great deal less chance

MISSING CODES:

----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
S3a. (DHS: Chances of terrorist attack compared to 1 yr ago)
S3a1. (DHS: How much more chance terrorist attack than 1 yr ago)
S3a2. (DHS: How much less chance terrorist attack than 1 yr ago)

NOTES:

-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

-----
Built from S3a,S3a1,S3a2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

During the next 12 months, how likely is it that there will be a terrorist attack in the United States that kills 100 or more people?
Is it EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE
During the last year, how well has the U.S. government reduced the chances that a terrorist attack will happen in the United States? EXTREMELY well, VERY well, MODERATELY well, SLIGHTLY well, or NOT WELL AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Very well
3. Moderately well
4. Slightly well
5. Not at all well

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
----------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085219  S4a. DHS: Effect on terrorist attacks: decreasing oil imports

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?
Decrease as much as possible the amount of oil imported to the U.S. from the Middle East.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085219a S4a1. DHS: How much increase terror chance: cut oil imports============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF CUTTING OIL IMPORTS WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to
response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085219b  S4a2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: cut oil imports

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF CUTTING OIL IMPORTS WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4a
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085219x  S4ax. DHS: SUMMARY: CUT OIL IMPORTS REDUCE TERRORST ATTACKS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE
SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY DECREASING OIL IMPORTS FROM MIDDLE EAST

VALID CODES:
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
S4a. (DHS: Effect on terrorist attacks: decreasing oil imports)
S4a1. (DHS: How much increase terror chance: cut oil imports)
S4a2. (DHS: How much decrease terror chance: cut oil imports)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4a,S4a1,S4a2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME? Encourage Middle East countries that are not democracies now to become democracies.
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085220a S4b1. DHS: How much increase terror chance: MidEast democracy 
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF PROMOTING MIDEAST DEMOCRACIES WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
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This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085220b  S4b2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: MidEast democracy  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE  

IF PROMOTING MIDEAST DEMOCRACIES WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:  

----------  
1. A great deal  
3. Moderately  
5. Slightly  

MISSING CODES:  

--------  
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4b  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused  

REFERENCE:  

--------  
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)  

NOTES:  

-----  
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.  

-----  
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.  

TYPE:  

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085220x  S4bx. DHS: SUMMARY: MIDEAST DEMOCRACY REDUCE TERROR ATTACKS  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY ENCOURAGING MIDDLE EAST COUNTRIES TO BECOME DEMOCRACIES

VALID CODES:
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
S4b. (DHS: Effect on terror attacks: Middle East democracies)
S4b1. (DHS: How much increase terror chance: MidEast democracy)
S4b2. (DHS: How much decrease terror chance: MidEast democracy)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4b,S4b1,S4b2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
Numeric

V085221  S4c. DHS: Effect on terror attacks: prevent nuclear weapons

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?
Prevent countries that are trying to get nuclear weapons for
the first time from doing so.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STOPPING NUCLEAR WEAPONS WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

-----

Numeric

==================================
V085221b  S4c2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: stop nuclr weapons
==================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE**

**IF STOPPING NUCLEAR WEAPONS WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:**

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**VALID CODES:**

--------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

**MISSING CODES:**

--------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4c
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

**NOTES:**

-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

-----

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY PREVENTING COUNTRIES FROM GETTING NUCLEAR WEAPONS FOR THE FIRST TIME

VALID CODES:
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
S4c. (DHS: Effect on terrorism: prevent nuclear weapons)
S4c1. (DHS: How much increase terror chance: stop nucl weapons)
S4c2. (DHS: How much decrease terror chance: stop nucl weapons)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the...
chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?
Spend more money on the U.S. military.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF SPENDING MORE ON THE MILITARY WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4d
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085222b  S4d2. DHS: How much decrse terror chance: more milit money

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF SPENDING MORE ON THE MILITARY WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4d
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-----
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
V085222x  S4dx. DHS: SUMMARY: MORE MILITARY REDUCE TERRORIST ATTACKS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY SPENDING MORE MONEY ON THE U.S. MILITARY

VALID CODES:

1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

S4d. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: more spendg on military)
S4d1. (DHS: How much incrse terror chance: more milit money)
S4d2. (DHS: How much decrse terror chance: more milit money)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4d,S4d1,S4d2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

Numeric
If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME? Give more money to countries in the Middle East to reduce the amount of poverty there.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF AID TO MIDEAST POVERTY WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4e
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
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NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF AID TO MIDEAST POVERTY WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4e
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY GIVING MORE MONEY TO REDUCE POVERTY IN THE MIDDLE EAST

VALID CODES:
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
S4e. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: aid Mid East poverty)
S4e1. (DHS: How mch incrse terror chance: aid MidEast poverty)
S4e2. (DHS: How mch decrse terror chance: aid MidEast poverty)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4e,S4e1,S4e2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.
If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME? Stop doing things in other countries to try to solve problems there.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085224a S4f1. DHS: How mch incr terror chance: stay out others probs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STAYING OUT WORLD PROBLEMS WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?
NOTE: Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE: Numeric

---

V085224b S4f2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: stay out others problems

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STAYING OUT WORLD PROBLEMS WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4f
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY STOP TRYING TO SOLVE PROBLEMS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

VALID CODES:

1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

S4f. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: stay out others probs)
S4f1. (DHS: How mch incr terror chance: stay out others probs)
S4f2. (DHS: How mch decr terror chance: stay out others probs)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4f,S4f1,S4f2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?

Do more to stop terrorists from entering the United States.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085225a   S4g1. DHS: How much increase the terror chance: stop entrance to US

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STOPPING ENTRANCE TO THE US WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4g
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
NOTE: This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STOPPING ENTRANCE TO THE US WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4g
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
    ---- Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY DOING MORE TO STOP TERRORISTS FROM ENTERING THE U.S.

VALID CODES:
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
S4g. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: stop terrst US entrance)
S4g1. (DHS: How mch incrse terror chance: stop entrance to US)
S4g2. (DHS: How mch decrse terror chance: stop entrance to US)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
    ---- Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME? Do more to prevent terrorists from getting aboard airplanes.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don’t know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

....
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085226b  S4h2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: stop plane boarding  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STOPPING PLANE BOARDING WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?
----------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
---------  
1. A great deal  
3. Moderately  
5. Slightly  

MISSING CODES:
---------  
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4h  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don’t know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**

Numeric

---

**V085226x**  
S4hx. DHS: SUMMARY: STOP PLANE BOARDG REDUCE TERRST ATTACKS

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE**

---

**SUMMARY:**

REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY DOING MORE TO PREVENT TERRORISTS FROM GETTING ABOARD AIRPLANES

---

**VALID CODES:**

1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

**MISSING CODES:**

-2. No Post-election IW  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

S4h. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: no terrorst plane boardg)  
S4h1. (DHS: How mch incrse terror chance: stop plane boarding)  
S4h2. (DHS: How mch decrse terror chance: stop plane boarding)

**NOTES:**

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Bult from S4h,S4h1,S4h2.  
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

**TYPE:**

---
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?
Do more to stop terrorists from bringing things into the United States that could be used to kill people.

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STOPPING WEAPONS INTO US WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4j
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085227b  S4j2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: stop weapons to US
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STOPPING WEAPONS INTO US WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4j
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085227x  S4jx. DHS: SUMMARY: STOP WEAPONS TO US REDUCE TERRORST ATTACKS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY DOING MORE TO STOP TERRORISTS FROM BRINGING WEAPONS INTO THE U.S.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

S4j. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: stop weapons into US)
S4j1. (DHS: How much incrse terror chance: stop weapons to US)
S4j2. (DHS: How much decrse terror chance: stop weapons to US)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4j,S4j1,S4j2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?
Strengthen the militaries of countries that are friends of the United States.

VALID CODES:

1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4k
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085228b  S4k2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: strengthen allies

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF STRENGTHENING ALLIES WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4k
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085228x  S4kx. DHS: SUMMARY: STRENGTHEN ALLIES REDUCE TERRST ATTACKS
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE
=============================================================================  
SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY STRENGTHENING THE MILITARY OF U.S. ALLIES
=============================================================================  
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
S4k. (DHS: Effect on terrst attacks: strengthening allies)
S4k1. (DHS: How much incrse terror chance: strengthen allies)
S4k2. (DHS: How much decrse terror chance: strengthen allies)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.
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Built from S4k, S4k1, S4k2. Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

**TYPE:**
- ----
- Numeric

============================================================================= V085229  S4m. DHS: Effect on terrorist attacks: helping exports

============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME? Help American companies to sell things to other countries.

**VALID CODES:**
- 1. Increase
- 3. Decrease
- 5. Stay the same

**MISSING CODES:**
- -2. No Post-election IW
- -8. Don't know
- -9. Refused

**NOTES:**
- ----
  Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

**TYPE:**
- ----
- Numeric

============================================================================= V085229a  S4m1. DHS: How much increase terror chance: helping US exports

============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF HELPING US EXPORTS WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4m
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF HELPING US EXPORTS WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4m
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085229x  S4mx. DHS: SUMMARY: HELPING US EXPORTS REDUCE TERRORST ATTACKS 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY HELPING AMERICAN EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
S4m. (DHS: Effect on terror attacks: helping exports)
S4m1. (DHS: How much increase terror chance: helping US exports)
S4m2. (DHS: How much decrease terror chance: helping US exports)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security)
Security) module.

.....
Built from S4m1,S4m2.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085230    S4n. DHS: Effect on terrorist attacks: make easier to move to US  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------
If the U.S. government were to do the following, would the chances of a terrorist attack in the United States INCREASE, DECREASE, or STAY THE SAME?
Make it easier for people from other countries to move to the United States.

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Increase
3. Decrease
5. Stay the same

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085230a   S4n1. DHS: How much increase terror chance: easier move to US  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF MAKING EASIER TO MOVE TO US WILL INCREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it increase the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 3,5,-8,-9 in S4n
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085230b  S4n2. DHS: How much decrease terror chance: easier move to US

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF MAKING EASIER TO MOVE TO US WILL DECREASE CHANCE OF TERRORIST ATTACK:

Would it decrease the chances A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or SLIGHTLY?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1,5,-8,-9 in S4n
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085230x  S4nx. DHS: SUMMARY: EASIER MOVE TO US REDUCE TERRORST ATTACKS
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
REDUCE CHANCES OF TERRORIST ATTACK BY MAKING IT EASIER FOR PEOPLE FROM OTHER COUNTRIES TO MOVE TO THE U.S.

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Increase chances a great deal
2. Increase chances moderately
3. Increase chances slightly
4. Stay the same
5. Decrease chances slightly
6. Decrease chances moderately
7. Decrease chances a great deal

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
S4n. (DHS: Effect on terrst attcks: make easier to move to US)
S4n1. (DHS: How much incrse terror chance: easier move to US)
S4n2. (DHS: How much decrse terror chance: easier move to US)
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S4n,S4n1,S4n2. Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

**TYPE:**

Numeric

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE**

How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months? A person sets off a bomb to kill himself or herself and to kill other people. EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

**MISSING CODES:**

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

**NOTES:**

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
V085231b  S5b. DHS: Likelihood terrorist attack: non-suicide bombing

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months? A person sets off a bomb to kill other people but not himself or herself. EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL likely?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

V085231c  S5c. DHS: Likelihood terrorist attack: radioactive material
(How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months?)
A person uses explosives to scatter radioactive material over a small area.
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?)

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric
or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085231e  S5e. DHS: Likelihood terrorist attack: sniper attack

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months?)
A person uses a rifle to shoot people from far away.
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085231f  S5f. DHS: Likelihood terrorist attack: biologic weapons

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months?)
A person releases bacteria, viruses, or other germs to cause diseases in people.
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

(How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months?)
A person releases chemicals to kill people.
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

...
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric

V085231h  S5h. DHS: Likelihood terrorist attack: other type of attack

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE**

(How likely is the following kind of terrorist attack to happen in the United States during the next 12 months?)
Some other kind of attack we have not asked you about.
(EXTREMELY likely, VERY likely, MODERATELY likely, SLIGHTLY likely, or NOT AT ALL LIKELY?)

**VALID CODES:**
-----------
1. Extremely likely
2. Very likely
3. Moderately likely
4. Slightly likely
5. Not at all likely

**MISSING CODES:**
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**REFERENCE:**
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

**NOTES:**
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

Do you FAVOR, OPPOSE, or NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE the U.S. government torturing people, who are suspected of being terrorists, to try to get information?

VALID CODES:

1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF FAVORS USE OF TORTURE AGAINST SUSPECTED TERRORISTS:

Do you favor that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,7,-8,-9 in S6
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085232b  S6b. DHS: How much oppose torture for suspected terrorists  
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

IF OPPOSES USE OF TORTURE AGAINST SUSPECTED TERRORISTS:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Do you oppose that A GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or A LITTLE?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
---------
1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:
---------
-1. INAP, 1,7,-8,-9 in S6
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

..
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085232x  S6x. DHS: SUMMARY: FAVOR-OPPOSE TORTURE SUSPECTED TERRORISTS

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - DHS MODULE

SUMMARY:
FAVOR-OPPOSE TORTURE FOR SUSPECTED TERRORISTS

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Neither favor nor oppose
5. Oppose a little
6. Oppose moderately
7. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
S6. (DHS: Favor or oppose torture for suspected terrorists)
S6a. (DHS: How much favor torture for suspected terrorists)
S6b. (DHS: How much oppose torture for suspected terrorists)

NOTES:
-----
Module R1-S6x comprises the DHS (Department of Homeland Security) module.

Built from S6,S6a,S6b.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:

We are interested in how you felt when you first learned that Barack Obama had become the Democratic nominee for President.

V085233  T1a. BM1: Was R proud learning Obama won Democratic nominatn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:

At the time, did you feel:
PROUD

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:
IF FELT PROUD LEARNING OBAMA WAS DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR PRESIDENT:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in T1a; R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085234  T1b. BM1: Was R angry learning Obama won Democratic nominatn
MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085234a T1b1. BM1: How angry was R learning Obama won Dem nominatn 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:
IF FELT ANGRY LEARNING OBAMA WAS DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR PRESIDENT:

 Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in T1b; R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.
Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085235   T1c. BM1: Was R disappointed learning Obama won Dem nominatn  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:**  

(At the time, did you feel:)

DISAPPOINTED

**VALID CODES:**

--------
1. Yes
5. No

**MISSING CODES:**

--------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B  
-2. No Post-election I&W  
-8. Don’t know  
-9. Refused

**NOTES:**

-----  
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.
V085235a  T1c1. BM1: How disapptd was R learng Obama won Dem nominatn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:
IF FELT DISAPPOINTED LEARNING OBAMA WAS DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR PRESIDENT:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in T1c; R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085236  T1d. BM1: Was R afraid learng Obama won Democratic nominatn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:

(A at the time, did you feel:)
AFRAID
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1
nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2
nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition,
VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked
either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination
result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly
assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6
(VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085236a T1d1. BM1: How afraid was R learng Obama won Dem nominatn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:
IF FELT AFRAID LEARNING OBAMA WAS DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR PRESIDENT:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in T1d; R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.
.....
Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085237  T1e. BM1: Was R happy learng Obama won Democratic nominatn
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:

(At the time, did you feel:)
HAPPY

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.
.....
Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:
IF FELT HAPPY LEARNING OBAMA WAS DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR PRESIDENT:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in T1e; R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
At the time, did you feel:
HOPEFUL

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085238a T1f1. BM1: How hopeful was R learg Obama won Dem nominatn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OR 1B:

IF FELT HOPEFUL LEARNING OBAMA WAS DEMOCRATIC NOMINEE FOR PRESIDENT:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in T1f; R selected for VERSION 2A or 2B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085239 T2. BM1: Why does R think Obama won Democratic nominatn
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A:

WHY do you think Barack Obama won the Democratic nomination?

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release.
Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1.
In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.
Due to a programming error, however, T2 was asked only of VERSION 1A respondents who had not replied Yes (1) in T1f, and T3 was asked only of VERSION 1B respondents who had not replied Yes (1) in T1f.

**TYPE:**

-----

Numeric

---

V085240  T3. BM1: Why does R think Hillary Clinton lost Dem nominatn

====================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE**

**IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1B:**

-----------------------------------

WHY do you think Hillary Clinton lost the Democratic nomination?

-----------------------------------

**MISSING CODES:**

----------

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

**NOTES:**

-----

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

.....

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release.

Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

.....

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1 nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2 nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1.

In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.

Due to a programming error, however, T2 was asked only of VERSION 1A respondents who had not replied Yes (1) in T1f, and T3 was asked only of VERSION 1B respondents who had not replied Yes (1) in T1f.

**TYPE:**

-----

Numeric

---

T4.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

We are interested in how you felt when you first learned that Barack Obama had won the presidential election and John McCain had lost.

V085241 T4a. BM1: Was R proud learning Obama won the Pres electn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Did you feel:
PROUD
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085241a T4a1. BM1: How proud was R learning Obama won the Pres electn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

IF FELT PROUD LEARNING OBAMA WON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?
VALID CODES:

----------
1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, 5, -4, -8, -9 in T1a; R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

(Did you feel:)
ANGRY

VALID CODES:

----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

----
Numeric
V085242a  T4b1. BM1: How angry was R learning Obama won the Presidental election

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:
IF FELT ANGRY LEARNING OBAMA WON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-4,-8,-9 in T1b; R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085243  T4c. BM1: Was R disappointed learning Obama won the Presidental election

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

(Did you feel:)
DISAPPOINTED

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085243a  T4c1. BM1: How disappointed was R learning Obama won Pres electn  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:
IF FELT DISAPPOINTED LEARNING OBAMA WON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 5,-4,-8,-9 in T1c; R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085244  T4d. BM1: Was R afraid learning Obama won the Pres electn  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(Did you feel:)
AFRAID

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:
IF FELT AFRAID LEARNING OBAMA WON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-4,-8,-9 in T1d; R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
V085245  T4e. BM1: Was R happy learning Obama won the Pres electn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

(Did you feel:)
HAPPY

VALID CODES:
---------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085245a  T4e1. BM1: How happy was R learning Obama won the Pres electn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:
IF FELT HAPPY LEARNING OBAMA WON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
---------------
1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly
MISSING CODES:

------------
-1. INAP, 5,-4,-8,-9 in T1e; R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085246    T4f. BM1: Was R hopeful learning Obama won the Pres electn
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:

============================================================================= (Did you feel:)
HOPEFUL
============================================================================= 

VALID CODES:

----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085246a   T4f1. BM1: How hopeful was R learnig Obama won Pres electn
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE
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IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A OR 2B:
IF FELT HOPEFUL LEARNING OBAMA WON PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

Did you feel this STRONGLY or NOT SO STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:

1. Strongly
5. Not so strongly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-4,-8,-9 in T1f; R selected for VERSION 1A or 1B
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085247 T5. BM1: Why does R think Obama won Presidential electn

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2A:

WHY do you think Barack Obama won the Presidential election?

MISSING CODES:

-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:

Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data coded according to new master codes will be available in a future release.
Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended responses are available in a separate release file.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1
nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2
nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1.
In addition, VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned
to be asked either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B)
nomination result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were
randomly assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A)
or T6 (VERSION 2B) election result question.
Due to a programming error, however, T5 was asked only
of VERSION 2A respondents who had not replied Yes (1) in
T4f, and T6 was asked only of VERSION 2B respondents
who had not replied Yes (1) in T4f.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM1 MODULE

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2B:

WHY do you think John McCain lost the Presidential election?

MISSING CODES:
-------
-3. Restricted text: not yet coded

NOTES:
-----
Module T1a-T6 comprises the 1st Bonus Minutes module.

For the ANES 2008 Time Series Study, master codes and coding
procedures for open-ended questions are being revised; data
coded according to new master codes will be available in a
future release.
Redacted texts of actual 2008 Time Series open-ended
responses are available in a separate release file.

Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked VERSION 1
nominee/winner affects questions T1-T1f1 or else VERSION 2
nominee/winner affects questions T4-T4f1. In addition,
VERSION 1 Respondents were randomly assigned to be asked
either the T2 (VERSION 1A) or T3 (VERSION 1B) nomination
result question, and VERSION 2 Respondents were randomly
assigned to be asked either the T5 (VERSION 2A) or T6
(VERSION 2B) election result question.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

No identification with religion (PRELOAD)

VALID CODES:

0. PRE-ELECTION: did not report both non-attendance and non-membership
1. PRE-ELECTION: both non-attendance and non-membership

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:

Pre: X1. (Ever attend church/religious services)
Pre: X3. (Ever think of self as part of church or denomination)

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

For the Post-election interview, this preload value was set to 1 if R indicated in the Pre-election interview that he/she did not attend church (X1) and (for Rs who did not attend church) did not consider self as member of a church or congregation (X3).

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO RELIGIOUS IDENTIFICATION (V1_) IS PRELOADED:

Do you consider yourself to be Jewish for any reason, or do you not consider yourself to be Jewish at all?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, R considers self Jewish
3. R mentions a partial identification as Jewish
5. No, R does not consider self Jewish at all

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 0 in V1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

V1_. (BM2: No identification with religion PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085250a V1a. BM2: NO RELIGIOUS IDENTIFICATION: if Jewish, type

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO RELIGIOUS IDENTIFICATION (V1_) IS PRELOADED:
IF CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH IN WHOLE OR PART:

Do you consider yourself to be an ORTHODOX Jew, CONSERVATIVE, REFORM or what?

VALID CODES:

1. Orthodox
2. Conservative
3. Reform
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5-8,-9 in V1; 0 in V1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

V1_. (BM2: No identification with religion PRELOAD)
NOTES:
-----
Module V1_V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085251a  V2_1. BM2: Major religion group (PRELOAD)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF PRE-ELECTION MAJOR RELIGIOUS GROUP X3a/X3b NOT NONE/NA/DK:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
MAJOR RELIGION GROUP (PRELOAD)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Protestant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
7. Other

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, major religion none/DK/NA
-2. No Post-election IW 
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: X3a. (Attends church- R major religious group)
Pre: X3b. (Nonattendance- R major religious group)

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

.....
For the Post-election interview, this preload value was set from Pre-election X3a and X3b.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085251b  V2_2. BM2: Religious denominatn (PRELOAD)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE
IF PRE-ELECTION MAJOR RELIGIOUS GROUP X3a/X3b NOT NONE/NA/DK/CATHOLIC/JEWISH:
IF PRE-ELECTION DENOMINATION X4 IS NOT DK/NA:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
PRELOAD: RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
01. Baptist
02. Episcopalian/Anglican/Church of England
03. Lutheran
04. Methodist
05. Just Protestant
06. Presbyterian
07. Reformed
08. Brethren
09. Evangelical United Brethren
10. Christian or just Christian
11. Christian Scientist
12. Church (or Churches) of Christ
13. United Church of Christ
14. Disciples of Christ
15. Church of God
16. Assembly of God
17. Congregationalist
18. Holiness
19. Pentecostal
20. Friends, Quaker
21. Orthodox (SPECIFY)
22. Non-denominational - Protestant
23. Mormons
24. Jehovah’s Witnesses
25. Latter Day Saints
26. Unitarian/Universalist
27. Buddhist
28. Hindu
29. Muslim/Islam
30. Native American
80. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, denomination DK/NA; major religion none/DK/NA/
   Catholic/Jewish
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
Pre: X4. (Major relig denomination)

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

For the Post-election interview, this preload value was set from Pre-election X4.

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085252  V2. BM2: Was R raised in PRELOAD religion  
=============================================================================  

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE**

**IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /**
**IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /**
**IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /**
**IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:**

-----------------------------------------------------------------
When I interviewed you before the election, you said you were -RELIGION-. Were you raised -RELIGION-, or were you not raised -RELIGION-?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

**VALID CODES:**

--------
1. Was
5. Was not

**MISSING CODES:**

----------
-1. INAP, -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**NOTES:**

-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

.....
If R indicated major religion group Catholic in the preload (V2_1), "Catholic" was used here.
If R indicated major religion Jewish in the preload (V2_1) or if R had not indicated religious identification in the Pre (V1_) but, when asked in V1 whether considers self Jewish, responded Yes (1) or Partial identification (3), "Jewish" was used here.
Respondents with major religion group Protestant or Other in the preload (V2_1) had preloaded denomination, if any (V2_2), used here; an exception was denomination "Other," which was not used in V2.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:

Were you raised PROTESTANT, ROMAN CATHOLIC, JEWISH, in NO RELIGION, or SOMETHING ELSE?

VALID CODES:

1. Protestant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
6. No religion
7. Other

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:

What church or denomination is that?

VALID CODES:

1. Baptist
2. Episcopalian/Anglican/Church of England
3. Lutheran
4. Methodist
5. Just Protestant
6. Presbyterian
7. Reformed
8. Brethren
9. Evangelical United Brethren
10. Christian or just Christian
11. Christian Scientist
12. Church (or Churches) of Christ
13. United Church of Christ
14. Disciples of Christ
15. Church of God
16. Assembly of God
17. Congregationalist
18. Holiness
19. Pentecostal
20. Friends, Quaker
21. Orthodox {SPECIFY}
22. Non-denominational - Protestant
23. Mormons
24. Jehovah’s Witnesses
25. Latter Day Saints
26. Unitarian/Universalist
27. Buddhist
28. Hindu
29. Muslim/Islam
30. Native American
80. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED BAPTIST DENOMINATION:

With which Baptist group was the church you were raised in associated? Is it the Southern Baptist Convention, the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A., the American Baptist Association, an independent Baptist church or some other Baptist group?

VALID CODES:

-----------
1. Southern Baptist Convention
2. American Baptist Churches in USA
3. American Baptist Association
4. Independent Baptist
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

----------
-1. INAP, 2-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED BAPTIST DENOMINATION:
IF INDEPENDENT BAPTIST:

Was this church affiliated with any larger Baptist group or was this strictly a local church?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Larger Baptist group {SPECIFY}
2. Local

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 1,2,3,7,-8,-9 in V4a; 2-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085255  V4c. BM2: Raised in other religion: Lutheran

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED LUTHERAN DENOMINATION:

Was the church you were raised in part of the Evangelical
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Lutheran Church in America, the Missouri Synod, or some other Lutheran group?

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Evangelical Lutheran Church
2. Missouri Synod
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1,2,4-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2;
   -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in (1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085256  V4d. BM2: Raised in other religion: Methodist
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED METHODIST DENOMINATION:

Was the church you were raised in part of the United Methodist Church, African Methodist Episcopal, or some other Methodist group?

VALID CODES:
--------
1. United Methodist Church
2. African Methodist Episcopal
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, 1-3,5-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2;
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED PRESBYTERIAN DENOMINATION:

Was that the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. or some other Presbyterian group?

VALID CODES:

1. Presbyterian Church USA (formerly United Presbyterian Church)
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

1. INAP, 1-5,7-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2;
   -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
2. No Post-election IW
4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
6. Don’t know
9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

===> Numeric

V085257  V4e. BM2: Raised in other religion: Presbyterian
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED REFORMED DENOMINATION:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Was that the Christian Reformed Church, the Reformed Church in America or some other Reformed group?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Christian Reformed Church
2. The Reformed Church in America
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-1. INAP, 1-6,8-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2;
   -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED BRETHREN DENOMINATION:
Was that the church of the Brethren, the Plymouth Brethren, or what?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Church of the Brethren
2. The Plymouth Brethren
7. Other {SPECIFY}

**MISSING CODES:**

-1. INAP, 1-7,9-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

**NOTES:**

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

**TYPE:**

Numeric

---

V085260 V4h. BM2: Raised in other religion: 'Christian'

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE**

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED DENOMINATION 'CHRISTIAN' OR 'JUST CHRISTIAN':

When you say you were raised "Christian" does that mean the denomination called the "Christian Church Disciples of Christ," or some other Christian denomination, or do you mean to say "I was raised just a Christian"?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Disciples of Christ
2. I was raised just a Christian
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

---------
-1. INAP, 1-9,11-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085261    V4j. BM2: Raised in other religion: Church of Christ
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF RAISED CHURCH OF CHRIST DENOMINATION:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Was that the Church of Christ or the United Church of Christ?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

---------
1. Church of Christ
2. United Church of Christ

MISSING CODES:

---------
-1. INAP, 1-11,13-80,-8,-9 in V4; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE: ----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085262 V4k. BM2: Raised in other religion: Church of God
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) / IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC / IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH / IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH: IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION: IF RAISED PROTESTANT OR OTHER: IF RAISED CHURCH OF GOD DENOMINATION:

============================================================================= Was that the Church of God of Anderson, Indiana; the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee; the Church of God in Christ; or some other Church of God?

VALID CODES: -----------
1. Anderson, Indiana
2. Cleveland, Tennessee
3. Church of God in Christ
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES: ---------
-1. INAP, 1,14,1,6,8,1,9,2,3,6,8,1,9 in V4; 2,3,6,8,1,9 in V3; 1,8,1,9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES: ----- Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE: ----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085263 V4m. BM2: Raised in no religion: raised as a Jew
=============================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF NOT RAISED IN V2 RELIGION/DENOMINATION:
IF RAISED NO RELIGION:

Were you raised as a Jew?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, raised Jewish
3. R mentions partial raising as Jewish
5. No, not raised Jewish

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,2,3,7,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2; -1 in V2_1 and
   V1 not in(1,3); 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF NOT RAISED IN PRELOAD RELIGION, RAISED IN RELIGION JEWISH (V3) /
IF NOT RAISED IN PRELOAD RELIGION, RAISED NO RELIGION (V3) BUT RAISED AS
A JEW (V4m):

Were you raised ORTHODOX, CONSERVATIVE, REFORM or what?

VALID CODES:

1. Orthodox
2. Conservative
3. Reform
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in V4m and 6 in V3; 1,2,7,-8,-9 in V3; 1,-8,-9 in V2
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

Marital status (PRELOAD)

VALID CODES:

0. PRE-ELECTION: not married or partnered
1. PRE-ELECTION: married or partnered

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:

Pre: Y2x. (SUMMARY: Marital status)

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

This was preloaded from Pre Y2x.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
I have a few questions about (your husband/your wife/your partner).
Is (he/she) -RELIGION-?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

--------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

--------
-1. INAP, 0 in V5_; 1 in V5_and -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3);
   1 in V5_and 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.
......
The same religion/denomination that was preloaded in V2
was preloaded here. For the 3 cases with preload failure
in V2, this question was administered with a blank
(interviewer asked if spouse/partner's religion was the
same as R's).

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085266  V6. BM2: Spouse religion not PRELOAD religion: major reign
=============================================================================
Is (he/she) PROTESTANT, ROMAN CATHOLIC, JEWISH, in NO RELIGION, or SOMETHING ELSE?

VALID CODES:

1. Protestant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
6. No religion
7. Other

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_; 1 in V5_ and -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1 in V5_ and 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:

What church or denomination is that?

VALID CODES:

1. Baptist
2. Episcopalian/Anglican/Church of England
3. Lutheran
4. Methodist
5. Just Protestant
6. Presbyterian
7. Reformed
8. Brethren
9. Evangelical United Brethren
10. Christian or just Christian
11. Christian Scientist
12. Church (or Churches) of Christ
13. United Church of Christ
14. Disciples of Christ
15. Church of God
16. Assembly of God
17. Congregationalist
18. Holiness
19. Pentecostal
20. Friends, Quaker
21. Orthodox {SPECIFY}
22. Non-denominational - Protestant
23. Mormons
24. Jehovah’s Witnesses
25. Latter Day Saints
26. Unitarian/Universalist
27. Buddhist
28. Hindu
29. Muslim/Islam
30. Native American
80. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 1,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_; 1 in V5_ and -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1 in V5_ and 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085268 V7a. BM2: Spouse religion not PRELOAD religion: Baptist

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE
IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JE土耳其/
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R’S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION BAPTIST:

With which Baptist group is (your husband's/your wife's/your partner's) church associated? Is it the Southern Baptist Convention, the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A., the American Baptist Association, an independent Baptist church or some other Baptist group?

VALID CODES:

1. Southern Baptist Convention
2. American Baptist Churches in USA
3. American Baptist Association
4. Independent Baptist
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 2-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 1,-8,-9 in V5;
  0 in V5_; 1 in V5_ and -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in(1,3); 1 in V5_ and 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWSH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION BAPTIST:
IF SPOUSE INDEPENDENT BAPTIST:

Is (your husband's/your wife's/your partner's) church affiliated with any larger Baptist group or was this strictly a local church?
VALID CODES:
--------
1. Larger Baptist group {SPECIFY}
2. Local

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, 1-3,7,-8,-9 in V7a; 2-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6;
   5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085269  V7c. BM2: Spouse religion not PRELOAD religion: Lutheran
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION LUTHERAN:

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Is (your husband's/your wife's/your partner's) church part
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, the Missouri
Synod, or some other Lutheran group?
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Evangelical Lutheran Church
2. Missouri Synod
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
--------
-1. INAP, 1,2,4-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in
   V5; 0 in V5_
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION METHODIST:

Is (your husband's/your wife's/your partner's) part of the
United Methodist Church, African Methodist Episcopal, or some
other Methodist group?

VALID CODES:

1. United Methodist Church
2. African Methodist Episcopal
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-3,5-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in
   V5; 0 in V5_
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION PRESBYTERIAN:

Is that the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. or some other Presbyterian group?

VALID CODES:

1. Presbyterian Church USA (formerly United Presbyterian Church)
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-5,7-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085272 V7f. BM2: Spouse religion not PRELOAD religion: Reformed
Is that the Christian Reformed Church, the Reformed Church in America or some other Reformed group?

VALID CODES:

1. Christian Reformed Church
2. The Reformed Church in America
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-6,8,9 in V7; 2,3,6,8,9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085273  V7g. BM2: Spouse religion not PRELOAD religion: Brethren

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION BRETHREN:

Is that the church of the Brethren, the Plymouth Brethren, or what?

VALID CODES:

1. Church of the Brethren
2. The Plymouth Brethren
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-7,9,80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R’S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION ‘CHRISTIAN’ OR ‘JUST CHRISTIAN’:

When you say (your husband/your wife/your partner) is
"Christian" does that mean the denomination called the
"Christian Church Disciples of Christ," or some other
Christian denomination, or do you mean to say "(he/she)
is just a Christian"?

VALID CODES:

1. Disciples of Christ
2. I was raised just a Christian
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-9,11-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE MAJOR RELIGION GROUP IS PROTESTANT OR OTHER:
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION CHURCH OF CHRIST:

Is that the Church of Christ or the United Church of Christ?

VALID CODES:

1. Church of Christ
2. United Church of Christ

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-11,13-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric
IF SPOUSE DENOMINATION CHURCH OF GOD:

Is that the Church of God of Anderson, Indiana; the Church of God of Cleveland, Tennessee; the Church of God in Christ; or some other Church of God?

VALID CODES:

1. Anderson, Indiana
2. Cleveland, Tennessee
3. Church of God in Christ
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1-14,16-80,-8,-9 in V7; 2,3,6,-8,-9 in V6; 5,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) / IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC / IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH / IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOMIN NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE NO RELIGION (V6):

Does (your husband/your wife/your partner) consider (himself/herself) Jewish in any way?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes, spouse considers self Jewish
3. R mentions spouse partial identification as Jewish
5. No, spouse does not consider self Jewish at all
MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1,2,3,7,-8,-9 in V6; 1,-8,-9 in V5; 0 in V5_; 1 in V5_ and -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in (1,3); 1 in V5_ and 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:

-----
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085277a V7n. BM2: Spouse religion none: if spouse Jewish, type
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM2 MODULE

IF R PRELOADED AS MARRIED OR PARTNERED (V5_):
IF NO MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD (V2_1) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V1) /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD CATHOLIC /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD JEWISH /
IF MAJOR RELIGION GROUP PRELOAD PROTESTANT/OTHER AND DENOM NOT DK/NA/OTH:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION NOT THE SAME AS R'S:
IF SPOUSE RELIGION JEWISH (V6) /
IF SPOUSE NO RELIGION (V6) BUT CONSIDERS SELF JEWISH (V7m):

---------------------------------------------------------------
Is (your husband/your wife/your partner) ORTHODOX, CONSERVATIVE, REFORM, or what?
---------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

-----------
1. Orthodox
2. Conservative
3. Reform
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-----------
-1. INAP, 6 in V6 and 5,-8,-9 in V7m; 1,2,7,-8,-9 in V6; 1,-8,
   -9 in V5; 0 in V5_; 1 in V5_ and -1 in V2_1 and V1 not in (1,3); 1 in V5_ and 1,7 in V2_1 and -1,80 in V2_2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

NOTES:
Module V1_-V7n comprises the 2nd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085278   W1_. BM3: HISPANIC (PRELOAD) ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

HISPANIC RESPONDENT (PRELOAD)


VALID CODES:
------------
0. Not preloaded as Hispanic
1. Preloaded as Hispanic

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-0010 in B2_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-9999 in B2_)
-2. No Post-election IW

REFERENCE:
---------
B2_. (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

Built from B2_. This is the same as K1b_.

This is the value set prior to administration, for use as preload.

Cases were preloaded as Hispanic for the Post-election wave if Hispanic was indicated in the Household Listing or roster (HHList.3), or if Pre-election Y24a-Y24e race group codes included code 50 or if the interviewer indicated Hispanic mention in Pre-election ethnicity item Y27, or if ethnicity was indicated in the Pre-election Hispanic followup to Y27, Y28a.

Code 50 in Y24a-Y24e represented the coding of 'Hispanic' by the interviewer; recoding of 'Other' mentions to Hispanic code 85 followed completion of the Post-election field period.

No case of preload failure was for a Respondent identified as
Hispanic here.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085279    W1. BM3: HISPANIC: news in English or Spanish  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE  

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

For information about politics would you say you get the most  
information from Spanish-language television, radio, and newspapers,  
or from English-language TV, radio, and newspapers?

VALID CODES:  
-----------
1. English more  
2. Spanish more  
3. Both Equally (Bilingual)  
4. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:  
-------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in  
      HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH  
      listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)  
-8. Don't know  
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:  
-----------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:  
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

Cases coded -99 in W1_ should not have been administered  
W1-W16; data for these cases have been removed from  
W1-W16 (to code -99).

The 3 cases coded -91 in W1_ should have been administered  
W1-W16.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:
IF SPANISH LANGUAGE INTERVIEW:

Would you say you could carry on a conversation in English (both understanding and speaking) VERY WELL, PRETTY WELL, JUST A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Very well
2. Pretty well
3. Just a little
4. Not at all
5. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-91.preload value Not Hispanic in error; Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; not a Spanish language interview
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-5. NA: language preload failure (5 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:
IF NOT A SPANISH LANGUAGE INTERVIEW:

- Would you say you could carry on a conversation in Spanish
  (both understanding and speaking) VERY WELL, PRETTY WELL,
  JUST A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

- 1. Very well
- 2. Pretty well
- 3. Just a little
- 4. Not at all
- 5. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

- -91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in
  HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
- -99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH
  listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
- -1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; Spanish language
  interview
- -2. No Post-election IW
- -4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
- -5. NA: language preload failure (2 cases)
- -8. Don't know
- -9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

============================================================================= V085282  W4. BM3: HISPANIC: how important to speak Spanish
=============================================================================
How important do you think it is for you or your family to maintain the ability to speak Spanish? 
VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, NOT VERY important, or NOT AT ALL important?

VALID CODES:

1. Very Important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085283  W5a. BM3: HISPANIC: how impt to read and write English in US

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How important do you think it is that everyone in the United States learn to read and write English? 
(VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, NOT VERY important, or NOT AT ALL important)?

VALID CODES:

1. Very Important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085284 W5b. BM3: HISPANIC: how important to speak English in US

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How important do you think it is that everyone in the United States learn to speak English?

VALID CODES:

1. Very Important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not at all important

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
W1_: BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

===============================================
V085285a  W6a. BM3: HISPANIC: Hispanics in common w/ blacks econ/educ
===============================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

thinking about issues like job opportunities, educational attainment or income, how much do Hispanics have in common with other racial groups in the United State today? Would you say Hispanics have A LOT in common, SOME in common, LITTLE in common, or NOTHING AT ALL in common with:
AFRICAN-AMERICANS

VALID CODES:
-------
1. A lot
2. Some
3. Little
4. Nothing at all

MISSING CODES:
-------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
-------
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W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085285b  W6b. BM3: HISPANIC: Hispanics in common w/ whites econ/educ
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
(Thinking about issues like job opportunities, educational
attainment or income, would you say Hispanics have A LOT in
common, SOME in common, LITTLE in common, or NOTHING AT ALL in
common with:)
WHITES
----------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A lot
2. Some
3. Little
4. Nothing at all

MISSING CODES:
----------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in
     HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH
     listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

Now I'd like you to think about the POLITICAL situation of Hispanics in American society. Thinking about things like government services and employment, political power and representation, how much do Hispanics have in common with other racial groups in the United States today? Would you say Hispanics have A LOT in common, SOME in common, LITTLE in common, or NOTHING AT ALL in common with:
AFRICAN-AMERICANS?

VALID CODES:

1. A lot
2. Some
3. Little
4. Nothing at all

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

(Thinking about things like government services and employment,
would you say Hispanics have A LOT in common, SOME in common,
LITTLE in common, or NOTHING AT ALL in common with:) WHITES?

VALID CODES:

1. A lot
2. Some
3. Little
4. Nothing at all

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085287  W8. BM3: HISPANIC: Hispanics doing well if blacks doing well

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How much does Hispanics doing well depend on African-Americans also doing well?
A LOT, SOME, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?
VALID CODES:
--------
1. A lot
2. Some
3. Little
4. Not at all

MISSING CODES:
--------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

After each of the next items, would you tell me if you believe there is strong competition, weak competition, or no competition at all between Hispanics and African-Americans.

REFERENCE:
--------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE
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IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How about IN GETTING JOBS STRONG competition, WEAK competition, or NO competition?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Strong competition
2. Weak competition
3. No competition

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
W1_: BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085288b  W9b. BM3: HISPANIC: compete with blacks in education
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

(How about) HAVING ACCESS TO EDUCATION AND QUALITY SCHOOLS STRONG competition, WEAK competition, or NO competition?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Strong competition
2. Weak competition
3. No competition

MISSING CODES:
-------------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085288c W9c. BM3: HISPANIC: compete with blacks in government ..........................................................
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

(How about)
GETTING JOBS WITH THE CITY OR STATE GOVERNMENT
STRONG competition, WEAK competition, or NO competition?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strong competition
2. Weak competition
3. No competition

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

(How about)
HAVING HISPANICS WINNING ELECTIONS TO GET JOBS IN GOVERNMENT
STRONG competition, WEAK competition, or NO competition?

VALID CODES:

1. Strong competition
2. Weak competition
3. No competition

MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)
TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How important is it for Hispanics to:
CHANGE SO THAT THEY BLEND INTO THE LARGER AMERICAN SOCIETY?
VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, or NOT AT ALL important?

VALID CODES:
1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not at all important

MISSING CODES:
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE
IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How important is it for Hispanics to: MAINTAIN THEIR DISTINCT CULTURES? VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, or NOT AT ALL important?

VALID CODES:
1. Very important
2. Somewhat important
3. Not at all important

MISSING CODES:
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
Numeric

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
V085290  W11. BM3: HISPANIC: R doing well depend on Hispcs doing well
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

How much does your doing well depend on Hispanics also doing well? A LOT, SOME, A LITTLE, or NOT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
1. A lot
2. Some
MISSING CODES:

-----------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1_ and no preload failure
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

---------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

V085291 W12. BM3: Country of Hispanic ancestry (PRELOAD)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:

-----------------------------------------------
COUNTRY OF HISPANIC ANCESTRY (PRELOAD)

-----------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

---------
1. Argentina
2. Bolivia
3. Chile
4. Colombia
5. Costa Rica
6. Cuba
7. Dominican Republic
8. Ecuador
9. El Salvador
10. Guatemala
11. Honduras
12. Mexico
13. Nicaragua
14. Panama
15. Paraguay
16. Peru
17. Puerto Rico
18. Spain
19. Uruguay
20. Venezuela
23. U. S. A.
77. OTHER {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1)
-1. INAP, 0 in W1; 1 in W1_ and no preload failure: country of ancestry not administered in Pre-election IW
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)

REFERENCE:
---------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

This is the value set prior to administration, for use as preload.

This was the country of Hispanic ancestry in the Pre-election interview for Respondents who had identified as Hispanic code 40 in Pre-election Y24a-Y24e, or who had been coded as Hispanic by the interviewer in Pre-election Y27, or who had been coded for Hispanic descent in Y28a.

Some respondents who were identified as Hispanic for the Pre-election preload were not asked the Pre-election question on country of Hispanic ancestry, however, because country of ancestry was asked only if Y24a-Y24e/Y27/Y28 correctly captured Hispanic status; in cases of interviewer error Hispanic status was not correctly captured.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

Y085292  W12. BM3: HISPANIC: how often contact with ancestral cntry

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:
IF COUNTRY OF HISPANIC ANCESTRY DETERMINED IN PRE-ELECTION IW:
How often do you have contact with friends and family in -COUNTRY-?
- ONCE A WEEK OR MORE, ONCE A MONTH OR MORE, ONCE EVERY SEVERAL MONTHS, or NEVER?

VALID CODES:
- 1. Once a week or more
- 2. Once a month or more
- 3. Once every several months
- 4. Never

MISSING CODES:
- -91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
- -99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
- -1. INAP, 23 in W12_; 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; country of ancestry not administered in Pre-election IW
- -2. No Post-election IW
- -4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
- -8. Don't know
- -9. Refused

REFERENCE:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTES:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TYPE:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Numeric
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

V085293  W13. BM3: HISPANIC: how often visit ancestral country
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:
IF COUNTRY OF HISPANIC ANCESTRY DETERMINED IN PRE-ELECTION IW:

How often do you visit -COUNTRY-?
- MORE THAN ONCE A YEAR, ONCE A YEAR, ONCE IN THE PAST THREE YEARS, ONCE IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS, MORE THAN FIVE YEARS AGO, or NEVER
VALID CODES:

-------------
1. More than once a year
2. Once a year
3. Once in the past three years
4. Once in the past five years
5. More than five years ago
6. Never

MISSING CODES:

-------------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 23 in W12_; 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; country of ancestry not administered in Pre-election IW
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

--------
W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)
MISSING CODES:

-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 23 in W12_; 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; country of ancestry not administered in Pre-election IW
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:

Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:

Numeric
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, 23 in W12_; 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; country of ancestry not administered in Pre-election IW
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
W1_: BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_-W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085296   W16. BM3: HISPANIC: did R ever vote in ancestral country  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - BM3 MODULE

IF PRELOAD HISPANIC:
IF COUNTRY OF HISPANIC ANCESTRY DETERMINED IN PRE-ELECTION IW:
IF R WAS NOT BORN IN THE U.S.:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Before coming to the US, did you ever vote in elections in -COUNTRY-?  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-91. Preload value Not Hispanic in error: Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-91 in W1_)
-99. Preload value Hispanic in error: not Hispanic in HH listing, Y24a-e or Y25a-d (-99 in W1_)
-1. INAP, not born in ancestral country; 23 in W12_; 0 in W1_ and no preload failure; country of ancestry and/or native status not administered in Pre-election IW
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. NA: preload failure (3 cases)
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:  
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W1_. BM3: (HISPANIC PRELOAD)

NOTES:
-----
Module W1_ - W16 comprises the 3rd Bonus Minutes module.

In the Pre-election interview, Respondents who had identified as Hispanic code 40 in Pre-election Y24a-Y24e, or as Hispanic in Pre-election Y27 or Y28a were asked whether they were born in the U.S.; some respondents identified as Hispanic for the Post-election preload were not asked the Pre-election question on native status because Y24a-Y24e, Y27, or Y28 did not capture Hispanic status; in these cases, Hispanic status had been identified in the Household Listing (roster).

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085297a  Y1a. [VERSION Y1a] Is govt economic bailout the right step
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION Y1a:

As you know, the government is potentially investing billions to try to keep financial institutions and markets secure. Do you think this is the right thing or the wrong thing for the government to be doing?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Right thing to be doing
5. Wrong thing to be doing

MISSING CODES:
----------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION Y1b
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.19. (VERSION 2A/VERSION 2B bailout question)

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to be administered
either VERSION Y1a or VERSION Y1b bailout question, as documented in PostRandom.19.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085297b  Y1b. [VERSION Y1b] Is govt economic bailout the right step
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION Y1b:

As you know, the government is potentially committing billions to try to keep financial institutions and markets secure. Do you think this is the right thing or the wrong thing for the government to be doing?

VALID CODES:
--------
1. Right thing to be doing  
5. Wrong thing to be doing  

MISSING CODES:
------------
-1. INAP, R selected for VERSION Y1a 
-2. No Post-election IW 
-8. Don't know 
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.19. (VERSION 2A/VERSION 2B bailout question)

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to be administered either VERSION Y1a or VERSION Y1b bailout question, as documented in PostRandom.19.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085298  Y2. Should R have sent troops to Iraq in 2003
=============================================================================
Do you think the United States should or should not have sent troops to fight the war in Iraq in 2003?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Should
5. Should not

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Compared to the number of U.S. troops in Iraq now, should the number of troops in Iraq THREE MONTHS from now be MORE, LESS or ABOUT THE SAME?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. More
3. Less
5. About the same

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R THERE SHOULD BE MORE TROOPS IN IRAQ IN 3 MONTHS:
A LOT more, SOMEWHAT more, or A LITTLE more?

VALID CODES:

1. A lot more
3. Somewhat more
5. A little more

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 3, 5, 8, 9 in Y3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085299b  Y3b. How much fewer troops in Iraq in 3 months

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R THERE SHOULD BE LESS TROOPS IN IRAQ IN 3 MONTHS:

A LITTLE less, SOMEWHAT less, A LOT LESS BUT NOT NONE, or NONE AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. A little less
3. Somewhat less
5. A lot less but not none
7. None at all

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 1, 5, 8, 9 in Y3
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085299x  Y3x. SUMMARY: TROOPS IN IRAQ IN 3 MONTHS
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY
============================================================================= SUMMARY: TROOPS IN IRAQ IN 3 MONTHS
============================================================================= VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A lot more
2. Somewhat more
3. A little more
4. About the same
5. A little less
6. Somewhat less
7. A lot less but not none
8. None at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
Y3. (Should number of troops in Iraq be more or less in 3 mos)
Y3a. (How much more troops in Iraq in 3 months)
Y3b. (How much fewer troops in Iraq in 3 months)

NOTES:
-----
Built from Y3,Y3a,Y3b.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085300  Y3c. How important is issue of troop level
=============================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How important to you personally is the issue of the number of U.S. troops in Iraq three months from now? NOT AT ALL important, SLIGHTLY important, MODERATELY important, VERY important, or EXTREMELY important?

VALID CODES:

1. Not at all important
2. Slightly important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

---
Numeric

V085301   Y4. Favor or oppose deadline for withdrawal of Iraq troops

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose setting a deadline for withdrawing all U.S. troops from Iraq?

VALID CODES:

1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Neither favor nor oppose

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

TYPE:

---
Numeric
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R FAVORS IRAQ TROOP WITHDRAWAL DEADLINE/
IF R OPPOSES IRAQ TROOP WITHDRAWAL DEADLINE

Do you [favor/oppose] that a GREAT DEAL, MODERATELY, or a LITTLE?

VALID CODES:

1. A great deal
3. Moderately
5. A little

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 7,-8,-9 in Y4
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

SUMMARY: DEADLINE FOR WITHDRAWAL OF IRAQ TROOPS

VALID CODES:

1. Favor a great deal
2. Favor moderately
3. Favor a little
4. Neither favor nor oppose
5. Oppose a little
6. Oppose moderately
7. Oppose a great deal

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
Y4. (Favor or oppose deadline for withdrawal of Iraq troops)
Y4a. (How much favor/oppose withdrawal deadline for troops)

NOTES:
-----
Built from Y4,Y4a.
Users may wish to construct a different summary from the component questions.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085302    Y4b. How important is withdrawal deadline for Iraq troops 
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How important to you personally is the issue of setting a deadline for withdrawing all U.S. troops from Iraq?
NOT AT ALL important, SLIGHTLY important, MODERATELY important, VERY important, or EXTREMELY important?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Not at all important
2. Slightly important
3. Moderately important
4. Very important
5. Extremely important

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
TYPE: Numeric

Y5a. Party 1 favorable-unfavorable intro

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

You might have favorable thoughts or feelings about the Democratic Party. Or you might have unfavorable thoughts or feelings about the Democratic Party. Or you might have some of each. We would like to ask you first about any favorable thoughts and feelings you might have about the Democratic Party. Then in a moment, we’ll ask you some separate questions about any unfavorable thoughts and feelings you might have.

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.20. (Order party favorableness placements)

V085303 Y5a1. Does R have favorable reaction to Democratic Party

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

First, do you have any FAVORABLE thoughts or feelings about the DEMOCRATIC PARTY, or do you not have any?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Have favorable thoughts or feelings
5. Do not have any

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.20. (Order party favorableness placements)

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS FAVORABLE THOUGHTS ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY:

How favorable are your favorable thoughts and feelings about the DEMOCRATIC PARTY? EXTREMELY favorable, VERY favorable, MODERATELY favorable, or SLIGHTLY favorable?

VALID CODES:

1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Y5a1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.20. Order party favorableness placements

NOTES:

Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you have any UNFAVORABLE thoughts or feelings about the DEMOCRATIC PARTY, or do you not have any?

VALID CODES:

1. Have unfavorable thoughts or feelings
5. Do not have any

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.20. (Order party favorableness placements)

NOTES:

Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.
VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Y5a2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.20. Order party favorableness placements

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

Y5b. Party 2 favorable-unfavorable intro

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

You might have favorable thoughts or feelings about the Republican Party. Or you might have unfavorable thoughts or feelings about the Republican Party.
Or you might have some of each.
We would like to ask you first about any favorable thoughts and feelings you might have about the Republican Party.
Then in a moment, we'll ask you some separate questions about any unfavorable thoughts and feelings you might have.

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.20. (Order party favorableness placements)
V085305  Y5b1. Does R have favorable reaction to Republican Party

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

First, do you have any FAVORABLE thoughts or feelings about the REPUBLICAN PARTY, or do you not have any?

VALID CODES:

1. Have favorable thoughts or feelings
5. Do not have any

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don’t know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.20. (Order party favorableness placements)

NOTES:

Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085305a  Y5b1a. How favorable about Republican Party

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS FAVORABLE THOUGHTS ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN PARTY:

How favorable are your favorable thoughts and feelings about the REPUBLICAN PARTY?
EXTREMELY favorable, VERY favorable, MODERATELY favorable, or SLIGHTLY favorable?

VALID CODES:
1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
---------------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Y5b1
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.20. Order party favorableness placements

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085306 Y5b2. Does R have unfavorable reaction to Republican Party
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY

Do you have any UNFAVORABLE thoughts or feelings about the REPUBLICAN PARTY, or do you not have any?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Have unfavorable thoughts or feelings
5. Do not have any

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused
REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.20. Order party favorableness placements

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions (Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085306a  Y5b2a. How unfavorable about Republican Party
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

IF R HAS UNFAVORABLE THOUGHTS ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN PARTY:

How unfavorable are your unfavorable thoughts and feelings about the REPUBLICAN PARTY? EXTREMELY unfavorable, VERY unfavorable, MODERATELY unfavorable, or SLIGHTLY unfavorable?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Slightly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-1. INAP, 5,-8,-9 in Y5b2
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
--------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)
PostRandom.20. Order party favorableness placements

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to have either the Democratic party favorable-unfavorable affect questions
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(Y5a1-Y5a2) or the Republican party favorable-unfavorable affect question (Y5b1-Y5b2) asked first, as documented in PostRandom.20.

......
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085307 Y6. How often does R put on a show =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

****************************************************************************** When you're with other people, how often do you put on a show to impress or entertain them? ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, ABOUT HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, or NEVER?******************************************************************************

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Always
2. Most of the time
3. About half the time
4. Once in a while
5. Never

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085308 Y7. Would R be a good actor

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

How good or bad of an actor would you be?
EXCELLENT, GOOD, FAIR, POOR, or VERY POOR?

VALID CODES:

1. Excellent
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very poor

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:

PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:

This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085309 Y8. Is R often the center of attention in a group

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

When you're in a group of people, how often are you the center of attention?
ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, ABOUT HALF THE TIME, ONCE IN A WHILE, or NEVER?

VALID CODES:

1. Always
2. Most of the time
3. About half the time
4. Once in a while
5. Never

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

-----------------------------------
V085310  Y9. How satisfied is R with life
-----------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

All things considered, how satisfied are you with your life as a whole these days?
Would you say that you are EXTREMELY satisfied, VERY satisfied, MODERATELY satisfied, SLIGHTLY satisfied, or NOT SATISFIED AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Extremely satisfied
2. Very satisfied
3. Moderately satisfied
4. Slightly satisfied
5. Not satisfied at all

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-8. Don't know
-9. Refused

REFERENCE:
---------
PostRandom.1. (Post forward or reverse coding)

NOTES:
-----
This question was included in the selection of Post-election questions for which Respondents were randomly assigned to response options in either forward or reverse order, as documented in PostRandom.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085311  AMP.1. 1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

NOTES:
-----
The Module for the AMP (the Affect Misattribution Procedure, a means for measuring implicit attitudes) was the last module of the Post-election interview and was self-administered by the Respondent.
The AMP was proposed to the ANES by Keith Payne of the University of North Carolina; a link to a presentation and audio file offering more information about the AMP and its potential relevance to ANES users is found in the ANES 2008 Time Series User Guide.

The AMP module comprised laptop displays of 48 pairings of photograph (face) and pictograph (Chinese character), in each of which the photograph display was barely perceptible but the pictograph display that followed was clearly visible. Following the display of each pair, the Respondent coded a rating of 'Pleasant' (keystroke: 'P') or 'Unpleasant' (keystroke: 'Q').
The photographs represented faces of young men, 12 faces of young white males and 12 faces of young black males, where each of the faces was administered twice, for a total of 24 displays of black faces and 24 displays of white faces. An algorithm randomized the order of face displays and the order of pictograph displays (pictographs were displayed only once each).

Each of the 24 photographs was identified by an associated photo 'letter'; images of the photographs themselves with the associated letter of each ['A','B','C', etc.] is found in the User Guide).

The displays of photo-pictograph pairs are represented in the 2008 Time Series Study release data by sets of variables organized according to the 1st-24th displays of black faces [sets AMP.1-AMP.24] and the 1st-24th displays of white faces [sets AMP.25-AMP.48].

The set of variables representing each display provides the Respondent's rating ['P' or 'Q'], the photograph 'letter', the Respondent's response time, and the iteration number (as the nth display of the 48 displays overall).

PROGRAMMING ERROR NOTE:
As the result of a technical glitch, the 1st photo/pictograph pair, although properly selected by the programming algorithm, was not actually displayed to the Respondent.

For the set of variables representing the 1st black face (set AMP.1) and the set of variables representing the 1st white face (set AMP.25), cases are coded -4 when the selection of the photograph/pictograph pair had represented the 1st iteration in the AMP series.

LANGUAGE NOTE:
The AMP module was not translated into Spanish.

See AMP.50 for Respondents unable to complete the AMP module due to visual limitations.

The 48 iterations in the AMP module were preceded by 4 "test" administrations of response to Chinese characters alone; data for these test administrations are not available.

TYPE:

----

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085311b AMP.1b. 1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
-------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE: Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES: See notes AMP.1.

TYPE: Numeric

2nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)
VALID CODES:
---------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085312a AMP.2a. 2nd BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085312b AMP.2b. 2nd BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (sec)
2nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085312c   AMP.2c. 2nd BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

2nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays
MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

3rd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
3rd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085313b  AMP.3b. 3rd BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

3rd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085313c  AMP.3c. 3rd BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

3rd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
----------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085314  AMP.4. 4th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

4th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085314a  AMP.4a. 4th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

4th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085314b  AMP.4b. 4th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
VALID CODES:
----------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
4th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085315  AMP.5. 5th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

5th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085315a  AMP.5a. 5th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085315b  AMP.5b. 5th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

================================================================================
V085315c  AMP.5c. 5th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
---
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
---
Numeric

================================================================================
V085316  AMP.6. 6th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085316a  AMP.6a. 6th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085316b  AMP.6b. 6th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

6th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085317b AMP.7b. 7th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter) 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
7th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE) 
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE) 
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE) 
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE) 
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE) 
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE) 
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE) 
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE) 
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE) 
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE) 
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE) 
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
-----------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
... 
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

8th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085318a  AMP.8a. 8th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec) 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

8th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085318b  AMP.8b. 8th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter) 
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

8th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

8th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085319  AMP.9. 9th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------
9th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)
--------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085319a  AMP.9a. 9th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------
9th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)
--------------------------------------------------------------
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085319b  AMP.9b. 9th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
9th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:
----------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

9th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
----------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

10th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')
MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

---

V085320a AMP.10a. 10th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
-----------------------------------
10th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

---

V085320b AMP.10b. 10th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
-----------------------------------
10th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

10th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays

48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

11th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
- 0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
- 1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
- 2. No Post-election IW
- 5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
MISSING CODES:

-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085321b  AMP.11b. 11th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter) =============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

============================================================================= 11th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph =============================================================================

VALID CODES:

---------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.
TYPE: Numeric

__________________________________________________________________________
V085321c AMP.11c. 11th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
__________________________________________________________________________

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
11th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
  
  
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

__________________________________________________________________________
V085322 AMP.12. 12th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
__________________________________________________________________________

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
12th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Coded ‘Q’ (‘Unpleasant’)
1. Coded ‘P’ (‘Pleasant’)
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MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085322a  AMP.12a. 12th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

12th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085322b  AMP.12b. 12th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

12th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085322c  AMP.12c. 12th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

12th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

V085323  AMP.13. 13th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

V085323a  AMP.13a. 13th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

13th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
V085323c    AMP.13c. 13th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

13th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
. .
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085324    AMP.14. 14th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

14th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

14th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

14th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

14th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
    ...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085325    AMP.15. 15th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

15th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085325a   AMP.15a. 15th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

15th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085325b  AMP.15b. 15th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

15th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
---------
  01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
  03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
  05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
  07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
  09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
  11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
  13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
  15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
  17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
  19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
  21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
  23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

15th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

16th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
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-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================
V085326a  AMP.16a. 16th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
============================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085326b  AMP.16b. 16th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085326c AMP.16c. 16th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

16th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
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AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085327   AMP.17. 17th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q) 
============================================================================= 
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085327a  AMP.17a. 17th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec) 
============================================================================= 
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085327b  AMP.17b. 17th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085327c  AMP.17c. 17th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
------
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085328  AMP.18. 18th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085328a  AMP.18a. 18th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085328b  AMP.18b. 18th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085328c  AMP.18c. 18th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085329    AMP.19. 19th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
--------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085329a   AMP.19a. 19th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085329b  AMP.19b. 19th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085329c  AMP.19c. 19th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085330  AMP.20. 20th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

20th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085330a  AMP.20a. 20th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
20th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085330b  AMP.20b. 20th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
20th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=================================================================================
V085330c  AMP.20c. 20th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
=================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------
20th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
ANESES TIMESERIES_2008_POST_VARDOC_CODEBOOK.TXT

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085331  AMP.21. 21st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

----------------------------------------------------------------- 21st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085331a  AMP.21a. 21st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

----------------------------------------------------------------- 21st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

21st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

21st DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded ‘Q’ ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded ‘P’ ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085332c  AMP.22c. 22nd BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085333    AMP.23. 23rd BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085333a    AMP.23a. 23rd BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:  Page 708
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085333b  AMP.23b. 23rd BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

=============================================================================  
V085333c  AMP.23c. 23rd BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence  
Page 709
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

23rd DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
---------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085334  AMP.24. 24th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

24th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Coded ‘Q’ (‘Unpleasant’) 
1. Coded ‘P’ (‘Pleasant’)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

Page 710
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085334a AMP.24a. 24th BLACK FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: response time (sec)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085334b AMP.24b. 24th BLACK FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
24th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: photograph-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
01. PHOTO A (BLACK FACE)
03. PHOTO C (BLACK FACE)
05. PHOTO E (BLACK FACE)
07. PHOTO G (BLACK FACE)
09. PHOTO J (BLACK FACE)
11. PHOTO L (BLACK FACE)
13. PHOTO N (BLACK FACE)
15. PHOTO Q (BLACK FACE)
17. PHOTO S (BLACK FACE)
19. PHOTO U (BLACK FACE)
21. PHOTO W (BLACK FACE)
23. PHOTO Y (BLACK FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085334c AMP.24c. 24th BLACK FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

24th DISPLAY OF BLACK FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----

Page 712
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE: 

----
Numeric

V085335  AMP.25. 1st WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

---------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE: 

----
Numeric

V085335a  AMP.25a. 1st WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
------------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

1st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-4. Not administered due to programming error (randomly selected as the 1st photograph/pictograph pair)
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

2nd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')
MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085336a AMP.26a. 2nd WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec) ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

 pretended pause NO RESPONSE TIME (sec)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085336b AMP.26b. 2nd WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter) ==============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

 pretended pause NO RESPONSE PHOTO (letter)

pretended pause NO RESPONSE PHOTO (letter)
VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

2nd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

3rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded ‘Q’ (‘Unpleasant’)
1. Coded ‘P’ (‘Pleasant’)

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

3rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================
V085337b  AMP.27b. 3rd WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
----------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

=================================================================================
V085337c  AMP.27c. 3rd WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
=================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=================================================================================
V085338  AMP.28. 4th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
=================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085338a  AMP.28a. 4th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec) linik4
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

============================================================================= 4th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec) linik4
============================================================================= MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= V085338b  AMP.28b. 4th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter) linik4
============================================================================= POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

============================================================================= 4th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph linik4
============================================================================= VALID CODES:
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

V085338c  AMP.28c. 4th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
V085339  AMP.29. 5th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

5th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

V085339a  AMP.29a. 5th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

5th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

5th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
---------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

6th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
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-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

6th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

6th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085340c AMP.30c. 6th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

6th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
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AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085341 AMP.31. 7th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085341a AMP.31a. 7th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085341b AMP.31b. 7th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
---------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

7th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

8th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW  
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent  

REFERENCE:  
---------  
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)  

NOTES:  
-----  
See notes AMP.1.  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  

=============================================================================  
V085342a AMP.32a. 8th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE  

---------------------------------------------------------------  
8th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)  
---------------------------------------------------------------  

MISSING CODES:  
---------  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent  

REFERENCE:  
---------  
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)  

NOTES:  
-----  
See notes AMP.1.  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  

=============================================================================  
V085342b AMP.32b. 8th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE  

---------------------------------------------------------------  
8th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph  
---------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:  
---------  
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085342c  AMP.32c. 8th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

8th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

9th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
-------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

9th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

==============================================
V085343b  AMP.33b. 9th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
==============================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------
9th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
--------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085343c AMP.33c. 9th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

9th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
...
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085344 AMP.34. 10th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

10th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

==============================================================
V085344a  AMP.34a. 10th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
==============================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

---------------------------------------------------------------
10th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)
---------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

==============================================================
V085344b  AMP.34b. 10th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
==============================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

---------------------------------------------------------------
10th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
---------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085344c AMP.34c. 10th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------
10th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)  
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085345 AMP.35. 11th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

11th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085345a AMP.35a. 11th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
------
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valid Codes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02. PHOTO A</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04. PHOTO C</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06. PHOTO E</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08. PHOTO G</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. PHOTO J</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. PHOTO L</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. PHOTO N</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. PHOTO Q</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. PHOTO S</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. PHOTO U</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. PHOTO W</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. PHOTO Y</td>
<td>WHITE FACE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
------
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

11th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
. .
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

12th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085346a  AMP.36a. 12th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

=============================================================================  
12th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)  
=============================================================================  

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW  
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085346b  AMP.36b. 12th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

=============================================================================  
12th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph  
=============================================================================  

VALID CODES:
----------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)  
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)  
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085346c  AMP.36c. 12th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

12th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085347  AMP.37. 13th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
----------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085347a AMP.37a. 13th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
=============================================================================  
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCES:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085347b  AMP.37b. 13th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
13rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

----------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

13rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

14th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent
REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
------
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085348a  AMP.38a. 14th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
------
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085348b  AMP.38b. 14th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

VALID CODES:
------------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085348c  AMP.38c. 14th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

14th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

VALID CODES:

02. 2nd display in the series of 48 displays
03. 3rd display in the series of 48 displays
.
.
.
48. 48th display in the series of 48 displays

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
See notes AMP.1.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085349    AMP.39. 15th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

===============================================================  
15th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)
===============================================================

VALID CODES:

----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

--------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

**TYPE:**

----

Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085349a   AMP.39a. 15th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

==============================================================  
15th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)
==============================================================

MISSING CODES:

--------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:  
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AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085349b  AMP.39b. 15th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE 

============================================================================= 
15th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph 
============================================================================= 

VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE) 
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE) 
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE) 
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE) 
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)  
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE) 
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE) 
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE) 
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE) 
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE) 
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE) 
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW 
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085349c  AMP.39c. 15th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence 
Page 749
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

15th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: Chinese character

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
Numeric

V085350  AMP.40. 16th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

16th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Page 750
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

16th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

16th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085350c  AMP.40c. 16th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

16th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085351  AMP.41. 17th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
---------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
VALID CODES:
---------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085351c  AMP.41c. 17th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

17th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: Chinese character

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085352b  AMP.42b. 18th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
18th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)  
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)  
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)  
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)  
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)  
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)  
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)  
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)  
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)  
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)  
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)  
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW  
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085352c  AMP.42c. 18th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
=============================================================================  
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

18th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085353  AMP.43. 19th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085353c  AMP.43c. 19th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence  
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

19th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085354  AMP.44. 20th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)  
=============================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

20th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085354a    AMP.44a. 20th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

20th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085354b    AMP.44b. 20th WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

20th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
VALID CODES:
----------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085354c AMP.44c. 20th WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
-----------------------------------
20th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.
TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085355   AMP.45. 21st WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

21st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
---------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085355a  AMP.45a. 21st WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

21st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

===============================================
V085355b  AMP.45b. 21st WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)
===============================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

=============================================================================  
21st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph  
=============================================================================  

VALID CODES:
-----------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085355c  AMP.45c. 21st WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence  
=============================================================================  
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21st DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085356  AMP.46. 22nd WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085356a AMP.46a. 22nd WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085356b AMP.46b. 22nd WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

22nd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085356c  AMP.46c. 22nd WHITE FACE PHOTO: nth in sequence
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
22nd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

MISSING CODES:

-------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

============================================================================= 
V085357  AMP.47. 23rd WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)
============================================================================= 

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

----------------------------------------------------------------- 
23rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

----------
0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')
MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085357a  AMP.47a. 23rd WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

23rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:
----------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
--------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085357b  AMP.47b. 23rd WHITE FACE PHOTO: photograph (letter)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

23rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph
VALID CODES:

VALID CODES:

02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

23rd DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.
V085358    AMP.48. 24th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response (P or Q)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

24th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response (P or Q)

VALID CODES:

0. Coded 'Q' ('Unpleasant')
1. Coded 'P' ('Pleasant')

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

V085358a    AMP.48a. 24th WHITE FACE PHOTO: response time (sec)

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

24th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: response time (sec)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)
NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

24th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: photograph

VALID CODES:
-------------
02. PHOTO A (WHITE FACE)
04. PHOTO C (WHITE FACE)
06. PHOTO E (WHITE FACE)
08. PHOTO G (WHITE FACE)
10. PHOTO J (WHITE FACE)
12. PHOTO L (WHITE FACE)
14. PHOTO N (WHITE FACE)
16. PHOTO Q (WHITE FACE)
18. PHOTO S (WHITE FACE)
20. PHOTO U (WHITE FACE)
22. PHOTO W (WHITE FACE)
24. PHOTO Y (WHITE FACE)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:
---------
AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:
-----
See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE
24th DISPLAY OF WHITE FACE: nth in series of 48 (nth in total series)

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW
-5. INAP, not completed by respondent

REFERENCE:

AMP.1. (1st BLACK FACE PHOTO: response)

NOTES:

See notes AMP.1.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085359  AMP.49. R able to read Chinese

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

Is R able to read Chinese

VALID CODES:

0. No
1. Yes

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, not completed by respondent
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

At the close of the AMP module, R was asked if he/she could read Chinese; the pictographs displayed in the AMP module were Chinese characters.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085360a  AMP.50a. Pre-administration IWR checkpoint
POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

AMP: PRE-ADMINISTRATION INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:
Does R have a visual impairment which makes it impossible to complete the AMP (even with assistance)?

VALID CODES:

1. NO, Respondent is able to proceed with the AMP
2. YES, respondent has visual impairment which will prevent completion of AMP {SPECIFY}"

MISSING CODES:

-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Cases were coded 2 when the Respondent was completely unable to self-administer the AMP module.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY - AMP MODULE

Did R have a visual or physical impairment which required your assistance in order for him or her to be able to complete the AMP section?

VALID CODES:

0. NO, no assistance was necessary
1. YES, respondent required assistance due to VISUAL impairment
3. YES, respondent required assistance due to OTHER PHYSICAL impairment
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

-1. INAP, 2 in AMP.50a
-4. NA, not completed by the IWR
-2. No Post-election IW

TYPE:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Others present at time of interview:
Mention 1

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:

0. No one other than R (1st mention only)
1. Children under 6
2. Older children
3. Unknown person
4. Other relatives
5. Other adults
6. Spouse

MISSING CODES:

-8. Don't know (1st mention only)
-4. NA (missing for ZZ1a-ZZ1f)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Others present at time of interview:
Mention 2
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Children under 6
2. Older children
3. Unknown person
4. Other relatives
5. Other adults
6. Spouse

MISSING CODES:
---------------
-4. NA (missing for ZZ1a-ZZ1f)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 0 in ZZ1a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085401c  ZZ1c. POST IWR OBS: others present - mention 3

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Others present at time of interview:
Mention 3

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Children under 6
2. Older children
3. Unknown person
4. Other relatives
5. Other adults
6. Spouse

MISSING CODES:
-4. NA (missing for ZZ1a-ZZ1f)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 0 in ZZ1a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
V085401d   ZZ1d. POST IWR OBS: others present - mention 4  
=============================================================================  

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Others present at time of interview:
Mention 4

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Children under 6
2. Older children
3. Unknown person
4. Other relatives
5. Other adults
6. Spouse

MISSING CODES:
--------------
-4. NA (missing for ZZ1a-ZZ1f)  
-2. No Post-election IW  
-1. INAP, 0 in ZZ1a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

=============================================================================  
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V085401e ZZ1e. POST IWR OBS: others present - mention 5
=============================================================================}
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Others present at time of interview:
Mention 5
=============================================================================}
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}
VALID CODES:
1. Children under 6
2. Older children
3. Unknown person
4. Other relatives
5. Other adults
6. Spouse
MISSING CODES:
-4. NA (missing for ZZ1a-ZZ1f)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 0 in ZZ1a; no further mention
NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview
TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085401f ZZ1f. POST IWR OBS: others present - mention 6
=============================================================================}
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
Others present at time of interview:
Mention 6
=============================================================================}
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}
VALID CODES:
----------
1. Children under 6
2. Older children
3. Unknown person
4. Other relatives
5. Other adults
6. Spouse

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. NA (missing for ZZ1a-ZZ1f)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 0 in ZZ1a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085402  ZZ2. POST IWR OBS: R cooperation

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

INTERVIEWER:
R's cooperation was:

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very poor

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------
INTERVIEWER:
R's general level of information about politics and public affairs seemed:
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

1. Very high
2. Fairly high
3. Average
4. Fairly low
5. Very low

MISSING CODES:

4. NA (missing)
2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:

Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

-----------------------------------------------------------------
INTERVIEWER:
R's apparent intelligence:
-----------------------------------------------------------------

VALID CODES:

1. Very high
2. Fairly high
3. Average
4. Fairly low
5. Very low
MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

INTERVIEWER:
How suspicious did R seem to be about the study before the interview?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Not at all suspicious
2. Somewhat suspicious
3. Very suspicious

MISSING CODES:
----------
-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

INTERVIEWER:
Overall, how great was R’s interest in the interview?
VALID CODES:

1. Very high
2. Fairly high
3. Average
4. Fairly low
5. Very low

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085407    ZZ7. POST IWR OBS: R sincere

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

INTERVIEWER:
How sincere did R seem to be in his/her answers?

VALID CODES:

1. Completely sincere
2. Usually sincere
3. Often seemed to be insincere

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:

Numeric
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION

IF R WAS NOT COMPLETELY SINCERE:

INTERVIEWER:
Were there any particular parts of the interview for which you doubted R’s sincerity?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

{IF SO, NAME THEM BY SECTION OR QUESTION NUMBER}

VALID CODES:

1. Yes {SPECIFY}
5. No

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 1 in ZZ7

NOTES:

-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Post-election survey interview.

TYPE:

----
Numeric

POST-ELECTION SURVEY

------------------------------------------

R’s reaction to interview:
10. Negative - general
11. Negative - too long
12. Negative - too complicated
13. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
15. R wanted to stop before interview completed. After starting the interview R made comments indicating he/she regretted having agreed to be interviewed
16. R complained and/or interviewer observed that R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight etc.; interview was
obviously hard for R
22. R complained and/or interviewer observed that R was confused by questions couldn't understand the scales; interview was obviously hard for R
30. R expressed (especially repeatedly) doubts/apologies/embarrassment over lack of knowledge or own suitability for interview
31. R expressed (especially repeatedly) doubts/apologies/embarrassment over lack of POLITICAL knowledge
40. R was agitated or stressed by interview PROCESS
41. R became angry at interview CONTENT
45. R became concerned about sampling purpose or bias: why do you come to the old folks home? why THIS neighborhood? why/why not blacks/Hispanics? why me? etc.
50. R could not read Respondent Booklet
70. R appeared to enjoy the interview (R was cooperative/interested/pleasant etc.)
80. Neutral or no feedback (1st mention only)

-----------------------------------------------------------------

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
-----------
01. Negative - general
02. Negative - too long
03. Negative - too complicated
04. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
05. R wanted to stop before interview complete
06. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
07. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
08. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
09. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concered with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Repondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview
13. Neutral or no feedback (1st mention only)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. NA (missing for ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric
V085409b  ZZ09b. POST IWR OBS: Mention 2 - R reactions to IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
R's reaction to interview: Mention 2

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:

01. Negative - general
02. Negative - too long
03. Negative - too complicated
04. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
05. R wanted to stop before interview complete
06. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
07. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
08. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
09. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concerned with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Repondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview

MISSING CODES:

-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:

Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

TYPE:

Numeric

V085409c  ZZ09c. POST IWR OBS: Mention 3 - R reactions to IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
R's reaction to interview: Mention 3
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INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
-----------
01. Negative - general
02. Negative - too long
03. Negative - too complicated
04. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
05. R wanted to stop before interview complete
06. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
07. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
08. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
09. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concerned with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Respondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085409d    ZZ09d. POST IWR OBS: Mention 4 - R reactions to IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
R's reaction to interview: Mention 4

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
-----------
01. Negative - general
02. Negative - too long
03. Negative - too complicated
04. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
05. R wanted to stop before interview complete
06. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
07. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
08. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
09. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concered with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Respondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview

MISSING CODES:
-------------
-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric

V085409e    ZZ09e. POST IWR OBS: Mention 5 - R reactions to IW
============================================================================
MISSING CODES:
------------
-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric

V085409f  ZZ09f. POST IWR OBS: Mention 6 - R reactions to IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
R’s reaction to interview: Mention 6

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Negative - general
02. Negative - too long
03. Negative - too complicated
04. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
05. R wanted to stop before interview complete
06. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
07. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
08. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
09. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concerned with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Respondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview

MISSING CODES:
------------
-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.
V085409g    ZZ09g. POST IWR OBS: Mention 7 - R reactions to IW

POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
R's reaction to interview: Mention 7

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
1. Negative - general
2. Negative - too long
3. Negative - too complicated
4. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
5. R wanted to stop before interview complete
6. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
7. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
8. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
9. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concerned with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Respondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview

MISSING CODES:
-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

V085409h    ZZ09h. POST IWR OBS: Mention 8 - R reactions to IW
POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWER:
R's reaction to interview: Mention 8

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
{CHECK ALL THAT APPLY}

VALID CODES:
-------
01. Negative - general
02. Negative - too long
03. Negative - too complicated
04. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
05. R wanted to stop before interview complete
06. R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight
07. R expressed lack of knowledge for interview
08. R stressed/agitated by interview PROCESS
09. R became angry at interview CONTENT
10. R concered with sampling purpose or bias
11. R could not read Repondent Booklet
12. R appeared to enjoy interview

MISSING CODES:
-------
-4. NA (missing in ZZ9a-ZZ9m)
-2. No Post-election IW
-1. INAP, 13 in ZZ13a; no further mention

NOTES:
-----
Coded by the interviewer after completion of the Pre-election survey interview.

TYPE:
----
Numeric